



During 1963, Moultonboro will have been a town for 200 years.
Of this fact, I am sure, we all are proud. Proud and grateful
that 200 years ago a group of men and women ventured into the
unknown wilderness to erect new homes and start a new life.
In their minds and hearts burned the vision of a better and more
secure tomorrow and in their lives a faith in God, a confidence
in themsevles and a hope that from their lives and efforts each
succeeding generation might forge ahead and carry their hopes
and ideals to even greater heights.
Down through the long parade of years each individual within
our borders has added something of himself, something of his
hopes and dreams and from the total sum of all these lives has
emerged our Town today.
May we who now live and love our heritage ever keep before
our eyes the same Faith, the same Confidence, the same Hope
for the betterment of our Town.
To our Summer Friends who come each year to enjoy with us
the beauties of our land, we as a Town owe them a debt of
gratitude for their friendships, for their help, and for their in-
terest in our progress, and may we and they work together in
continued harmony for a more progressive future, with undim-
med memories of the past, with humble confidence in ourselves
and with a Hope and Faith that in the years ahead, no act of
ours shall mar the growth and progress of this Town we love.






Fiscal Year Ending December 31
1962
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from our official records and is complete
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TOWN OF MOULTONBORO
State of New Hampshire
Town Warrant for 1963
To the inhabitants of the Town of Moultonboro, in the
County of Carroll, in said State, qualified to vote in Town
Affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Moultonboro
Central School in said Moultonboro on Tuesday, the 12th day
of March 1963, at ten of the clock in the forenoon to act upon
the following subjects
:
1. To choose by ballot and major vote a Treasurer, Clerk,
Tax Collector, one or more not exceeding two Highway
Agents, Auditors, one Selectman for three years, one
Trustee of the Trust Funds for three years, and such
other officers and agents as the voters may deem nec-
essary.
2. To raise and appropriate such sums of money as may
be necessary to repair Highways and Bridges in said
Town.
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $852.97 for Town Road Aid.
4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow money in anticipation of taxes for the cur-
rent year maintenance and operation expenses, and
that the Selectmen be authorized to issue notes there-
for, which notes are to be paid out of tax receipts of
the current year as provided by the provisions of Acts
of 1953, Chapter 258, and any amendments thereof.
5. To see if the Town will vote to allow a discount on tax-
es paid in full up to fifteen days after the issue of the
tax bills by the collector.
6. To see what sums of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for the Laconia and Huggins Hos-
pitals.
7. To see if the Town will vote, to raise and appropriate
the sum of $500.00 for concerts to be provided by the
Center Harbor Band.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $635.38 which is 1/100 of 1% of the assess-
ed valuation of the Town, to the Lakes Region Associ-
ation for the purpose of publicizing and promoting the
natural advantages and resources of the Town, in co-
operation with other towns in the Lakes Region.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $100.00 for the control of White Pine Blis-
ter Rust.
10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to petition the Governor and Council for the establish-
ment of a Municipal Court.
11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to make a study of the advisability and cost of
converting the so-called "Old Firehouse" into town of-
fices, and report at the next annual meeting.
12. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to purchase land from Harvey Moulton to be used as
a Town Dump for a total cost of $2,500 and raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,000 to finish payment of
same.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,000 for reconstruction of a portion of the
Moultonboro Neck Road, providing the State of New
Hampshire will apportion the sum of $10,000, the to-
tal sum to be expended under the supervision of the
New Hampshire Highway Department.
14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the purchase
of a Motor Grader suitable for use on town roads for
year round maintenance when needed, to be under the
supervision of the Selectmen and in order to provide
funds for same to empower the Selectmen to borrow the
sum necessary and to issue Serial Notes* or Bonds in
the name and on the credit of the Town, and to fix
the time and place of payment, the rate of interest,
terms and maturities and provide for the sale thereof,
all in accordance with New Hampshire Revised Statu-
tes Annotated 1955, Chapter 33, known as the "Muni-
cipal Finance Act," and any ammendments applicable
thereto.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise the pay of trucks
over li/2 ton from $1.50 to $2.50 per hour.
(By Request)
16. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the employ-
ment of a Certified Public Account to audit Town ac-
counts.
17. To see if the Town will vote to tar approximately 8000
feet of road in the Kona Farm area, this road, known
as the Hauser Shore Road, being same that the Town
accepted at Town Meeting 1960 and to raise and ap-
propriate money for same. (By Request)
18. To see if the Town will vote to continue to break door-
yards on the present basis. (By Request)
19. To transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this 18th day of










Lands & Buildings $6,067,700.00
Electric Plants 290,250.00
House Trailers used as Dwellings 6,050.00
Stock in Trade 15,500.00
Boats & Launches, 387 51,500.00
Horses, 1 50.00
Cows, 61 3,800.00
Other Neat Stock, 15 750.00
Sheep & Goats, 39 390.00
Oxen, 3 225.00
Fowls, 350 175,00
Gasoline Pumps & Tanks 3,750.00
Road Building & Construction Machinery- 8,100.00
Total Gross Valuation $6,448,240.00
Less Veterans' Exemptions and
Exemptions to the Blind 94,400.00




Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the
Ensuing Year January 1, 1963 to December 31, 1963
Compared With
Estimated & Actual Revenue, Appropriations & Expenditures




Yr. 1962 Yr. 1962 Yr.1963SOURCES OF REVENUE
From State:
Interest and Dividends Tax $ 11,000.00 $ 14,061.83 $ 13,000.00
Railroad Tax .29 .23 .23
Forest Lands - Water Resources 147.83 147.83
For Fighting Forest Fires 100.00 176.56 100.00
From Local Sources Except Taxes:
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses,
Permits and Filing Fees
Rent of Town Hall and
Other Buildings
Interest Received on Taxes
and Deposits
Dooryard Fees
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Sale of Town Property













Total Revenues from All Sources




PURPOSES OF EXPEND. Year 1962 Year 1962 Year 1963
Current Maintenance Expenses:
General Government:
Town Officers' Salaries $
Town Officers' Expenses
Election and Registration Exp.
Municipal Court Expenses
Town Reports


















Health Dept., Incl. Hospitals
Vital Statistics
Sewer Maintenance - Dump Site
Town Dump and
Garbage Removal 3,200.00 3,580.22 3,200.00
Highways and Bridges
:
















Shaker Jerry Rd. 2,468.50
Town Maintenance
Mikelson Rd. 500.00
Town Maintenance 40,000.00 44,238.78 45,000.00
Street Lighting 2,200.00 2,214.13 2,400.00
General Expenses of
Highway Department 12,000.00 13,610.42 12,000.00
Town Road Aid 854.56 852.97
Salt & Chloride Acc't. 6,000.00



















Incl. Band Concerts 500.
Public Service Enterprises:
Cemeteries





On Long Term Notes







Outlay for New Construction & Perm. Imp.
Highways and Bridges
:
State Aid Construction - Town's Share
New Equipment














Total Expenditures $260,011.11 $265,334.85 $293,188.35
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Statement of
Appropriations and Taxes Assessed
Town Officers Salaries $ 5,300.00
Town Officers Expenses 4,300.00
Election & Registration Expenses 1,200.00
Town Reports 800.00
Town Hall & Other Bldgs 1,000.00
Police Department 2,500.00







Town Road Aid 854.56
Town Maintenance 40,000.00
Street Lighting 2,200.00
General Expenses of Highway Dept. 12,000.00
Libraries 3,800.00
Old Age Assistance 3,500.00
Town Poor $3,000 Veterans Aid $200.00 3,200.00
Memorial Day 150.00
Parks & Playgrounds 4,500.00
Band Concerts 500.00
Cemeteries 2,000.00
Damages & Legal 250.00
Bi-centennial 500.00
Advertising & Regional 608.22
Social Security & Contributions 1,200.00
New Fire House 2,000.00
Lee's Mills Appropriation 2,000.00
Dale Land at Lee's Mills 2,000.00
New Equipment 750.00
Payment on Debt :
Principal $3,000
Interest 2.500 5,500.00
Total Town Appropriations $115,812.78
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Less: Estimated Revenues and Credits:
Interest & Dividends Tax $14,061.83
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources 2,200.00
Interest on Taxes & deposits 900.00
Business licenses & Permits 40.00
Dog Licenses 400.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 11,000.00
Dooryards 2,500.00
Bicycle Fees 30.00
Poll Taxes at $2.00 (443) 886.00
Total Revenue and Credits $ 32,017.83
Net Town Appropriations 83,794.95
Net School Appropriations 111,051.65
County Tax Assessment 33,146.68
Total of Town School & Country $227,993.28
Plus Overlay 3,921.88
Amount to be Raised by Property Taxes $231,915.16
Taxes to be Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $231,915.16
Poll Taxes 886.00
Total Taxes to be Committed to Collector $232,801.16
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Oash in hands of Treasurer $34,268.83
Unredeemed Taxes:
Levy of 1961 358.45
















Accounts Owed by the Town:
Bills Outstanding:
New Fire House $ 454.43










Yield Tax—Bond & Debt Retirement
Uncollected 250.83
Collected, not remitted to
State Treasurer 174.67
Due to School District:
Balance of Appropriation
Long Term Notes Outstanding:
Fire House Notes ($3,000.00 yearly)
Bonds Outstanding:







Excess of Liabilities over Assets
Net Debt., December 31, 1961







Report of Town Clerk
For the Year Ending December 31, 1962
jceived Tax on:
22 1961 Motor Vehicles
831 1962 Motor Vehicles




















Remittances to Town Treasurer:
1961 Motor Vehicles 169.58
1962 Motor Vehicles 9,535.18
1963 Motor Vehicles 416.15
$10,120.91
1962 Dog Tax 433.00
1962 Bicycle Tax 35.00
1962 Filing Fees 6.00
474.00






Schedule of Town Property
1. Town Hall, Lands & Buildings $ 3,000.00
Furniture & Equipment 100.00
2. Libraries, Lands & Buildings 13,000.00
Furniture & Equipment 2,500.00
3. Fire Dept., Lands & Buildings 31,200.00
Equipment 30,000.00
4. Highway Dept., Equipment 1,500.00
5. Schools, Lands & Buildings 160,000.00
Equipment 3,000.00
6. Lee Lot, Red Hill 250.00*
7. Ossipee Mt. Lots, 16 Acres 100.00
8. Stony Island, 1/4 Acre 100.00
$244,750.00
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Report of Tax Collector
ERNEST L. BERRY
SUMMARY OF WARRANT
PROPERTY, POLL AND YIELD TAXES
Levy of 1962
— DR—

























1962 Yield Taxes Collected in 1961 70.00




Cash on Hand (Property taxes 1962




PROPERTY, POLL AND YIELD TAXES
Levy of 1961
— DR—
Uncollected Taxes - As of January 1, 1962





Property Taxes $ 397.00
Poll Taxes 26.00
Duplicate Property Tax Payments 123.55
Interest Collected 1,004.49












Uncollected Taxes - As per Collector's List
Property Taxes 94.40
Yield Taxes 453.96






State Head Taxes Committed to Collector:
Original Warrant $ 2,850.00
Added Taxes 85.00
Total Commitment $ 2,935.00
Penalties Collected 3.50









As per Collector's List 660.00






















Total Credits $ 601.50
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1962
— DR—
Tax Sale on Account of Levies of:
1961 1960 1959
a) Taxes Sold to Town during
Current Fiscal Year 845.10
Taxes Sold to Others 569.93
b) Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
January 1, 1962 141.80 57.09
Interest Collected After Sale 3.86 8.88 9.12
Redemption Costs 11.25 1.25
Total Debits $1,429.74 $ 151.93 $ 66.21
CR—
Remittances to Treasurer 1,071.29 120.89 66.21
Unredeemed Taxes at Close of
Year 358.45 31.04
Total Credits $1,429.74 $ 151.93 $ 66.21
Unredeemed Taxes From Tax Sales:
Richard S. Temple 40.15 31.04
Lawrence Porter 36.53
Kenneth & Phyllis Van Leeuwen 96.02






Report of Town Treasurer
Receipts
Balance in hands of Treasurer January 1, 1962 $ 34,268.82
From Ernest L. Berry, Tax Collector:
Property Taxes, Current Year $195,132.72
Poll Taxes, Current Year 688.00
Yield Taxes, Current Year 14.26
State Head Taxes, Current Year 2,250.00
Property & Yield Taxes, Previous years 33,294.04
Poll Taxes, Previous Years 162.00
Head Taxes, Previous Years 535.00
Interest Received on Taxes 1,014.48
Penalties on State Head Taxes 50.00
Tax Sales Redeemed 1,258.39
From State Treasurer:
Town Road Aid 5,697.08
Interest & Dividends Tax 14,061.83
Railroad Tax .23
Blister Rust .25
Water Resources Board 147.83
Fighting Forest Fires 176.56
From Local Sources:
From Mina E. Berry, Town Clerk:
Registration of Motor Vehicles 10,120.91
Dog Licenses 433.00
Bicycles Fees & Filing Fees 41.00
Dooryard Fees 2,390.00
Rent of Town Property to Bryon Hedblom 250.00
From Special Road Receipts:
Watson Shores Road 280.00
VonHurst Road 122.00
Hermit Cove Road 300.00
Deerhaven Road 300.00
Tecumseh Road 307.16
West Point Road 350.00
Geneva Point Road 84.00
Ash Cove Road 200.00
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Receipts Other than Current Revenue:
Meredith Trust Co., temporary loans 88,703.06
Refunds & Miscellaneous:
Sylvester Rand, Check voided 1.25
Frank Smith Jr., Check voided 1.35
Polio Clinic 71.75
Camp Tecumseh, Leroy McCormick, materials 120.00
Dorothy Davis, calls 10.00
Polio Clinic 214.20
Centennial Donation 1.00
George H. Macomber, fire refund 16.00
Philip Traversy, fire refund 29.10
Centennial Comm. Proceeds of Lunch 44.15
Adele Taylor, fines 50.00
Leonard Smart, stopped payment on check #5098 228.63
White Mt. Power Co., for used street lights 256.20
Caucus Comm., for Filing Fees 15.00
D. Earle Beede, refund on fire 26.60
Florence & Mauritz Berggren, on deed 15.00
Sale of Town Property:
John McCormick, Lot #80, Red Hill Cemetery 30.00
Ethel F. Hughes, Lot #14, Red Hill Cemetery 40.00
Charles Bickford, Lot in Mason Cemetery 20.00
Total Receipts From All Sources $393,822.86
Total Expenditures 359,720.16






From Local Taxes $234,398.89
From State 20,083.78
From Local Sources, Except Taxes 15,178.07
Receipts Other Than Current Revenue 89,893.29
Total Receipts From All Sources $359,554.03





1. Town Officer's Salaries $ 5,716.32
2. Town Officer's Expenses 4,256.69
3. Election & Registration 1,117.72
4. Town Reports 576.00
5. Expenses of Town Hall & Other Bldgs 655.74
Protection of Persons and Property:
6. Police Department 2,571.20
7. Fire Department 6,950.00
8. Forest Fires 685.56
9. Blister Rust 100.00
10. Insurance 1,264.27
Health :
11. Health Department, Including Hospitals 1,292.51
12. Town Dump 3,580.22
Highways & Bridges:
13. Town Maintenance 44,238.78
14. Shaker Jerry Road 2,468.50
15. Mickelson Road 500.00
16. Street Lighting 2,214.13
17. General Expenses of Highway Department 13,610.42
Libraries :
18. Library Appropriation 3,800.00
Public Welfare:
19. Old Age Assistance 2,622.15
20. Town Poor 3,400.62
Patriotic Purposes:
21. Memorial Day 138.76




24. Parks & Playgrounds 3,413.86
25. Band Concerts 500.00
Public Service Enterprises:
26. New Fire House 1,545.57
27. Cemeteries 2,538.05
28. Lee's Mills 4,145.21
Unclassified :
29. Damages & Legal Expenses 2,918.72
30. Advertising & Regional Association 810.09
31. Taxes bought by Town 845.10
32. Discounts refunds 791.20
33. Social Security 1,210.48
Interest:
34. Paid on Long Term Notes 450,00
35. Paid on Bonded Debt 292.50
Outlay for New Construction:
36. New Equipment 332.25
Indebtedness :
37. Payments on Temporary Loans 90,000.00
38. Payments on Long Term Notes 3,000.00
39. Payments on Bonded Debt 6,000.00
Payments to Other Governmental Divisions:
40. State Head Taxes 2,597.38
41. Yield Tax Debt Retirement 151.63
42. Taxes Paid to County 33,146.68
43. Payments to School Districts 103,095.18
Total Payments for all Purposes $359,720.16
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Detailed Statement of Receipts
From Local Taxes:
1. Property Taxes, Current Year $195,132.72
2. Poll Taxes, Current Year 688.00
3. Yield Taxes Current Year 14.26
4. State Head Taxes, Current Year 2,250.00
5. Property & Yield Taxes, Previous Years 33,294.04
6. Poll Taxes, Previous Years 162.00
7. Head Taxes, Previous Years 535.00
8. Interest Received on Taxes 1,014.48
9. Penalties on State Head Taxes 50.00
10. Tax Sales Redeemed 1,258.39
From State Treasurer:
11. Town Road Aid 5,697.08
12. Interest & Dividends Tax 14,061.83
13. Railroad Tax .23
14. Blister Rust .25
15. Water Resources Board 147.83
16. Fighting Forest Fires 176.56
From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
17. Dog Licenses 433.00
18. Business Licenses & Filing Fees 41.00
19. Dooryard Fees 2,390.00
20. Registration of Motor Vehicles 10,120.91
21. Rent of Town Property 250.00
22. Special Road Receipts 1,943.16
Receipts Other Than Current Revenue:
23. Temporary Loans 88,703.06
24. Refunds 1,100.23
25. Sale of Town Property 90.00
Total Receipts from All Sources $359,554.03
Cash on Hand, January 1, 1962 34,268.83
$393,822.86
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Detailed Statement of Payments
General Goverment:
1. Town Officer's Salaries:
Frank E. Mclntire, Selectman $ 500.00
Horace L. Richardson, Selectman 500.00
Clyde B. Foss, Selectman 300.00
Ernest L. Berry, Tax Collector 2,400.69
Mina E. Berry, Town Clerk
;
500.00
Nina L. Moulton, Town Treasurer 500.00
George O. Stewart, Auditor 242.00
Leonard M. Smart, (check of $228.63 returned
to Town) 464.63
Harry W. Perkins, Auditor 209.00
Dr. Aleksander Ratsep, Health Officer / 100.00
$5,716.32
2. Town Officer's Expenses
:
l t
Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc., supplies 47.30
Ernest L. Berry, expenses 70.15
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone 132.95
Edson C. Eastman Co., Inc., supplies 40.11
Jessie Thompson, envelopes & postage 198.96
Branham Publishing Co., Town Clerk supplies 10.80
Jack E. C. Clark, ruler 2.32
The Meredith News, envelopes 111.80
Mina E. Berry, permits ,Y. 467.25
N. H. Municipal Association, dues 30.54
Nina L. Moulton, travel expenses 35.00
Robert J. Lamprey, assessing, tax meeting,
Mileage, etc. 34.00
Frank E. Mclntire, assessing, tax meeting
Mileage, etc. 376.30
Horace L. Richardson, assessing, tax meeting
Mileage, etc. 331.44
Clyde B. Foss, assessing, tax meeting
Mileage, etc. 270.50
Dorothy W. Davis, clerical 1,653.75
Clyde B. Foss, Bonds 210.20
Charles C. Rogers Co., supplies 17.91
Registry of Deeds, real estate transfers 86.44
The Colby Press, supplies 35.77
N. H. Tax Collectors Association 3.00
Sargent Brothers, Tax bills 90.20
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3. Election & Registration Expenses:
Mina E. Berry, clerk $ 78.00
Ernest L. Berry, Moderator 78.00
Gilbert N. Wiggins, Supervisor 114.59
Gordon M. Foss, Supervisor 78.75
Wilmont White, Supervisor 24.00
Martha Oliver, dinners 68.55
Meredith News, checklists, supplies, notices 134.45
Robert J. Lamprey, services at Caucus, Town meeting,
Primaries & Election 28.00
Frank Mclntire, services at Caucus, Town meeting,
Primaries & Election 52.50
Horace Richardson, services at Caucus, Town meeting,
Primaries & Election 78.50
M. Roy Foss, Janitor service 75.00
Maurice White, Ballot clerk 56.00
Mary Smith, Ballot clerk 56.00
Margaret Walker, Ballot clerk 56.00
Nelson Lambert, Ballot clerk 56.00
Edson C. Eastman, supplies 6.88
C. A. Wilder, police service & mileage 38.50
Vern's Garage, trucking tables & chairs 12.00
Clyde B. Foss, Election services 26.00
$1,117.72
4. Town Reports:
The Meredith News, reports 576.00
5. Expenses of Town Hall & Other Buildings:
Fred E. Davis, labor, materials (Selectmens Office) 101.72
Fred E. Davis, labor materials, (Town Hall) 469.61
Harvey H. Moulton, labor, mowing 20.00
Maurice B. White, labor 20.00
Richard Vappi, decorating & removing lights from
Christmas tree, Library lawn 44.41
$ 655.74
Protection of Persons and Property:
6. Police Department:
Harry Perkins, time $ 859.02
Harry Perkins, mileage 324.80
Harry Perkins, telephone 2.68
Harold Tilton, time 528.00
Harold Tilton, mileage 137.20
Frank Mclntire, time 26.00
Frank Mclntire, mileage 1.00
C. A. Wilder, time 483.00
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C. A. Wilder, mileage 171.50
C. A. Wilder, postage & phone calls 11.00
C. A. Severance, time, transportation to Concord 19.50
John E. Home, assisting Perkins 7.50
$2,571.20
7. Fire Department:
Richard Plaisted, Treasurer, Appropriation $6,950.00
8. Forest Fires:
Ralph Dale, State Forest Fire Warden 283.66
Ralph Dale, 2 Lysco Radios, N. H. Forestry Band
model #802, Serial#001 & 005, installed . 200.00
Ralph Dale, 2 Ward Whip Antennas 25.90
Center Harbor Fire Department 10.00
The Meredith News, notices 13.60
Forestry & Recreational Dept. supplies 11.70
Expended for all other labor 140.70
685.56
9. Blister Rust:
William H. Messeck, Jr., State Forester 100.00
10. Insurance:
Clyde B. Foss, Employees Liability, Town Buildings




Laconia Hospital $ 500.00
Huggins Hospital 500.00
Jessie Thompson, post cards, polio clinic notices 19.80
Aleksander Ratsep, M. D., Polio vaccine,
3—@ $85.00 255.00
Ellens Store, supplies 2.10
Dencie Ward, expenses incurred Polio Clinic,
postal cards & cups 5.61
The Meredith News, polio vaccine reports 10.00
$1,292.51
12. Town Dump:
Tracy Moulton, labor $2,922.02
Robert Whitehouse, bulldozer 12.50
Everett Bickford, fill 168.00
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Everett Bickford, sand 36.00
Everett Bickford, tractor 72.00
Vern's Garage, gas & oil for pump 6.50
David Rand, truck 9.00
Ellsworth Carter, labor 6.00
Clark's Sign Shop, changing dates on
Sign for Town Dump 2.00
Lauris Avery, bulldozer 80.00
Lloyd George, labor 15.00
Everett Bodge, labor 18.00
The Meredith News, notices 92.45
Thomas Cooney, bulldozer 21.25
Burleigh Moulton, moving bulldozer 4.00
Robert Shaw, labor 3.00




East Side, Agent Thomas Cooney
Summer Maintenance $ 7,236.89
Winter Maintenance 9,216.11
$16,453.00





14. Shaker Jerry Road:
Lauris Avery $ 2,468.50
15. Mickelson Road
Edwin J. Mickelson $ 500.00
16. Street Lighting:
White Mt. Power Co., street lights $ 2,214.13
17. General Expenses of Highway Department:
The Meredith News, notices $ 36.00
Wirthmore Stores, salt 3,513.00
Jess Olden, labor & gravel 23.00
Prescott Lumber Co., supplies 1.55
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Frank Mclntire, labor & mileage 47.00
Horace Richardson, labor & mileage 94.00
Clyde B. Foss, labor & mileage 28.00
Arthur Solomon, backhoe 112.00
N. H. Bituminous Co., asphalt 2,201.94
R. B. Merriman, surveying 29.50
Lauris E. Avery, labor & equipment,
Hermit Cove Rd. 500.00
Lauris E. Avery, labor & equipment,
Deephaven Road 450.52
Lauris E. Avery, labor & equipment,
Watson Shores Rd. 387.00
Lauris E. Avery, labor & equipment,
West Point Rd. 510.70
Lauris E. Avery, labor & equipment,
Rd. near Kelley's place 2,100.00
Lauris E. Avery, labor & equipment,
Ash Cove Rd. 200.00
Maurice Allard, labor 34.00-
Clark's Sign shop, signs 25.00
Ambrose Bros., Inc., Camp Tecumseh Rd. 507.05
C. A. Davis, gravel & bulldozer, VonHurst Rd. 222.00
C. A. Davis, plank 33.12
Percy Kelly, right of way 1,000.00
Campton Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., cold patch 373.88
Town of Sandwich, rent of Grader 227.50
Pearson's Hardware, supplies 5.70
Tilton Sand & Gravel 5.59
Leonard Mallard, truck, loader & grader 156.00
John McCormick, labor 60.00
Roland Clifford, labor 60.00
Austin Morrill, labor 60.00




18. Nina L. Moulton, Treasurer, appropriation
$ 2,720.0X>
Adele Taylor, Librarian 600.00
Lester Taylor, Janitor 480.00
$3,800.00
Public Welfare:
19. Old Age Assistance:
State of N. H., Dept of Public Welfare $2,622.1.5
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20. Town Poor:
Gerard G. Bozuwa, M. D., medical services 100.00
Carroll County Home, Board & Care 1,870.83
County of Strafford, provisions 718.20
Tobey's Pharmacy, medicine 13.04
Peter O. Larson, storage & distribution of
surplus commodities 300.00
Belknap County, Aid 65.00
David D. Dutton, M. D., medical services 4.00
Lakeside Memorial Home, funeral expenses 300.00
Carroll County Commissioners, surplus foods 23.64




Eagle Flag Co. Inc., flags 22.05
Howard Shaw, labor & mileage 7.81
Hi-There Cafe, ice cream 7.90
Arthur E. Melancen, Sr., Memorial Address 20.00
Center Harbor Band 50.00
Meredith Gardens, wreaths 21.00
Frank E. Mclntire, prize essays 10.00
$ 138.76
22. Aid to Soldiers:
Aleksander Ratsep, M. D., medical 13.00
23. Bicentennial:
Goodwin Paper Co., supplies 22.16
Giles Dairy Co. Inc., milk 2.71
Martha Oliver, supplies 2.52
Cushman Bakery Co. 22.66
The Meredith News, notices 12.00
Compton French, address re-centennial's 25.00
Richard Young, music furnished 10.00




24. Park & Playgrounds:
Raymond Roy, Instructor $ 600.00
Raymond Roy, mileage 80.00
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Ralph Wakefield, labor 756.00
Ralph Wakefield, supplies 3.73
Russell Moulton, labor 603.03
Everett Bickford, labor 20.00
Robert Shaw, labor 6.00
Everett Bodge 6.00
Lloyd George, labor 6.00
Harvey Moulton, mowing 5.00
Ellen's Gen, Store, supplies 36.44
Meredith News, notices 25.20
Wirthmore Stores, supplies 24.95
Larry Davis Sr., rubbish removal 496.00
Horace Richardson, loam 54.00
Meredith Gardens, fertilizer 52,60
Delmar Mclntire Jr., rubbish removal 30.00
E. M. Heath, supplies 20.23
Fred E. Davis, labor & materials 327.85
Shirley Dale, playground instructor 120.00
H. C. Colby, barrels 8.00
Cardigan Sport Store, sports equipment 31.45
Tilton Sand & Gravel 27.38
Maurice White, tractor plowing 12.00
Thomas Cooney, labor 17.00
Burleigh Moulton, labor 5.00
R. A. Lamprey, cleaning tanks 40.00
$3,413.86
25. Band Concerts:
Center Harbor Band 500.00
Public Service Enterprises:
26. New Fire House:
Ralph Dale, Supervision $ 65.00
Delphis R. Gilbert, construction per contract 700.00
Horace L. Richardson, crushed bank run 60.00
Thomas Hayward, electrical 228.15
Robert W. Judge, head installation 400.00
Rockingham Electrical Supply Co., supplies 92.42
$1,545.57
27. Cemeteries:
Lyman Scribner, labor 483.00
Stewart Tate, labor 693.75
Howard Shaw, labor 438.00
Everett Bickford, trucking 171.00
E. M. Heath, supplies 39.98
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Prescott Lumber Co., lumber 5.88
Horace L. Richardson, loam 306.00
Russell Moulton, labor 395.60
Ellens Gen. Store, supplies 4.84
$2,538.05
28. Lee's Mills:
Francis G. Hambrook, legal $ 69.75
Ralph Dale, land & labor 2,025.00
Russell Moulton, labor 51.36
Frank Mclntire, time, mileage 39.40
Horace L. Richarson, time, mileage 110.10
Clyde Foss, time, mileage 40.00
Registry of Deeds 2.04
Thomas Cooney, foreman 481.28
Everett Bickford, truck 169.20
Wendell Racine, labor 19.08
H. C. Colby, equipment 687.90
Jess Olden, truck 106.20
Ernest Hunter, gravel 190.00




29. Damages & Legal Expenses:
John H. Ramsey, legal & Deed $ 32.24
Town of Center Harbor, water pollution meeting 22.50
Preston B. Smart, legal 10.00
Francis G. Hambrook, legal 374.95
Francis G. Hambrook, Perambulation 339.00
Frank Mclntire, legal 59.00
Horace Richardson, legal 75.75
Clyde B. Foss, legal 17.80
Nighswander, Lord & Bownes, legal 1,270.05
Register of Deeds 10.33
F. Harvey Moulton, option on land 500.00
E. L. Berry, tax sale expense 115.85
Mina E. Berry, legal 31.25
$2,918.72
30. Advertising & Regional:
Boston Herald-Traveler Corp. $ 201.87
Lakes Region Association, Appropriation 608.22
$ 810.09
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31. Taxes Bought by Town:
Lawrence Porter $ 36.53
Lawrence & Shirley Talbot 69.27
Arthur Wakefield Jr. 21.97
Thomas Flaherty 14.69
Josephine Goodhue Est. 18.30
Lionel L'Abbe 8.66
Herbert Pfeifer 32.87




32. Discounts & Refunds:
Wesley Mason, refund town tax on car 3.27
Clyde Brown, refund head & poll tax 12.00
Martin Gilman, refund on dooryard 10.00
Ernest Berry, refund duplicate payment 66.50
Doris Porter - tax redemption 120.23
Vito S. Bruno, tax redemption 223.75
Addie Wilder, refund taxes 7.00
Harold Davenport, refund on taxes 35.00
W. G. Nelson, dooryard refund 10.00
Clara Gibson, dooryard refund 10.00
Tyler Weymouth, refund Jeep tax 2.25
N. H. State Treasurer, Boat tax 168.70
Jessie MacDonald, tax refund 122.50
$ 791.20
33. Social Security:
N. H. State Treasurer, Town's share $1,210.48
Interest
:
34. Paid on Long Term Notes:
Meredith Trust Co., fire house note $ 450.00
35. Paid on Bonded Debt:
The People's National Bank, T.R.A. Bonds $ 292.50
Outlay for New Construction:
36. New Equipment:
E. M. Heath, mower $ 126.41





37. Payments on Temporary Loans:
Meredith Trust Co., temporary loans
38. Payments on Long Term Notes:
Meredith Trust Co., Fire House Note
39. Payments on Bonded Debt:
People's National Bank, T.R.A. Bond
Payments to Other Governmental Divisions
40. State Head Taxes:
N. H. State Treasurer, 1962 taxes
N. H. State Treasurer, prior years
41. Yield Tax Debt Retirement:
N. H. State Treasurer
42. Taxes Paid to County:
Treasurer, Carroll County
43. Payments to School District:
Ellena Jones, Treasurer, Balance 1961
Appropriation
Ellena Jones, Treasurer, 1962
Appropriation


















Thomas Cooney, Road Agent
Summer Maintenance:
Thomas Cooney, foreman $1,368.50
Thomas Cooney, truck 742.90
Thomas Cooney, tractor 1,513.00
Wendell Racine, truck 228.00
Wendell Racine, labor 1,026.00
Robert J. Shaw, Jr., labor 127.50
Thomas Abbott, labor 12.00
Paul Lincoln, labor 6.00
Raymond Husband, labor 24.00
Harry Racine, labor 6.00
Clarence Frye, labor 18.00
Jess Olden, truck 177.00
Almon Evans, truck 99.00
Horace Richardson, truck 174.80
Horace Richardson, gravel 30.00
Chester Davis, gravel 180.00
Arthur Wakefield, Jr., labor 9.00
David Thompson, labor 309.00
Herbert Martin, labor 349.50
Walter Gale, gravel 30.00
Tilton Sand & Gravel, Inc. 48.49
Pearson's Paint & Hardware 5.13
Vern's Garage 3.60
Arthur Solomon, backhoe 72.00
W. Kim Mitchell, use of lime spreader 10.00
Moultonboro Paint & Hardware (2 brushes) 1.70
Pike Perkins, sand 40.00
Lauris Avery, loader 195.00
N. H. Bituminous Co., Asphalt 409.82




Thomas Cooney, foreman $1^283.15
Thomas Cooney, truck 586.50
Thomas Cooney, truck, plowing 1,200.00
Thomas Cooney, tractor 840.00
Thomas Cooney, steam boiler 8.00
Wendell Racine, truck 510.00
Wendell Racine, labor 1,086.45
Richard Vappi, Jeep-plowing 603.00
Richard Vappi, labor 240.45
Richard Vappi, Dozer 68.00
Clarence Frye, labor 553.65
Ellsworth Carter, labor 27.00
Robert Shaw, Jr., labor 468.90
David Rand, labor 58.05
Thomas Abbott, tractor 240.00
Thomas Abbott, labor 110.40
Vern Richardson, labor 27.00
Vern Richardson, tractor 15.00
Willis Wakefield, labor 132.75
Joseph Stevens, labor 203.10
Donald Herrick, labor 8.10
Richard Persons, Jeep i 75.00
Richard Persons, labor 35.55
Roger Persons, labor 28.50
Charles Tate, labor 408.00
Chester Davis, gravel 70.00
Wirthmore Stores, culvert pipe 44.31
N. H. Explosives & Machinery Co. 26.45
Arthur Solomon, tractor 10.00
Arthur Solomon, backhoe 45.00
H. C. Colby, sand 125.00
Horace Richardson, loader 68.00






Report of Highway Agents
19 6 2
West Side and Moultonboro Neck
Leonard Mallard, Road Agent
Summer Maintenance:
Leonard Mallard, foreman $ 741.00
Leonard Mallard, truck 1,044.80
Leonard Mallard, loader 1,626.00
Leonard Mallard, grader 2,304.00
Leonard Mallard, reimbursement for direct help 180.00
Everett Bickford, labor 816.00
Everett Bickford, truck 792.00
Roland Clifford, labor 816.00
Franklin Champaigne, labor 1,053.00
John McCormick, labor 1,248.00
Philip Traversey, labor 744.00
M. Allard, grader 36.00
C. A. Davis, truck 65.60
D. E. Ambrose & Sons, grader 25.00
Horace Richardson, truck 32.80
A. Morrell, labor 72.00
Maurice White, mowing 176.00
Campton Sand & Gravel 126.58
Georgia Hanson, gravel 200.00
Atty Andrew Marks, for Robbin's store 75.00




Leonard Mallard, foreman $ 911.75
Leonard Mallard, truck 672.00
Leonard Mallard, plow 1,224.00
Leonard Mallard, loader 1,791.00
Everett Bickford, labor 832.80
Everett Bickford, labor 669.00
Roland Clifford, labor 1,114.20
George Hathaway, labor 515.40
J. Sellars, plow 1,224.90
Martin Clifford, labor 213.30
Lee Huston, plow 672.00
Arthur Solomon, loader 610.00
Arthur Solomon, plow 1,036.20
Arthur Solomon, truck 314.80
Arthur Solomon, bulldozer 100.00
Burleigh Moulton, plow 1,121.85
Franklin Champaigne, labor 658.80
Leonard Smart, Jeep 9.00
Sylvester Rand, plow 394.05
Vern Richardson, plow 570.90
C. A. Davis, dozer 64.00
John McCormick, labor 481.50
A. Morrell, labor 120.00
C. W. Moulton, labor 4.00
William Ames, labor 12.00
H. McCormick, labor 12.00
T. Woodman, sand 100.00
J. E. Faltin Express Co. 3.15
R. C. Hazelton Co., blades 24.70
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We, the undersigned, Auditors of the Town of Moulton-
boro, certify that we have examined the foregoing accounts
of the Town of Moultonboro for the year ending December





LEON J. STURTEVANT, Appointed
Auditors
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Cash on Hand January 1, 1962 $ 347.13
Town Appropriation 3,800.00
($1,080 left in Town Treasury
for Librarian & Janitor Salaries)
Martha H. French Funds, dividends 140.40
School Children, book in memory of
Mabelle Vittum 4.50
Memorial Book, in memory of
Mildred Champaigne, from Moultonboro friends 3.00
Memorial book, in memory of Jacob Nelson,













Librarian Salary $ 600.00
Janitor Salary (Paid by Town) 480.00
$1,080.00
$3,716.36






The town of Moultonboro was granted in 1763, in 1777 it
was incorporated and in 1800 (thirteen years later) Sand-
wich and Moultonboro joined together to form a joint library
which lasted until 1810. Nothing more is heard of the library
until 1897. Since then, Moultonboro has had an established
library, supported largely by taxpayers' money.
During the past year, three books have been added to
the Memorial Shelf. They are the Maple Sugar Book in mem-
ory of Jacob Nelson, by his family - Music in New Hamp-
shire in memory of Mrs. Maybelle Vittum by pupils of Moul-
tonboro Central School and The Ivy Tree in memory of Mrs.
Mildred Champaigne from Friends. At any time, anyone is
invited to make a memorial for a recent or long deceased
friend, relative or member of an organization. What better
way to keep a person in mind than to open a book and to
recall them to memory. In this way they are not forgotten.
Moultonboro Library is statistically high in the state
averages. For the year's report which was just received,
Moultonboro has moved from fifth to fourth place in per
capita circulation (20.2) and the amount being spent per per-
son being $4.56. The State average is 6 books per person and
the average state expenditure is $1.91. Figures are available
for state averages on book circulation and book expenditures.
The state average increase in book circulation from 1956 -
1961 is 61.3 per cent - Moultonboro's average increase for
that period is 256.1 per cent without the school library
branch; with the branch, the increase is 561.1 per cent. The
book expenditures have increased 222 per cent.
In April, the school library branch will have been in
operation for four years, with the same volunteers in at-
tendance. Namely, Mrs. Isabelle Behr, Mrs. Hazel Dale and
Mrs. Margaret Lamprey. Seemingly, the school library is
working as well now, or better, than when first established
in 1959. Parents and friends are urged to visit any Wednes-
day morning before eleven o'clock.
The trustees and the librarian are trying to place stan-
dard fiction and reference books on the shelves, thus older
works are frequently ordered. Donations of good books are
greatly appreciated and we are grateful for the books which
have been presented in the past.
During the Summer months, Moultonboro library be-
comes a beehive of activity, at times the library being filled
to near capacity. This is due to the Summer visitors who use
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the library. They are very welcome and are urged to make
the fullest use of their summer home-town's library. As
neighbors, we gladly loan books to folks from nearby towns
who may find it easier to come to Moultonboro, and I am sure
these towns loan books to our residents living near them.












School Branch 8,529 8,221
Grand Total 17,895 16,951








Wednesday and Saturday 2 p. m. to 4 p. m,





Moultonboro Volunteer Fire Department
Expenditures
:
White Mountain Power Co. $ 326.88
New England Telephone & Telegraph 302.53
Tamworth Oil Co. 415.51
M. Roy Foss, Janitor 259.92
Clyde B. Foss Insurance Agency 1,203.49
Aetna Life Insurance Company 209.05
American Fire Equipment Company 1,034.64
Rockingham Electric Supply 1,724.22
Ralph Dale 687.50
Woodards Sales & Service 400.00
Robbins Auto Supply 149.93
Vern's Garage 237.36
Art's Cities Service 15.83
Sears, Roebuck & Co. 71.07
Leroy E. McCormack 16.15
Leonard Mallard 15.00
Lakes Region Fire Ass. 12.00
Ellen's Store 24.36
Herman H. Stammers 35.00
N. H. State Firemen's Ass. 31.00
Gorham Fire Equipment Co. 46.68
Whitten Oil Co. 54.74
Delphis R. Gilbert & Son 70.00






Balance on hand 1/1/62 $ 62.39
Town of Moultonboro 6,950.00
Dues, etc. 333.26
7,345.65
Balance on hand 1/1/63 .49






Forest Fire Warden's Report
PREVENTING FOREST FIRES IS OUR RESPONSIBILITY
Costs of suppressing carelessly set outdoor fires in New
Hampshire in 1962 cost the persons responsible $5,545. In
the same period, the cost to the cities and towns for con-
trol of such fires for which no responsibility could be placed
cost another $24,634. What utter waste of tax money and
what shameful and needless loss of timber and esthetic val-
ues in the 2200 acres burned. Residences, farm, and other
business places were threatened with possible total destruc-
tion.
Carelessly set man caused fires can be prevented if
every citizen remembers his responsibility in regard to any
source of fires in the open. We can help to keep our fire loss
low by remembering these simple rules.
1. Dispose of burnable waste at the town dump.
2. If waste or brush is to be burned on the premises,
obtain a permit from the forest fire warden. Seasonal
permits may be issued for approved incinerators and
sites.
3. Burn safely by picking a clean site, avoiding dry windy
weather and preferably burning late in the day.
4. Have something to keep the fire under control—pails of
water, garden hose, sprinkling can, broom for grass
fires or shovel will help.
5. Be sure your fire is dead out before you leave it.
6. If the fire gets out of control or if you see a fire out of
control, report promptly to your warden or fire depart-
ment. Continue to fight it until help arrives.
There is potential danger when matches fall into the
hands of children. It is never to early for parents to install
in the child's mind a respect for fire.
Keep our town safe from fire.
1962 Fire Record
In 1962 we had 6 fires.













Mr. William W. Visser, Chairman Term Expires 1963
Mr. Rolland D. Ames, Secretary Term Expires 1964
Mr. Walter K. Mitchell, Jr. Term Expires 1965
Moderator
Mr. Clyde B. Foss
Clerk
Mrs. Dorothy W. Davis
Treasurer
Mrs. Elena M. Jones
Auditors
Mrs. Beatrix Solomon Mr. Gilbert N. Wiggins
School Physician
Aleksander Ratsep, M. D.
School Nurse
Mrs. Frances H. Marks, R. N.
Principal
Mr. Roger E. Person, B. Ed.
Attendance Officer
Mr. Walter K. Mitchell, Jr.
Superintendent
Mr. Martin E. Heffernan, M. Ed.
Office, Meredith, N. H.
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Minutes of 1962 District Meeting
Moultonboro, New Hampshire
March 12, 1962
The School District Meeting was called to order by the
Moderator, Clyde B. Foss, on Monday, March 12, 1962 at
five o'clock in the afternoon at the Moultonboro Central
School Auditorium.
1. The Moderator read the warrant and the voting by
ballot for the election of School District Officers began, with
the polls to remain until 9:00 p. m.
2. At 8:00 p. m. the business meeting began and Article
2 "to approve the salaries of the members of the School
Board, Attendance Officer and other officers and Agents of
the District as proposed in the budget : namely, School Board
$200 each; Clerk $10; Treasurer $100; Bookkeeper $400; At-
tendance Officer $15 ; Census Taker $25 ; Moderator $10 ; and
Auditors $15 each" was voted on in the affirmative.
3. Upon motion made and seconded, it was voted in the
affirmative that the District accept the reports of the audit
of the General Fund, Treasurer, School Lunch Program, and
the reports of the Agents of the District as printed in the
annual report.
4. Voted in the affirmative that the District authorize
the School Board to enter into a yearly tuition contract with
Inter-Lakes School District in accordance with Chapter 194,
Section 22, New Hampshire School Laws.
5. On Article 5 "To see if the District will vote to
raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed forty-five hundred
dollars ($4,500) for the construction of a classroom, by en-
closing a part of the porch of the Moultonboro Central School,
including costs of architect's fee, and in order to provide such
funds, to authorize the School Board to borrow the amount
voted and to issue serial notes, in the name and on the credit
of the District, and to fix the time and place of payment, the
rate of interest, terms, maturities, and provide for the sale
thereof, all in accordance with New Hampshire Revised Sta-
tutes Annotated, Chapter 33 as amended.", the following ac-
tion took place : The School Board members showed slides of
the porch as it is now, explained the intended use of the new
room and answer questions concerning the roof and founda-
tion problem that now exists. After a lively discussion, the
District proceeded to vote by ballot. Total votes cast were 70.
Necessary for choice 47. 63 Yes and 7 No. The Moderator de-
clared the vote in the affirmative.
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6. On motion made by Stewart Lamprey and seconded,
it was voted that Article 6 be laid on the table until after Ac-
tion on Article 11.
7. The District voted in the affirmative to raise and
appropriate, in addition to the original appropriation for
1961-62, a sum of two thousand dollars ($2,000) to be made
available to the School District prior to July 1, 1962, in order
to meet obligations due to unanticipated additional tuition
pupils.
8. On Article 8 "To see if the District will authorize the
appointment of a Committee consisting of one member of
the Board of Selectmen appointed by them, and two other
legal voters of the District appointed by the Moderator, to
consider the feasibility of joining or forming a Cooperative
School District in order to provide secondary education for
the pupils of Moultonboro, and to report to the District at a
special school district meeting to be called for the purpose or
at the next annual meeting, it's findings, including building
requirements, program of studies, capital investment, opera-
tion and costs of such a District and such other matters as
may be deemed material.", the following action took place;
Gilbert Wiggins presented an amendment that "one other
legal voter of the District be appointed by the Moderator, and
one elected from the floor." The article with the amendment
was voted on in the affirmative.
9. The District voted in the affirmative to authorize
the School Board to make application for and to accept, on
behalf of the District, any or all grants or offers for educa-
tional purposes which may now or hereafter be forthcoming
from the State of New Hampshire and/or United States.
10. Under Article 10, David Hammond was elected from
the floor to serve on the Committee designated in Article 8.
11. On motion made by Gilbert Wiggins, and seconded,
it was voted in the affirmative that the School District adopt
the latest current edition of Robert's Rules of Order as a ba-
sis for the conduct of all School District meetings.
It was voted that the District raise and appropriate
the sum of $112,838.49 for the support of schools, for the
salaries of the school district officials and agents, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the district, and to auth-
orize the application against said appropriation of such sums
as are estimated to be received from the State Building Aid
together with other income; the School Board to certify to
the Selectmen the balance between the estimated revenue and
the appropriation, which balance is to be raised by taxes by
the town. The above figure of $112,838.49 includes the change
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made in the transportation cost from $16,400 to $16,750 as
per the amendment voted.
The Moderator than adjourned the business meeting.
The polls were closed and the votes counted with the follow-
ing results
:
Total votes cast 145
Moderator
—
Clyde B. Foss 124
Governor Clark 1
Treasurer
Elena M. Jones 129
Thelma Moulton 1
Clerk-
Dorothy W. Davis 130
Member of the School Board for Three Years
—
Hazel Dale 72





The officers were declared elected and sworn in by the
Moderator. The Moderator was sworn in by the Clerk.















Sale of Oil Burner
Total Receipts from all sources












Salaries of District Officers $ 773.00
Superintendent's Salary (Local Share) 1,228.50
Tax for State Wide Supervision 346.00
Salaries of other Admin. Personnel 1,017.31





Books & Other Instructional Supplies 589.97
Scholar's Supplies 708.44
Supplies & Other Expenses 605.52
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$30,121.25
Operation of School Plant:
Salaries of Janitor $ 3,300.16
Fuel of Heat 1,879.55
Water, Light, Supplies & Expense 1,896.02
$ 7,075.73
Maintenance of School Plant:
Repairs & Replacements $ 1,853.81
Auxiliary Activities:












Ins., Treasurer's Bond & Expenses 1,500.30
$ 3,672.34
Capital Outlay:




Principal on Debt $ 11,300.00
Interest on Debt 2,292.50
$ 13,592.50




Moultonboro School Lunch Program
July 1, 1961 to June 30, 1962
FINANCIAL STATEMENT





Void check #566 John Sexton Co.
Reimbursement
























Balance—June 30, 1962 $ 869.52
Number of days meals served 180
Number of meals served pupils 15,957
Number of meals served adults 1,116
Average daily number of pupils served 88




Statement of Bonded Indebtedness
Date of Issue, July 1, 1948—Rate 2%%


















Date of Issue, July 1, 1958—Rate 3%
Amount of Issues, $23,000 and $40,000
Meredith Village Savings Bank
Fiscal Year Principal Interest Due
Ending Due July 25 Jtdy 25 January 25 Total
1963 6,300.00 661.50 567.00 7,528.50
1964 6,300.00 567.00 472.50 7,339.50
1965 6,300.00 472.50 378.00 7,150.50
1966 6,300.00 378.00 283.50 6,961.50
1967 6,300.00 283.50 189.00 6,772.50
1968 6,300.00 189.00 94.50 6,583.50
1969 6,300.00 94.50 6,394.50
Totals $44,100.00 $2,646.00 $1,984.50 $48,730.50
Date of Issue, July 10, 1962—Rate 3%
Amount of Issue, $3,850
Meredith Trust Company
Fiscal Year Principal Interest Due Total
Ending Due July 10 July 10 January 10
1963 57.75 57.75
1964 1,500.00 51.15 35.25 1,593.00
1965 1,500.00 35.25 12.75 1,548.00




School District Treasurer's Report
For Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1962
Receipts :





State Funds-Building Aid 3,541.50
Federal funds 1,762.20
N. D. E. A. $ 286.87
Lunch Program 1,475.33
Received from All Other Sources 325.00
Total Receipts
Total amount available for fiscal year
Less School Board orders paid















Raymond H. Mauch, Electrician 192.24
J. H. Valliere Co., Plumbing 467.00
Meredith Furniture Co., Tile 175.00
Architect Fee
Henry W. Erickson 308.03
Equipment




Lake Shore Glass 40.60
Total Expenditures $3,850.00





This is to certify that we have examined the books,
vouchers, bank statements and other financial records of the
school district of Moultonboro of which the above is a true
summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1962, and find





Report of Superintendent of Schools
To the School Board and Citizens of Moultonboro:
I respectfully submit my eighth annual report as your
Superintendent of Schools.
Staff
Three were no changes in the teaching staff and as a re-
sult many of the plans made during the previous year were
able to be put in operation.
This community can feel secure in knowing that the
school is served by such a dedicated, devoted and capable
group. The outstanding work of the teachers is partially re-
flected in the accomplishments and honors earned by their
students.
Mrs. Clara Perkins received the Bachelor of Education
Degree at the Plymouth Teachers College Commencement
last June. Mrs. Perkins completed the requirements through
extension courses and attendance at summer schools.
School Plant
The construction of a classroom from the patio area was
completed in time for opening in September and certainly has
proved to be very useful in permitting a departmental set up
to be put in operation on a fuller scale and also to permit
more individualized instruction.
P. T. A.
The P. T. A. continues to be a very active part of the
parent-teacher cooperation in projects that are pupil center-
ed such as the Dental Health Clinic and the Vitamin Pill
Program.
Secondary School Study
The annual school district in March of 1962 authorized
the appointment of a committee to consider the feasibility of
joining or forming a Cooperative School District in order to
provide a secondary education for the pupils of Moultonboro.
Mr. David Hammond was elected from the floor, Mrs.
Isabelle Behr was appointed by the Moderator, and Mr. Frank
Mclntire represented the Board of Selectmen on a committee
to serve with the School Board in making the study.
The Study Group held meetings with the Sandwich
School District Study Group, the Inter-Lakes School Board,
and with the Governor Wentworth Cooperative Study Group.
Discussion meetings were held with members from the
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Governor Wentworth Study Group explaining the proposed
Cooperative High School, the Inter-Lakes School Board ex-
plaining the Inter-Lakes High Program, and a third meeting
with the Moultonboro Study Group stating their opinion.
On January 19, a Special Meeting was held and the vote
was 191 Yes and 147 No in favor of petitioning the State
Board of Education to become a member of a Cooperative
District which may include in addition to Moultonboro, the
school district of Alton, Brookfield, Effingham, New Dur-
ham, Ossipee, Tuftonboro, Wakefield and Wolfeboro.
The Moultonboro and Wolfeboro meetings failed to de-
termine the method of voting, and so the State Board, at a
meeting held on February 4, suggested that another meeting
be held.
The Moultonboro School Board then posted a warrant
calling for a Special Meeting on March 2 to re-vote on the
question.
Interim Commission on Education
The Interim Commission on Education that was set up
in accordance with a joint resolution of the 1961 General
Court to study the organization of School Districts, and the
higher education facilities in the State presented their re-
port to the members of the General Court in December of
1962.
The Commission recommended reorganization of the
public schools, school districts, and colleges and university
facilities.
The report favors larger grouping, both on the Super-
visory set up and in the area school movement, and recom-
mends that the State Board of Education have a master plan
decreasing the number of Supervisory Unions from 48 to 34,
and in so doing to designate area or cooperative school dis-
tricts.
Conclusion
Dr. James B. Conant, former President of Harvard Uni-
versity and Author of "The American High School Today",
makes this comment, "It is impossible to evaluate an educa-
tional system a part from the society which it both reflects
and serves".
Much of the argument over education today is coming
from people who are not really interested in facing problems
as they exist.
This is where our responsibility lies — to know our
problems and to solve them to the best of our abilities.
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I wish to extend to the Moultonboro School Board, and
Cooperative Secondary School Study Committee my sincere
appreciation for their fine cooperation, their encouragement,
and sincere devotion to their task of formulating and carry-
ing through their policy making responsibilities with fore-
sight and conviction in what is good for the children of Moul-
tonboro.
I also wish to commend the members of the teaching







The Supervisory Union Budget for the 1963-64 school
year is prorated among the five districts on the basis of the














Holderness 10.78% 862.40 828.31
Moultonboro 18.46% 1,476.80 1,418.44
Sandwich 8.61% 688.80 661.58
100.00%
The Superintendent's salary
The Supervisory Union's share is
of $2,500.00 is paid by the State,
by the per capita tax of $2.00 for
$8,000.00 $7,683.83
for 1962-63 is $10,000.00.
$7,500.00 and the balance





This school year has been one where the everyday busi-
ness of educating children has gone exceptionally smoothly.
This can be accounted for by the experienced staff going
about their job in an efficient, business-like manner. This
is the environment which leads to the most gain possible by
the students. The type and caliber of work was ably demon-
strated by the, "School Work Fair", held during National
Education Week. It is hoped that this type of program can
be held each year and thus keep you informed about the
amount and degree of work being done at school.
Physically our plant has an additional room and a full
time teacher to staff it. This had implemented our program
measureably. We have 127 students ; 14 in Mrs. Whitehouse's
1st grade; 14 in Mrs. Perkins's 2nd Grade; 19 in Mrs. Kaf-
fePs 3rd Grade ; 15 in Mrs. Tilton's 4th Grade and 17 in her
5th Grade; 20 in Mrs. Lindsey's 6th Grade and 28 in Miss
Goss's room including 15, 7th Graders and 13, 8th Graders.
Having our school cared for by the capable hands of Mr.
Foss keeps it looking good and certainly lengthens the time
it will last without major repairs. This method of building
care and the administration's policy of a certain amount of
painting and care each year will keep large budgetary ex-
penses from creeping upon us and is definitely the least ex-
pensive method in the long run.
Our school lunch program is meeting the needs of our
pupils as is evidenced by the average number of lunches
served, as reported in the school lunch report. We are for-
tunate to have Mrs. Oliver's fine services in this program.
With her planning and the foods which the government sends
from time to time we are able to serve good meals at a low
cost per pupil.
In closing let me observe that what you want for your
children educationally is up to you, the voters, to know about
and provide for. The best way to know what is going on is
to visit school, have conferences with the teachers, attend





Report of School Nurse-Teacher
To the Superintendent of Schools, the School Board and
the Citizens of the Town of Mouitonboro
:
It has been my pleasure to be School Nurse for the Moui-
tonboro Central School since September, 1962 in as much
as the former Nurse, Mrs. Amy Brown, was granted a year's
leave of absence.
My schedule has been to visit the school every Tuesday
morning and Thursday afternoon.
One hundred twenty three students received physical
examinations by Dr. Aleksander Ratsep. Recommendations
were made to improve any defect found and parents were
notified.
Vision tests were completed on all students. Hearing
tests have been completed on grades 1, 4 and 7. Children who
were found to have defective hearing were referred to their
family with the recommendation that further treatment be
sought.
The dental clinic, which is sponsored by the P. T. A.,
held in the office of Dr. Warren Broderick in Wolfeboro, has
been received with enthusiasm. Mrs. Henry Stark of Mere-
dith, Dental Hygenist, examined the students' teeth. Mrs.
Stark donated her time and efforts on a gratuitous basis.
Two clinics were held in the fall of 1962 and three more have
been arranged for April, 1963. It is hoped that all 43 students
who have signed up for these clinics will have an opportunity
to be seen by Dr. Broderick. Without the backing and cooper-
ation of the P. T. A. these clinics would not have been possi-
ble.
Free vitamin pills were given to all students whose par-
ents requested them. This program is being sponsored by the
Mouitonboro Grange and the P. T. A.
A few communicable diseases have been reported to the
School Nurse, such as mumps and impetigo.
Up to the present time I have made the necessary home
visits, administered first-aid, and attended to social and
welfare work, whenever needed.
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On May 7, 1963 a Pre-School Registration Day is plan-
ned. Twenty four children are anticipated to register at this
time. This day will give the child and parent an opportunity
to familiarize themselves with the school program. I will
be available to check heights, weights and vision. Mrs. Made-
line S. Given, Senior Public Health Dental Hygienist, from
the State Department will be present to discuss the "Readi-
ness for School Dental Program."
It has been my pleasure to work along with the Superin-
tendent, the Principal, the Faculty, with their kind assistance
and cooperation during the course of my duties.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANCES H. MARKS, R. N.
School Nurse-Teacher
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Supervisory Union No. 2 Calendar
1963-64
Teachers Report Tues., September 3, 1963
Schools Open Wed., September 4, 1963
No School N. H. Educators
Convention Fri., October 25, 1963
Schools Close Wed., November 27, 1963
No School Thanksgiving
Recess Thurs., November 28-29 Inc.
Schools Open Mon., December 2, 1963
Schools Close Fri., December 20, 1963
No School Christmas
Vacation Mon., December 23 - Jan. 1, 19<
Schools Open Thurs., January 2, 1964
Schools Close Fri., February 14, 1964
No School Winter
Vacation Mon., February 17-21 Inc.
Schools Open Mon., February 24, 1964
Schools Close Fri., April 24, 1964
No School Spring
Vacation Mon., April 26 - May 1, 1964
Schools Open Mon., May 4, 1964
Last Day of School Wed., June 17, 1964 or after
completion of 180 days of school
This calendar is subject to change authorized by the School Board,
State Department of Education, or when schools are closed because of
storms or emergencies.
NO SCHOOL SIGNAL
Fire Alarm 23 sounded at 7:15 A. M.
"No School" announcements will be made from radio
stations WLNH and WEMJ, Laconia, between 7 and 7:30
A.M.
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14 Mrs. Fannie Whitehouse, B.Ed.
14 Mrs. Clara Perkins, B. Ed-
19 Mrs. Dorothy Kaffel, M. Ed.
32 Mrs. Irma Tilton
20 Mrs. Marion Lindsey, B. S.
27 Miss Judith Goss, B. Ed.
Mr. Roger E. Person, B. Ed.,
Principal
Miss Elena McCuen, B. M. Ed., Music Supervisor
Mr. Roy Foss, Custodian




Mrs. Horace L. Richardson














AGES AS OF SEPTEMBER 1, 1962




















Registered in the Town of Moultonboro, N. H.
For the Year Ending December 31, 1962
0) 6.
Name of Child Name of Father Maiden Name
Of Mother
1961






























Lynn P. Elliott 1
James A. Nave 3










Laurie A. Cram 2 Raymond Cram
Lorraine Glidden 3
Bradley Leighton 5




























Registered in the Town of Moultonboro, N. H.
For the Year Ending December 31, 1962
Name and Surname








24 Richard P. Gagne
Diane G. Stevens
June
23 Jan M. Edwards
Nancy E. Cashin
July
21 James R. Draper
I. Kaemmerer






1 Frank B. Stevens
Gloria Stevens













































Registered in the Town of Moultonboro, N. H.





f. f Name of Father Maiden Name
«0Q <
o ._ of Mother
Q QL
26 Mildred Champagne 46 N. H.
Edward F. Staples 85 Mass.
Florence Smith 89 N. H.
89 N. H.
Aug.
13 Charles O. Tilton
Walter F. Lord 51 Mass.
14 Marion D. Daigneau 56 Can.
20 Hilda Staples 51 Mass.
27 Blaine Sweatt 72 Mass.
Clarentine McGrade 81 Mass.
Albert E. Berry 59 N. H.
Annie McCormack 60 Can.
John Gibson 74 Texas



























I hereby vertify that the foregoing returns are correct









(* Indicates Veterans' Exemption)
Name, Description Valuation
Abbott, Mary A.
200 acres McDaniels Farm & Lot #7 $ 2,000.
Abbott, Charles Thomas*
Land & Bldgs. 500.
Land & new cottage 800.
Amaral, Wm. J. & Barbara
5 acres Tom Davis 2,500.
Ames, Holland & Shirley
Land & Cottage 800.
Ames, Wm. H. & Leah K.
Land & Cottage 1,000.
Andrulis, Joseph & Helen
LaPlante Land & 3 camps 6,500.
Armitage, Gladys
Lot & Camp, Berry Pond 800.
Lot & Camp, Berry Pond 500.
Atkinson, Amy S.
Leon Dodge Place 1,000.
Aston, Inez H.*
Beede Shore Lot & Camp 3,500.
Avery, Doris T.
Homested 1,500.
Avery, Lauris & Gloria*
Darrell Avery Homestead 2,300.
Garage & land 1,500.
25 acres Berry Land 200.
Banfield, Edith
50 acres Homestead 3,500.
Office Building 800.
Kanasatka Land & 5 cottages 6,500.
Banfield, Mark M.
Orton Back Lot #51 & Camp 2,000.
Orton Back Lot #50 & Camp 2,000.
Kona Back Lot #23 200.
20 acres Swallow Bay Back Lots 1, 8, 21, 22, 9, 10,
18, 19, 20 & Community Beach Lot 4,000.
Bldg. Lot Rte 25 100.
40 acres Long Point Back Land 500.
1 acre Adams Back Land 200.
Banfield, Mark M. & Dr. Richard Ames
Kona Lot #34 & Camp 4,500.
Bartsch, Edward H. C.





Batchelder, Lewis Jr. & Judith
1 acre Penniman Place 1,400.
Beck, Kenneth & Harriet*
Kanasatka Lot & Camp 2,000.
Beede, D. Earle & Florence
Homestead 2,500.
Cottage on Hulse Land 500.
Knowles Farm & Bldgs, 4,000.
17 acres Cora Davis Land 200.
Adams Back Lot 100.
Belden, Abby S.
140 acres Peter Marmai Place 2,500.
Behr, Gustave E. & Isabella*
3 acres Ragna Land & Bldgs. 2,500.
Bell, Warren V. & Yuki T.*
Murphy Land & Bldgs. 2,800.
Benson, Marie
Land & Bldgs., Rte. 25 3,000.
Benson, Harry
Kanasatka Land 2,000.
Benson, Philip E. & Alice E.
Yeaton Homestead 6,000.
Berry, Ernest L.
60 acres Homestead 2,500.
Berry, Mina G.
y* acre Homestead 1,200.
Berry, Fred W. Estate
18 acres Homestead 1,200.
10 acres Loran Berry Field 100.
10 acres Ben Berry Field 100.
Berggren, Mauritz W.*
Hayden Land & Bldgs. 2,500.
Bickford, Charles M. & Alice M.
3 acres Homestead 800.
Bickford, Everett M. & Madeline B.*
Willoughby Homestead 1,800.
Evans Lot & Shop 200.
Larson cottage 1,000.
Bickford, Everett M.
Chase gravel pits 100.
Billings, Alfred M.*
Land & Camp 500.
Bishop Real Estate, Inc.
Draper Property 3,000.




Kona Lot #29A 200.
Houser Estates Lot #13 2,000.




Land & cottage 800.
Blodgett, Arthur E. & Anne K.
Willis land & Bldgs. 2,200.
Bodge, Everett T. & Sybol M.*
22 acres Homestead 2,500.
Brown, Edgar E.
6 acres Homestead 1,500.
Brown, Harry Estate
Homestead & lake frontage 6,000.
Cottage on shore 2,000.
Brown, Ralph 0. Heirs
60 acres Wentworth Land & Bldgs. 12,500.
Brown, Orin & Helen*
Homestead 1,200.
Brown, Robert D. & Phyllis*
Gleason Land & Bldgs. 5,500.
Bryant, Stewart*
250 acres Nelson Homestead 3,000.
Bryer, Ruth B.
3 acres Meloon Place 3,800.
25 acres Welch Lot 250.
Burbeck, Elizabeth G.
Building at Echo Farm 10,000.
Buxton, Mary G.
6 acres Land & cottage 750.
Caggiano, Catherine
"Oak Corner", main house, land, 15 cabins 18,000.
Canfield, Anna
Strip land, Rte. 25 100.
Charlet, Henry V.
"La Maisonette", house & 3 cabins 4,800.
Carlson, Norman*
Winn Land & Bldgs. 3,500.
Clark, Jack E. C. & Muriel*
Flora Jepson Place 3,000.
Clausen, Christian & Sigrid
7 acres Land & Bldgs. 3,200.
Clemons, Harry E.






V2 Interest Brown Land & Camps 2,000.
Covert, Russell & Ruth G.
Banfield Lot #3 & Bldgs. 2,500.
Cooney, Thomas
23 acres Kent Meadow 100.
10 acres Daigneau Meadow 50.
260 acres Henry Wakefield Homestead 3,500.
Crafts, Howard G. & Ethel M.
V2 acre Bungalow & Garage 1,500.
Cram, Fred P.*
6 acres Homestead 800.
Cross, Clauding G.
1^4 acres Kanasatka Land & Camp 3,000.
Daigneau, Valadie
40 acres Haley Place 1,000.
Dale, Ralph
Homestead & Garage 1,500.
Land at Lee's Mills 100.
Dale, Hazel
Birch Hill Island 300.
Davis, Thomas C.
1 acre William Goodrich Place 300.
Davis, Chester A.
15 acres Henry Varney Place 2,200.
30 acres Henry Dow Land, Basin 100.
50 acres Clarence Greene Land & cottage 800.
166 acres Land on Red Hill 250.
5 acres Bishop Land 100.
40 acres Addie Greene Land & camp 250.
112 acres Leach Land 300.
50 acres Sumner Coe Land 200.
15 acres George Wakefield land 200.
Sawmill 1,000.
Davis, Chester & Ethel F.
23 acres Ernest Frye Land 200.
25 acres Elmer Home Land 200.
Davis, Ronald M. & Rae M.*
Canfield Homestead & 2 cabins 3,000.
Davis, Fred E. & Dorothy W.
Homestead 1,800.
Lovering Land & Camp 800.
Pat Garland Place 700.
Dodge Lot 50.
Lot on Gansy Island 200.
Orton Back Lot 200.
Kona Lot, Braun Bay 1,500.





Chester Davis Land & cottage 1,000.
Davis, Walter S.
Winaukee Land & Camp 1,000.
Davis, Ernest E. Estate
85 acres Homestead 1,500.
Davis, Chester A. Jr.*
Gove Homestead 1,800.
Davis, Foster
McDonald Land & Bldg. 400.
Davis, Donald E. & Elinor C*
1 acre Buxton Homestead 2,000.
Bryer Land 200.
Davisson, Jessie*
100 acres Hastings Farm 3,500.
Davisson, Alan T.




25 acres Sanborn Place 900.
Day, Katie S. Estate
3 acres Smith Tappan Land 100.
Day, Martha Larson
10 acres E. M. George Sap Yard 100.
Davenport, Mildred
Homestead 1,800.
Alpine Park Shore Lot 1,000.
Davenport, Harold B. & Mildred J.
Lot #1, Avon Shores 1,000.
Dietsch, Christian E. & Antoinette
Goodhue Lot #1 & Bldg. 4,500.
1st guest house 1,000.
2nd guest house 1,500.
Back Lot #51 & Camp 1,500.
Back Lot #50 300.





5 acres Lot & camp, Squam 3,000.
Donahue, John J. & Florence A.
Kanasatka Lot #6 & Camp 2,500.
Dow, Ernest
15 acres Lord Land & Bldgs. 2,800.
Dow, Gladys J.




40' acres Homestead 1,000.
Downs, Albert Estate
15 acres Part of Cora Davis Farm 100.
Homestead 800.
Dufault, Edward N. & Frances L.
Lot & Camp, State's Landing 1,800.




Dunn, William S. Jr.*
2 acres Harvey Moulton Place & camp 2,500.
Eades, John
51/2 acres Van Winkle Land & Bldgs. 8,200.
Eaves, Hollis J. & Bertha L.*
Haller Lot #9B & duplex camp 3,000.
Homestead 2,000.
Edwards, Rosa J. E.
1 acre Winaukee Land & Camp 2,200.
Edwards, Harold M.
2 acres Ward Land & Bldgs. 3,500.
Elliott, Raymond D. & Pamela B.
Lamprey Land & Cottage, Rte 25 1,000.
Elliott, Dennis R. & Leona
Paquet Homestead 2,500.
Fahr, Arthur & Gertrude
83 acres Wm. Smith Place 1,800.
Fahr, Gertrude
Land, part of Homestead 100.
Farrington, Roswell E. & Maude W.
Winaukee Lot #6 & Camp 2,500.
Fletcher, Robert M.
Fitzroy Field 150.
Emma Moulton Land & Bldgs. 8,000.
Walter Moulton Land & Bldgs. 2,000.
Folliard, Samuel R. & Kathaleen R.
Lamprey Homestead 2,000.
Fone, Lawrence & Elizabeth
Homestead 3,000.
Boat Storage 3,000.
Foss, Clyde B., M. Verna & Fred R.
1 acre Homestead 2,500.
Foss, Clyde B.
*/4 acre Land & Office Bldg. 2,000.
Foss, M. Roy




V2 acre Homestead 3,500.
French, Adele
25 Acres Tom White Land 200.
Freeto, Raymond P.
3 acres Bramford Land & Bldgs. 2,000.
Frye, Harold L.
75 acres Homestead 2,500.
16 acres Sanborn Land 100.
32 acres Caverly Place 200.
Frye, Clarence*
10 acres Evans Homestead 1,000.
Fuller, Lorin L. & Florence W.
Alpine Park Land, camp & boathouse 5,500.
Gale, Walter H.
56 acres Caverly Land 250.
Pettigrew Property 9,500.
Caverly Place 7,000.
V2 interest 2 tracts, Bald Peak 400.
Ethel Smith Land 500.
Gannett, Wyllys & Dorothy
"Columbia Cabins", House & 7 cabins 7,500.
Gaskell, William*
Towle Place & 5 camps 5,500.
George, Charles E. Estate
4 acres Homestead 500.
Sheridan Boathouse 100.
George, Frank & Frances
10 acres Land & Cottage 1,000.
George, Lloyd & Leonora*
1% acres Homestead 1,500.
Gilbert, J. Arthur
Lot, camp & boathouse State's Larc^/no' 1,200.




Gibson, John R. & Clara
Simonds Land & Camps 2,200.
Given, Thomas D.
Garnet Point, camn, boathouse & 1 /6 Camp 79 Lot 4,000.
Glidden, Ellsworth & Norma*
Homestead 2,500.
Goodwin, Marion L.
IV2 acres Hempstead 3.000.
25 acres San Yard Lot 10Q.
15 acres Meadow 100.
8 acres Land on Lee Rd. 100.
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Resident — 1962
Gordon, Harold C. Estate
50 Acres John Moulton Farm 2,000..
Gordon, Robert
Sanborn Place & field 3,000.
Gordon, Donald B. & Emma P.
6 acres McKinney Place 1,800.
Gould, Ralph W.*
Philip Elliott Camp 800.
Grant, Eleanor
1 acre Nichols Land & Cottage 1,500.
Grassie, John W. & Irene*
Darling Homestead 2,500.
Gray, Ernest & Patricia
K. G. More Land & house 2,500.
Lot 59, portions of Lot 79, 49 Far Echoes Harbor 600.
Gray, Arthur L.
Kent Place 2,000.
Gray, Douglas & Elvida Greene*
Verrill Place 500.
Gruner, Coll & Mabel*
Homestead 3,500.
1/3 Interest Greene Bay Lodge & Land 3,000.
1/3 Interest 6 camps, Greene's Shore 4,500.
1/3 Interest Back Lot, Braun Bay 100.
1/3 Interest Kona Lot #37 & Camp 1,500.
1/3 Interest Kona Lot #4 & Camp 1,500.
Gruner, Harold & Marguerite
Homestead 3,500.
1/3 Interest Greene Bay Lodge & Land 3,000.
1/3 Interest 6 camps, Greene's Shore 4,500.
1/3 Interest Kona #37 & Camp 1,500.
1/3 Interest Kona Lot #4 & Camp 1,500.
1/3 Interest Back Lot, Braun Bay 100.
Gruner, Nils Frederick*
Homestead 3,500.
1/3 Interest Greene Bay Lodge & Land 3,000.
1/3 Interest 6 Camps, Greenes Shore 4,500.
1/3 Interest Kona Lot #37 & Camp 1,500.
1/3 Interest Kona Lot #4 & Camp 1,500.
1/3 Interest Back Lot, Braun Bay 100.
Guay, Joanne G.
2 acres Lot #1 & Bldgs., Clark's Landing 4,500.
Haines, Edward F. & Virginia
Homestead 2,200.
Hall, Wm. & Kathryn*





Hammond, David E. & Elizabeth M.*
400 acres Sheridan Farm 5,500.
1 acre Grist Mill 200.
67 acres Haines Lot 200.
30 acres Part of Lot #4, Red Hill 100.
50 acres Red Hill Land 200.
Hanks, Nancy & Ruth
Lot #38, Sec. 3, Kona 2,000.
Hanson, Major Lewis
V2 Interest in all:
10 acres Part of Hanson Farm & House 600.
150 acres Sibley Farm 1,100.
70 acres Granny Hill 100.
3 acres Durant Land 50.
i/i Interest in all:
190 acres Paine Land 125.
45 acres Hanson Lot 75.
40 acres J. A. Smith Land 125.
35 acres Bryant Lot 75.
110 acres Home Farm, Hanson Point 2,500.
Hanson, Georgia
y2 Interest in all:
190 acres Paine Land 250.
45 acres Hanson Lot 150.
40 acres J. A. Smith Land 250.
35 acres Bryant Lot 150.
18 acres Fitzroy Land 150.
Hanson, Dana Estate
10 acres Part of Hanson Farm, bungalow & garage 1,600.
Hathaway, George M.*
Land & cottage 1,000.
Harilla Landing, Inc.
Land, store, Marina & 2 cottages 8,000.
Lots 1, 2, 3 Adams Back Land 1,500.
Hayward, Thomas R. & Ruth
25 acres Land & Camp, Red Hill 1,000.
Hazeltine, Malcolm F. & Myrtle E.
Whitten Land & Bldgs. 2,200.
Heath, Stanley W. & Ethel J.
Martha French Place 8,000.
Herbert, Caroline A.
Ferry Shores Lot #19 & Camp 4,000.
Hennessie, John & Charlotte*
8 acres Black Farm 2,800.
2 acres Dr. Morrill Camp 2,500.
Office Bldg. 200.
Hicks, Clara L.
2V2 acres Land & Bldgs., Green's Corner 4,500.
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Resident — 1962
Hicks, Earl & Virginia
8 acres Batchelder Land & Bldgs. 500.
Hodgdon, Samuel Jr.*
Land & cottage 1,000.
Hood, Clifford E. & Mildred
Hicks Land & Bldgs. 1,600.
Hood, Bert D.
Toltec Lot #44, camp & guest house 3,200.
Home, Ruby-
Hanson Land & Bldgs. 1,800.
Horton, Etta*
30 acres Nettie Taylor Homestead 2,000.
Hoyt, Eleanor
10 acres Espha Bodge Land 50.
28 acres Homestead 500.
Husband, Raymond*
40 acres Randall Place & Sap Yard 1,500.
Huston, Bernard D. & Elizabeth
2 acres Homestead & School Bldg. 2,500.
Service Station 7,500.
Huston, Robert & Evelyn*
Homestead 2,500.
Huston, Lee & Ellen
House Lot, Rte. 25 500.
Jackson, Richard T.
Lot 2A, Kanasatka 750.
Lot & cottage, Greene's Basin 4,000.
Cottage on Lot #5, Greene's Basin 1,500.
Cottage on Lot #6, Greene's Basin 1,500.
Orton Back Lots & Community beach 1,500.
Adams Back Lot 200.
Banfield land near Berggren 400.
Jackson, Kraines, Inc.
10 acres Tanglewood Lots 4,000.
3 acres Toltec Back Land 200.
Wyman Land 5,000.
40 acres Leaward Shores Lots 4,500.
Jackson, Almon & Marjorie
Lot #14, camp, boathouse & garage
Blackey's Cove 4,500.
Jacques, Richard & Beatrice
Homestead 1,400.
Jones, Seneca & Elena
25 acres Bickord Land 100.
75 acres Mason Lot 200.
70 acres Lot 4, Range 2, Red Hill 100.





5 acres Couhig Homestead & Caverly Land 1,500.
Joyce, Mary V.
100 acres Homestead 1,500.
Judge, Robert W. & Agnes A.*
Wz acres Paul Davis Homestead 2,200.
Judge, Geo. R. & Doris M.
Pelletier Land & Bldgs. 2,000.
Junkins, '.Floyd & Doris*
Winaukee Lot #8 & Camp 2,500.
Kaemmerer, Mrs. Carlie
Land & Bldgs., Bald Peak 10,000.
Kendall, '.Philip*
30 acres Marion Perkins Place 2,000.




Adams Lot & Camp 1,000.
Kimball, Parker S.*
2 acres "Country Fare" Land & Bldgs. 6,500.
Kimball, Alice A.
170 acres Kimball Shore Land & Bldgs. 20,000.
Knights (Df Pythias
Hall 1,000.
Lane, Ralph V. & Edith M.
Dow Homestead 3,000.
LaPlante, Alfred N. & Hazel L.
Oscar Johnson Place 2,800.




20 acres Stover Farm 2,200.
20 acres Bishop Land 200.
Lamprey, Russell*
Homestead 2,500.
Lamprey, Russell & Patricia
5 acres Chestnut Field 300.
Lamprey, Stewart*
Homestead 2,800.
20 acres Blanchard Land 50.
Lamprey, Robert Jr. & Elizabeth*
Homestead 2,200.
Kona Lot #6 1,500.
Kona Back Lots 7A & 6
A
400.
80 acres Leta Leighton Land 200.




Lot #47, Toltec 1,000.
14 acres Land on Whaleback Point 1,500.
Will Glidden Place 1,200.
Mallard's Restaurant 4,500.
Castle Shores Lot #53 1,000.
Castle Shores Lots, 11 thru 17 4,000.
Lot #36, Toltec 1,000.
Larson, Peter O.
100 acres Homestead Farm 5,000.
Lot & apple stand 300.
LeGault, Raoul C.
Land & Bldgs., Rte. 25 3,000.
Leighton, Laura
Lot & camp 400.
Leighton, Charles H.
Lee Blackey Place 1,200.
Ley, Beatrice
Lot & 2 cottages, Bald Peak 21,000.
300 ft. shore frontage 3,500.
Lincoln, George C.
12 acres Land & Bldgs. 1,000.
1 acre Shady Island 300.




Macomber, George H. & Hazel S.*
Prime Homestead 4,500.
MacDonald, Kaherine F.
40 acres James Bennett Place 3,500.
Magidoff, Robert & Nila




11/3 acres Shorey Place 2,500.
Martin, Herbert A.
5 acres Homestead 1,800.
25 acres Welch Lot 100.
Martin, Harold*
12 acres McKinney Place 2,800.
Mason, Wesley L.
3 acres Part of Prime Farm 100.
10 acres Land on Mt. Road 50.
Lot & Bldg., Rte. 25 600.
Matthews, Milton A. & Doris J.
Lot & Cottage, Rte. 25 2,500.
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Maxwell, John & Helen*
Goudey Place 3,000.
McCormack, John
75 acres Homestead 1,600.
McCormack, Leroy E.
32 acres Lynde Davis Place 2,500.
Store 3,000.
Shore property & 2 cottages 6,500.
McCormack, Leroy E. & Doris H.
Haller Lot 7A & Camp 3,500.
McCormack, Harold D. & Norma R.*
Canfield Land & Bldgs. 1,000.
McCormack, Richard A. & Arlene S.
24 acres Hattie Dow Land 600.
Mclntire, Elizabeth*
V2 Interest Nichols Place 1,000.
*/4 acre Gilpatric Land 50.
Mclntire, Mary Elizabeth
26 acres Homestead 1,000.
Mclntire, Frank
V2 Interest Nichols Place 1,000.
Mclntire, Delmar L. Jr. & Elsie K.*
Wilbur Lamprey Place 800.
Merrill, Bertha
Homestead 1,400.
Melancen, Arthur & Emma
1 acre Ed Davis Place 2,500.
Miles, Caroline B.
1 acre Butterfield Land & Camp 3,300.
Milmore, Druzilla*
Vittum Homestead 2,500.
Mohr, Harold & Phoebe Louise
Restaurant & 1 camp 2,000.
Mohr, Phoebe Louise
170 acres Allen Dodge Place 3,200.
Mohr, Harold
Store at Goss Corner 500.
Monteith, J. Drummond
Ella Cambell Place 1,800.
44 acres Combell Land 100.
Morris, Howard P. & Elizabeth
100 acres Larson Land & Bldgs. 3,500.
53 acres Ed Davis Land 300.
Moulton, Burleigh & Helen
12 acres Land & cottage 800.
Moulton, Charles W., Thelma B., Marvin C. & Iva Y.
Center Harbor Garage & Bldgs. 2,500.
Moulton, Charles W.
Homestead & Garage, Goss Corner 500.
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Moulton, Tracy & Georgia
2 acres Homestead 1,400.
Moulton, Nina
23 acres Homestead Land 300.
Moulton, F. Harvey & Nina
Marion Perkins Land & cottage 600,
Moulton, F. Harvey
40 acres Maulsby Land 100.
1 acre Land & camp, Lower Pond 300.
2 acres Emerson's Island 100.
Moulton, Rev. Lewis H. & Virginia B.
Land & Camp 1,000.
North part of Emerson's Island 100.
Moulton, Russell
25 acres Homestead & G. Moulton Place 1,000.
20 acres Vickery Land (north side) 100.
6 acres Vickery Land (south side) 50.
Moultonboro Grange
Hall 1,000.
Mullen, Ralph J. Sr.
iy2 acres Homestead 2,500.
Canfield Land 100.





33 acres Cook Homestead 800.
Murphy, Dennis & Elizabeth*
Ben Batch-elder Place 1,000.
Nelson, Ralph & Mae
4 acres Homestead 2,600.
Neopala, Inc.
Hauser Estate Lots 5, 14, 15 & 36 10,000.
Back Lot #48 200.
Nerbone, Felix
Webster Lot & Store 3,000.
Nielsen, Niels P. & Norma L.
Homestead & Motel Lake Shore Drive 15,000.
Kona Land & Mansion Bldgs. 22,000.
Nudd, Walter & Mabel*
Homestead 1,500.
Ober, Marvin G. & Florence W.
20 acres Porter Homestead 2,500.
Olden, Jess E.




Olden, Jess & Maurice
Lot #3 & Camp, Coe Lane 2,500.
Abernethy, Winifred Osborne
iy2 acres Garnet Point Land & Bldgs. 3,000.
1/6 Camp 79 Lot 100.
Pedersen, Geoffrey K.
60 acres Davis, Pynn & Ambrose Land & 150 ft. beach
lot and 50 ft. of Lot #4 1,500.
Pedersen, Geoffrey K. & Roger B.
Fox Hollow Lot & Camp 2,000.
Penniman, Walter Estate
75 acres Philbrook Land 200.
45 acres Page Lot, rear of homestead 500.
Homestead 1,000.
Perkins, Althea R.
Arthur Plummer Place 1,500.
Perkins, Marion A.
Mohr Land on Blake Rd. 50.
Perkins, Harry W.
Red Hill Homestead & Garage 3,100.
Perkins, Harry W. & Clara
Winn Recreation Hall 1,500.
David Perkins Place 2,200.
Person, Roger & Beverly
Davis Farm & Black Farm cottage 4,000.
Plaisted, Leonard
Homestead, Winaukee Land 2,800.
Plummer, Raymond S. & Grace C.
Land & 4 cottages, Eagle Shore 5,000.




Lot, west side of Grassy Pond Rd. 100.
Porter, Lizzie L., Lee W. & Martha Oliver*
75 acres Homestead 2,000.
Porter, Lee
12 acres Rollins Land 200.
Porter, Lawrence*
12 acres Bunker Place 1,400.
Price, George R. & Harriette L.
40 acres Price Homestead 6,000.
10 acres F. G. Gould Place 5,000.
Prince, Dr. Wm. G. & Olive
Glover Stone House 2,500.
Boat Livery 1,500.
10 acres Back Land 200.
Winaukee Lot #9 & Camp 800.
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Racine, Wendell & Evelyn*
100 acres Spencer Farm 4,000.
Rand, Elizabeth
1/3 Interest Alpine Park Land & Bldgs. 2,000.
Rand, Philip
1/3 Interest Alpine Park Land & Bldgs. 2,000.
Rand, Athalie
Second Neck Land & Camp 4,500.
Randall, Doris
1 acre Bungalow & garage 1,000.




2 acres East Lot & garage & 1/9 Camp 79 Lot 1,200.
y2 Interest North Lot & Camp 1,250.
Rathman, Wm. F. & Betty J.*
Kona Land & Bldgs. 3,000.
Ratsep, Aleksander & Helvi
Homestead 3,000.




V2 Interest Robert Brown Land & Bldgs. 2,000.
Rembaum, Joseph & Irene
Kona Lot #15 & Camp 5,000.
Richardson, Horace, Philip & Clara Perkins
44 acres Elmer Davis Land 150.
80 acres O. G. Bartlett Land 250.
35 acres Bunker Land, Wentworth Shore 200.
2 shore lots, Hanson Land 2,000.
Richardson, Horace
Cal. Moulton Pasture 100.
125 acres Davis Farm & Sap Yard 300.
Morrill & Evans Land 500.
Greene's Basin Lot 1,000.
Richardson, Horace & Ernestine




Greene's Basin Lot 1,000.
Real Estate Office 100.
Richardson, Verne
Homestead & garage 4,000.
camp on Horace Richardson land 400.
Rideout, Olive F.




155 acres Fred Richardson Place 3,500.
Ritter, Howard & Laura
Homestead 2,500.
Robie, Harrison A. & Florence A.
Von Hurst Land & Bldgs. 15,000.
Robinson Lodge Inc.
20 acres "Robindel", Gibson Land & Bldgs. 50,000.
Robbins, Frederick S.
Land & Store 3,000.
Rockefeller, Albert F. & Vera*
39 acres Beaule Place 1,800.
Rooney, William J. Estate
Belmore Land & Bldgs. 1,200.
Roth, Theodore F. & Cora W.
125 acres Whitehouse Farm 4,000.
Sances, Paul
Lot & Camp, Rte 109 1,400.
Schulz, Robert W. S.*
V2 Interest Land & Bldgs., Squam 3,000.
Schulz, William S.
Lot 1A, Tommy Lot 4,500.
Schulz, George
V2 Interest Land & Bldgs., Squam 3,000.
Scribner, Lyman & Lillian
25 acres Greene Homestead 1,800.
Senna, Madeline
2 acres Lot & camp, Clark's Landing 4,500.
Plamondon Lot & Camp 2,000.
Senna,, C. T. Realty Co.
16 acres Bartlett Land & 8 camps 18,000.
Orton Lot 1,000.
Johnson Lot 200.
Severance, C. A. & Meredith
2 acres Land & cottage 1,800.
Severance, Wm. R. Estate
108 acres Homestead 2,000.
Shaw, Howard
2 acres Homestead 1,000.
3 acres Choate Land 50.
4 acres Mark Randall Land 25.
Shaw, Robert & Mary*
13 acres Homestead 1,800.
Shaw, Philip*
Land & Camp 500.
Shaw, Frank C. & Mary R.
Red Hill Camp & 2 fields 4,500.
Singing Eagle Lodge




14 acres Nichols Place 2,000.
Smart, Leonard & Paula*
"Shelter Cove" Land & cottages 10,000.
Ferry Sh<xres#28 2,000.
Smart, Paula W.
Land at Kona, Osgood Hill 300.
Smith, Ethel C. & Horace L. Richardson
80 acres Homestead 3,000.
Smith, H. Frank
74 acres % int. Homestead 1,250.
75 acres % int. Elder Lot, lodge & 4 camps 5,300.
80 acres xk int. Pickering Lot 200.
40 acres % int. James Lot 5,000.
4% acres % int. Kona Farm Land 100.
Smith, Emma
74 acres V2 int. Homestead 1,250.
75 acres V2 int. Elder Lot, lodge & 4 camps 5,300.
80 acres % int. Pickering Lot 200.
40 acres V2 int. James Lot 5,000.
4V2 acres V2 int. Kona Farm Land 100.
Smith, John A. E. Estate
85 acres Bartlett Land 250.
2 acres Homestead 700.
2 acres Avery Lot 50.
Saw Mill 100.
Smith, Lois
1 acre Homestead 1,200.
14 acres Porter Lot 100.
Frye Land & Camp 300.
Smith, Verna
50 acres O. G. Bartlett Land 250.
Middle Neck School House 300.
120 acres Hanson Land 400.
1 acre Taylor Place 1,000.
Solomon, Arthur*
Toltec Lots 6, 14, 19, 34, 35, 49 4,000.
Solomon, Arthur F. & Beatrix
15 acres Richardson Land & Barn 2,000.
Solomon, James N.
46 acres Homestead 1,400.
4 acres Echo Farm Field 50.
Staples, Richard
Minature Golf Course 1,000.
Stecher, Donald & Pearl S. Cohen, Winifred G. Winn,






Stevens, Joseph & Martha*
Homestead, Rte. 109 2,500.





Stokes, Otho W. & Ruth
J. D. Paine Land & Bldgs. 1,400.
Straw, Hazel
Elroy Berry Place 500.
Stubbs, Mowry H.*
2 parcels Sanborn Land & Bldgs. 2,800.
Sturtevant, Leon J.
6 acres Land & Camp 4,200.
Lot & House, Rte. 25 2,800.
Sturtevant, Edith M. & Helen Matthews
14 acres Sec. 1, 3, & House, Lake Shore Drive 4,500.
Sturtevant, Lee
125 acres V2 interest Sturtevant Farm & Bldgs. 1,500.
Sullivan, Mary
3 acres Foss Place 3,500.
Swallow Point, Inc.
Hermit Cove Lot #5 & Camp 1,800.
Swallow Point Association, Inc.
Lots 19, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 & Community beach 1,000.
Sweatt, Blaine & Svea B.
Jenks Land & Bldgs. 1,500.
Tate, Charles & Virginia
Raymond Lot & Camp 200.
Tate, Stewart
V2 acre Bennett Land & Camp 200.
Taylor, Adele
40 acres Welch Lot near Vappi's 300.
Talbot, Lawrence & Shirley
Freeto Land & Bldgs. 1,800.
Camp Tecumseh
100 acres Camp Tecumseh 15,000.
250 acres Hollingsworth Farm 20,000.
1 acre Point Land & Camp 600.
8 acres Sawyer or Brown Islands 1,000.
2 acres George Orton camps 1,000.
4 acres Land & Bldgs. 500.
Tilton, Harold & Irma
V2 acre Land on Sheridan Rd. 100.
8 acres Homestead 1,800.
Tilton, Irma





*4 acre Store & tenement 2,000.
Thompson, Jessie
Land & camp 600.
Thompson, Forrest & Delia*
40 acres Homestead 3,500.
Land at Hermit Cove & Boathouse 3,500.
Thompson, Ansel & Mary E.
Ferry Shores Lot #21, camp & Boathouse 3,200.
Thomas, Lloyd & Harriet P.
10 acres Elkins Land & Bldgs. 20,000.
Thomas, Myllard & Ethelyn H.
Lot #12 & camp, Ash Cove 5,000.
Tower, Richard & Geraldine
Wright Homestead 2,200.
Traversy, Philip
V2 acre Bungalow 800.
Part of Gardner Place 200.
Twomey, Wm. J. & Alice S.
75 acres Albert Foss Farm 2,800.
Vachon, Lynn E.*
1 acre Perkins Land & Bldgs. 2,500.
Valliere, A. Ernest & Marguerite F.*
Bragg Place, Sheridan Rd. 3,000.
12 acres East side 200.
Vappi, Cesare
30 acres "West Wind" Land & Bldgs. 10,000.
Vappi, Richard
664 acres Land on Mt. Rd. 1,500.
42 acres Homestead 7,000.
McDonald Place 1,500.
Barn & Hen houses 6,000.
Day Land & Bldgs. 3,500.
Verrill, Edna
Blackey Lot on shore 400.
Verrill, Max
15 acres Homestead 1,600.
Vittum, Dorothy
40 acres Maude Goodwin Place 1,000.
Von der Sump, Frederick
Land on Kanasatka 6,500.
Lot & cottage 3,000.
Vooris, Charles A. & Edna E.*
Bishop Lot #15 & Camp, Kanasatka 3,000.
Back Lot #24 200.
Wakefield, Arthur Sr.




4 acres Homestead & Olin Lot 1,000.
Wakefield, Edna
8 acres Homestead 1,100.
Wakefield, Wilfred C. & Elizabeth A.
Homestead 2,200.
40 acres Mountain Land 100.
Wakefield, Wilfred
42 acres Sanborn Land 100.
100 acres Lot 1, R2, Red Hill 200.
9 acres Bickford Lot 50.
10 acres Charles Whitehouse Land 100.
Tilton Land & camp 250.
50 acres Bert Lee Land 100.
20 acres Harry Lee Land 100.
29 acres Elmer Berry Land 100.
25 acres Olin Philbrook Land 100.
8 acres Knight Land 50.
Wakefield, Willis
Homestead 1,200.
Wood Lot & Pasture land, 100.
Field 100.
Wakefield, Arthur D. Jr. & Anne




30 acres Homestead 2,000.
33 acres Greene Land 350.
Walker, Benjamin & Margaret
V2 acre Homestead 1,000.
Ward, Dencie
Homestead 1,400.
Watts, Hollis & Mary E.
Mclntire Land & Cottage 1,000.
Webster, Minnie
3 acres Lot on Rte. 109 100.
Weijlard, John & Ethel





12 acres Mason Field 300.
White, Wilmont & Lois*
Mason Homestead 1,600.
Whitehouse, Charlotte Ames




Land & Camp 800.
Whitehouse, Charles & Fannie
Homestead & Robinson Field 3,000.
Whitehouse, Charles & John Nelson
Frye Lot & Camp 500.
Whitten, Beatrice B.
Moulton Land & cottage 800.
Whitten, Burton L.
40 acres Richardson Land 300.
Whitten, Burton L. & Wilfred
65 acres Homestead 2,000.




300 acres Homestead on Squam 4,500.
Wiggins, Gilbert*
Homestead 3,000.
Wiggins, Rowland K. & Eleanor M.
Lot & camp, Mt. Road 800.
Wilder, Chester & Addie
Homestead 3,200.
Willen Corp.
Laundromat, land & bldgs. 2,500.
Williams, Robert & Pauline*




% Interest in All:
10 acres Part of Hanson Farm & House 600.
150 acres Sibley Farm 1,100.
70 acres Granny Hill Lot 100.
3 acres Durant Land 50.
V± Interest in All:
190 acres Paine Land 125.
45 acres Hanson Lot 75.
40 acres J. A. Smith Land 125.
35 acres Bryant Lot 75.
110 acres Home Farm, Hanson 2,500.
Woodaman, Irene R.*
Homestead, 5 cottages, 2 motel units 7,000.
Woodaman, Lewis E. & Mary M.





Camp Winaukee Realty Corp.
50 acres Black Island & bldgs., mess hall
& 9 camps 12,000.
45 acres Lamprey, Davis, Goodhue Land & camp 25,000.
Young, J. H.
Wilkinson Land & Camp, Bald Peak 4,500.
Young, Eva
Wz acres Sullivan Land & Bldgs. 1,600.
Young, Richard M.*
40 acres Berry Homestead 2,200.
Young, Richard M. & Marilyn June
Eryou restaurant & land 2,000.
Young, Irad I. & Gail M.






Abbott, Sanford E. & Evangeline M.
Kanasatka Back Land & Camp $2,000.
Ackerloff, Dr. G. C. & R. C.
Koenig Lot #2 & Camp, Squam 8,500.
Adams, Karl S. & Elizabeth D.
Lot #8 & Camp, Shaker Jerry 4,000.
Back Lot #61, Orton 200.
Adler, Walter R. & Elinor R.
Lot #23 & Camp, Castle Shores 2,800.
Aieta, Richard & Madeline B.
Land & 5 camps, First Neck 8,000.
Alderson, Wm. & Laura
Hanson Point Camp & Boathouse 10,000.
Aldrich, Winfield S.
7 acres Sanborn Land 3,000.
Aldrich, Dewey
Aldrich Shore Land 3,000.
Alessandrini, Mildred M.
Bartlett Land & Cottage 500.
Allaire, Frederick H. & Blanche V.
Swallow Point Lot #4 & Camp 5,500.
Allen, John R. Jr. & Anne
Toltec Lot #32 & Camp 2,800.
Allen, Ruth
4 acres Bon-Air Cabins, Land & Bldgs. 12,500.
Ambrose, Victorine Estate
5 acres Homestead 2,500.
75 acres Taylor Lot 500.
15 acres Berry Pasture 100.
30 acres Couhig Land 250.
5 acres Adams Lot, Birch Hill 100.
25 acres Parker Moulton Lot 150.
100 acres Adams & Quimby Land 500.
12 acres Meadow, Red Hill River 50.
8 acres Charles Orne Lot 50.
5 acres L. Emmons Land 50.
36 acres Cook Lot 250.
Amidon, Kenneth D.
Winaukee Lot #3 & Camp 3,500.
Anderson, Kenneth & Esther
Coe Lot #2 & Camp 3,500.
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Anderson, Manfred & Helen M.
Kona Lot #23 & Camp 5,000.
Anderson, Wm. A. & Ruby G.
Orton Back Lot 200.
Andrews, Everett E.
Beede Lot #16 & 2 Bldgs. 3,800.
Andrews, Howard R. & Mary P.
Swallow Point Land & Camp 2,800.
Andrews, John F. & Elizabeth I.
Lot #14 & adj. lot, Braun Bay 1,000.
Archambault, Gerald R. & Lionel R.
Castle Shore Lot #6 & Camp 2,800.
Archibald, Donald T.
Portions of Lots 35, 36 Toltec 1,000.
Arena, Anthony & Mary & Helen DiMasi
Lot #17 & Camp, Raoul's Cove 2,800.
Back Lot 100.
Arey, Howard R. & Jennie
Wentworth Shore Lot #3 & Camp 2,500.
23 acres Castle Shore Lots 101, 102, 103 &
tract adj. #103. 2 camps & store 7,800.
Arnold, Wm. J. Jr. & Mary A.
50 acres O.G. Bartlett Land 300.
Shaker Jerry Land & Bldgs. 4,500.
Ash, Dana H. & Emma W.
Wyman Lot #2, Camp & Garage 5,300.
Wyman Lot #3 1,500.
Atherton, Harlan E. & Dorothy G.
Tanglewood Shores Lot #3 & Camp 3,500.
Athanasia, Charles
Lot #5, Fox Hollow 750.
Audet, Henry
Beckett Land & Camp 4,000.
Avery, Darrell Estate
Greene's Basin Land & Bldgs. 4,500.
Avery, Fay
V2 Interest Lot & Camp, Gansy Island 500.
Ayers, Benjamin K. Jr. & Virginia Ayers Mattlage
11 acres Part of 9 Acre Island 1,200.
30 acres Lots 5,6,7, & 9, Plamer Pasture 5,000.
Bacon, Doris S.
125 acres % Int. Sturtevant Farm & Bldgs. 1,500.
Baker, Lloyd L.
Coe Land & Bldgs. 5,000.
Bailey, Robert M. & Phyllis B.
Toltec Lot #41 1,000.
Bainton, Ernest L. & Esther




12 acres Part of Gansy Island 2,000.
Bald Peak Land Co.
680 acres Cottages, Recreation Bldg., Dormitory,
Garage, Kemmerer Cottage, new cottage 130,000.
Lot #1, Hillcrest Cottage 15,000.
Barnaby, John M. & Charlotte B.
5 acres 2 Camps on Kent Island & Cook Property 6,000.
Garage on Main Land 300.
Barrett, John H.
Castle Shore Lot & Camp 3,000.
Barry, David A. & Julia A.
Lot & Camp, Shaker Jerry 1,500.
Bartkiewicz, Joseph S. & Edward R. Gardner
Morrison Cove Lots 1, 2 & Camp 3,500.
Bartsch, Robert T. & Doris J.
Lot & Camp, Shaker Jerry 2,500.
Bartlett, Virginia
Kanasatka Lot #14 & Camp 3,000.
Lot 14A & southern half Lot 12B 300.
Bartlett, Adelbert M. & Dorothy E.
Toltec Lot #15 & Camp 2,800.
Batchelder, Richard S.
East half Lot #12 & Camp, Beede Shore 1,400.
Batchelder, Herman
East half Lot #11 & Camp, Beede Shore 1,400.
Bates, Howard W.
Lot #3 & Camp, Ayers Shore 3,200.
Bates, Ralph
Kanasatka Lot & Camp 3,000.
Baxter, Priscilla
Ferry Shores Lot #20 & Camp 3,000.
Ferry Shores Back Lot 200.
Baumgarten, Frederick O.
Beede Lot #15 & Bldgs. 6,200.
Beach, Edwin E. & Beverly J.
Lots 13B, 14A & Camp, Castle Shores 4,200.
Beach, Harold W. & Eleanor W.
Cleveland Land & Camp 3,000.
Beane, Donald F. & Eva F.
Brown Land 1,500.
Beaman, Willard G. & Dorothy R.
Lots 4B, 4D & Camp, Raoul's Cove 2,200.
Beaucage, Robert P.
Ferry Shores Lot #16 & Camp 3,000.
Beauchamp, Philias & Laura
Lot #2 & Camp, Eagle Shore 2,500.
Beard, Edwin F. & Marjorie S.
Lot #2 & Camp, Kanasatka 2,500.
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Beard, Malcolm. V. & Anne L.
Toltec Lot #33 & Camp 3,000.
Beatrice, Marino
Hermit Island & Camp & 50 ft. Lot on Cove 5,500.
Bechard, Paul & Helen
Watson Shores Lot #7 & Camp 3,000.
40 acres Deerhaven Lot #19 & backland 2,800.
Beck, Robert F. & Barbara H.
Lot #21 & Camp, Toltec 2,500.
Lot #20, Toltec 1,000.
Becker, Bernard & Isabelle
Castle Shores Lot #60 & Camp 3,500.
Becker, Edward & Frances
Lot #12 & Camp, Braun Bay 6,500.
Beede, Richard & Arlene
5 acres Dow Land & Barn 500.
Beckett, Ralph G.
12 acres Stover Lodge & Boathouse 12,000.
Beebe, Charles C.
Hull Island & Bldgs. 3,000.
Beede, Nephele
3 acres Berry Place 500.
8 acres Yeaton Place, east of river 200.
V2 acres Saw Mill Privelege 100.
Bennett, Norman E. & Eleanor
Lot #12, Cook's Point 1,000.
Bennett, Albert A. & Ethel F.
Second Neck Land & Bldgs. 3,500.
Belavance, Samuel
Rice Land & Bldgs. 15,000.
Bell, John Frederick & Marion
5 acres Haller Lots 1, 27 & Bldgs. 4,200.
Belton, John J., Stephen A. & Mary J.
Lot #2 & Camp, RaouTs Cove 2,500.
Benson, Howard F.
Red Hill Restaurant 3,200.
Benjamin, Gladys U.
Winaukee Lot #5 & Camp 2,800.
Bernard, Valeda
Kona Lots 5, 6 & Bldgs. 15,000.
Bernier, Rita B.
Lot #2 & Camp, Swallow Bay 4,500.
Back Land 100.
Bernau, Rudolph
Land & Bldgs, near I. C. R. E. 6,000.
Berry, Clarence G. & Lois B.
Lot #66 & Camp, Castle Shores 2,500.
Bianchi, Charles A.




Lot #3, R3, Red Hill 300.
140 acres Bartlett Land & 2 Camps 7,000.
60 acres Leavitt Land 900.
Bickford, Fred M. & Ingrid M.
40 acres Tilton Land 200.
Bickford, Orion F. & Gladys S.
Fletcher Land, Barn & Island 8,000.
Bickford, Fred A. S Stella C.
Lots #18, 55, 56 Orton 500.
Bilodeau, Leo & Beverly
Coe Lot #4 & Camp, Second Neck 2,800.
Ash Cove Lot #11 & Camp 3,200.
Bills, Donald & Elinor S.
Part of Lot #13 & Camp, Oak Landing 3,000.
Blackstone, Edward H. & Emma
Back Lot #5 & Camp, Brown Land 1,500.
Duck Trap Cove Lot 100.
Blackely, Gerald W. Jr.
Elkins Land, Camp & Boathouse 14,000.
Bloss, Harold F. & Gladys W.
Swallow Point Lot #16 & Camp 3,800.
Bohannon, Dorothy R.
2 acres McGuire Land 200.
Bloomfield, Roger G. & Rachel
Lot #7, Raoul's Cove 1,000.
Bonn-ell, Ruggles M.
Kanasatka Lot #2 & Camp 2,800.
Back Lots 200.
Bonnell, Everett E.
Kanasatka Lot #1 & Camp & Guest House 3,500.
Boorse, J. Stanley & Myrtle
48 acres Lot & Camp, Blake Rd. 1,200.
Borck, Paul B. & Hazel B.
Lot #31 & Camp, Toltec 2,800.
Booth, Harold & Evalina
Kona Lot #30 & Camp 12,000.
Back Land 200.
Boothroyd, Howard W. & Bernice G.
Back Lot #97 & Camp, Echo Harbor 3,000.
Botsford, Clarence H. & Marion C.
Lot #5 & Camp, Winaukee Extension 3,200.
Boucher, Wm. & Eleanor R.
Deerhaven Back Lot & Camp 500.
Bowker, George E.
"Seldom Inn" Camp 1,500.
Land on Whaleback Island 200.
Boyd, James M. Jr. & Barbara E.
Toltec Lot #12 & Camp 3,200.
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Boys and Girls Camps, Inc.
Land & Bldgs., Bald Peak Colony Club 8,000.
Brady, Albert & Mary & Albert F. Jr.
Castle Shore Lot #19 & Camp 3,800.
Brady, Albert & Albert F. Jr. & John J.
Castle Shores Lot #17 1,000.
Bragg", Orrin A. & Evangeline S.
Cottage on Penniman Land 500.
Breda, Alexander
Land & Camp, Rte. 25 1,500.
Breed, Wm. J. Jr. & Judith
Lot #3 & Camp, Bishop Shores 3,000.
Breare, Harold A. & Ethel A.
Castle Shore Lot & Camp 3,000.
Brooks, Marian P.
Brown Lot & Camp, L. I. 2,500.
Brousseau, Leon
Redding Lane Lot #8 & Bldgs. 3,800.
Brow, William
Redding Lane Lot & Camp 4,200.
Brown, Glenn E. Marie W.
Ferry Shores Lot #29 & Camp 5,500.
Back Land 200.
Brown, Glenn E. Earl
Rowe Place & cottage 4,000.
Rowe Lots & 9 Camps 4,500.
Brown, Ruppert W., Kathaleen D. & Roger M.
Coe Lot #1 & Camp Second Neck 4,200.
Brown, Arthur E. & LaRue T.
Castle Shore Lot #37 & Camp 3,000.
Brown, Frank H. & Alice
Land & Camp, Round Island 1,500.
Lot, Greene's Basin 1,000.
Brown, Helen Estate
40 acres Thompson Land 300.
Brown, Clyde C. & Melda P.
Eagle Shores Lot #8 & Camp 4,500.
Brown, Russell S.
Lot #11 & Camp, Grassy Pond 4,200.
Brown, Sydney J. & Elizabeth
Land & Bldgs,. Kanasatka 4,000.
Brickley, David Estate
40 acres Lee Homestead 3,800.
Bridges, Turner & Frances
Harris Land & Camp 4,000.
Brigden, Theodore H.
3 Small Islands & Camp 1,000.
Brigden, Edward C.
Land & Bldgs., near Hovey Land 2,000.
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Brigden, James H. & Margaret C.
Gem Island & Bldg\ 300.
Hulse Shore Land 1,500.
Bridgeport Lumber Sales Corp.
Ash Cove Lot #6 & Camp 4,000.
Bridgham, Lloyd H. & Janet P.
Swallow Point Lot #11 & Camp 5,500.
Briggs, Donald W. & Anna Bell
66 acres Lee Lot, Red Hill 300.
Bruce, Kenneth S. & Hazel W.
Windermere Lot #20 & Camp 5,500.
Bryant, Wallace
Kona Lot & Camp 3,200.
Back Land 200.
Budd, Janet R.
8 acres Kanasatka Lot, Camp & Boathouse 4,000.
Bunker, Raymond T. & Harriet B.
Ayer Lot #4 & Camp 4,000.
Burke, Robert L. & Caroline
Lot #17 & Camp, Ferry Shores 1,800.
Back Land 200.
Burke, James W.
Foss Camp, Black's Shore 2,200.
Burpee, Caroline
Windermere Lot #13 & Camp 7,500.
Part of Lot #14, Windermere 500.
Burleigh, William Jr.
Windermere Lot #22 1,500.
Burr, Harold L.
Perch Island & Camp 1,200.
Burrell, Albert & Emile,
Adams Lot #8 & Boathouse 1,200.
Adams Lot #9 & 2 cottages 3,800
Burrows, Lester V. & Marjorie N.
70 acres Elmer Berry Homestead 1,200.
deBustamonte, Gustavo S.
Nerbone Land & 2 cottages 6,500.
Back Land 500.
Blackey Cove Lot & Camp 6,000.
Buonpane, Dominic
Lot 5, 5A & Camp, Ferry Rd. 2,800.
Busfield, Bernard L. & Bernard L. Jr.
Lot #9 & Camp, Castle Shores 5,000.
Caldwell, William Estate
Land & Camp, Greene's Basin 2,000.
Calendar, Sue-Louise
165 acres J. W. Day Place 3,500.
Cailler, Arthur B. & Minne E.
Lot #1, Coe Land 1,500.
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Camp, Holland & Dorothy
Redding Lane Lot #8 & Camp 3,000.
Cambell, Wm. Alden & Lois W.
Bishop Shore Lot No. 8 & Camp 2,000.
Back Land & storage bldg. 200.
Campbell, Catherine & Stewart Hartshorne
Land, camp, garage & pump house 12,000.
Campbell, Catherine
High Heath Land 2,500.
Campbell, Walter W. & Clare
Ferry Shore Lot #32 & Camp 3,500.
Canfield, Richard
79% acres Dodge & French Land 300.
Cannavo, Nicholas & Florence
Humiston Lot & Camp 3,500.
Cantara, Philip J. & Madeline
Lot #28, L. I. 100.
Cantara, Richard
% Lot #18, Beede Shore 500.
Cappucci, Jeremiah J.
Beede Shore Lots #9, 10 & Camp 4,000.
Cario, Anthony
Greene's Basin Lot 1,000.
Carleton, Dean W. & Martha H.
Windermere Lot #28 & Camp 6,800.
Carlsmith, Hope S.
21 acres V± Snedden Property, Land & Bldgs. 3,800.
Carlson, Carl R. & Ethel E.
Alpine Park Lot & Camp 5,000.
Carter, Wm. B. & Alice B.
Interlakes Lot #37, 38 & Camp 5,000.
Back lots 2, 3, 4 Ferry Shores 300.
Carvell, Clinton W. & Marjorie G.
Echo Farm Land & Camp 6,800.
Case, Mary H.
Lot & Cottage, Bald Peak Colony Club 18,000.
Case, Hadley
Lot & Cottage, "Mid-Pines", Bald Peak 6,000.
Shore Lot & Camp, Bald Peak 10,500.
448 ft. Shore Lot 5,500.
Caswell, Dr. Hollis & Ruth
Windermere Lot #12 & Bldgs.
Cataldo, Dr. Charles J.
Kona Lots 13, 14 & 2 Bldgs. 6,500.
Wallis Island 500.
Kona Back Land 200.
Catlin, Frederick & Viola
Kona Lot #37 & Camp 8,000.
Kona Lot #35 2,000.
Kona Lot #36 2,000.
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Caulk, Jewell R. & Dorothy F.
Leaward Shores Lot #15 & Camp 4,200.
Caverly, Helen M.
108 acres Homestead, Glidden Rd. 2,000.
Ceriello, Joseph M. & Helen M.
Back Lot #20 & Camp, Swallow Point 1,800.
Chamberlain, Charles W.
175 acres Allen Land & Bldgs. 7,500.
Chandler, Langdon W. Est.
Camp on Squam Lake 2,500.
Chandler Langdon W. Jr.
50 acres Ruiter Land & Camp 3,000.
Chase, Kenneth & Mabel
Saunders Lot & Camp 600.
Chesley, Myron H. & Edna K.
Shore Lot & Camp 2,200.
Chesley, William
Paradise Island & Camp 500.
Chiarello, G. Blair
Hayden & Coe Land & Bldgs, Kanasatka 5,000.
Chiarello, Lillian G.
Land, house & cottage 5,000.
Chiarello, Pasqualine
Land, 2 houses & 2 guest cottages 8,000.
Penniman Land & house 3,500.
Chipman, Wm. L. & Olive H.
67 acres Black Cat Island 10,500.
Eagle Shores Lot #27 1,500.
Chipman, Prescott
Lot #51 & Camp, Echo Harbor 3,000.
Cioto, Anthony & Mildred
Lot #8 & Camp, Hermit Cove 3,000.
East Half Lot #1, Hermit Cove 1,000.
Cities Service Company
Service Station 3,000.
Clark, Paul F. & Anna Quast
Land & Cottage, Bald Peak 14,000.
Clark, Fred G.
Smith Lot, Camp & Guest house 4,500.
Clark, I. Stella
Winaukee Lot #2 & Camp 3,200.
Clark, Morris, C.
Bernard Wolf Land & Camp 3,500.
Clark, Calvin I. & Marie H.
Kona Lot #32 & Camp 5,500.
Clark, Wm. & Marjorie R.
Lot #1, Haller Shore 1,000.
Clary, Minnie W.




8 acres Whaleback Island & Bldg. 2,800.
Clement, Laurence F.
Lot #1 & Camp, Ayers Shore 3,200.
V2 Lot #2, Ayers Shore 500.
Chateauneuf, Leo R. & Alice
Lot #3, Hemit Cove Park Inc. 200.
Co-burn, Dean F. & Eleanor M.
Kanasatka Lot #2 & Camp 2,800.
Back Lot #2A, Kanasatka 100.
Back Lot #1B, Kanasatka 100.
Cocker, Edward H., & Eleanor R.
Redding Lane Lot #9 & Camp 3,200.
Colby, Howard C. & Thelma E.
Yuill Land & Camp, States Landing 1,800.
Coffin, Melvin H., & Jessie G.
West portion of Lot #25, Castle Shores 1,000.
Collette, Gertrude
2 acres Tilton Land 50.
Collins, George B.
Windermere Lot #15 & Camp 8,000.
Corliss, Haven E.
Duck Trap Cove Lot 100.
Coleman, James E. & Ruth M.
Long Point Land & Camp 8,000'.
Comeau, Earl N. & Barbara
Castle Shores Lot #75 & partial Camp 1,800.
Comeau, Earl N. & Albert Frizzell
Castle Shores Lot 1,000.
Common, John D., Anne, Peggy J., & William
Kanasatka Lot #19 1,000.
Kanasatka Back Land & Camp 2,000.
Kanasatka Lot #20 1,000.
Comoli, Joseph F.
Leaward Shores Lot #24 & Back Land 1,500.
Comstock, T. Dwight
Coe Lot #3 & Camp, Second Neck 3,500.
Comstock, Richard D. & Florence
Swallow Point Back Lot #23 200.
Swallow Point Lot #1 & Camp 4,500'.
Conant, Gilman W. & Kathryn H.
Kona Lots 8, 9 & Bldgs. 10,000.
Kona Back Lot 200.
Condit, Jotham R.
4 acres Reid & Arnold Land & Bldgs. 4,500.
Condon, John T. & Edith P.
Lot #3, Black Cat Island 4,000./
Conley, Raymond S. & Ruth S.
50 acres Rundle Gilbert Land, Red Hill 300.
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Constantine, Harold A. & Virginia E.
Toltec Lot #39 1,000.
Constantine, Guy R.
Toltec Lot #7 & Camp 3,000.
Cook, Beatrice
5% acres 3 Parcels Land & Bldgs., Kent Island 8,000.
Garage on main land 200.
Cook, Dorothy
25 acres Land on Red Hill 200.
Cook, Horace G.
Eagle Shore Lot #21 & Camp 3,000.
Cooper, Gerald C. & Marion M.
Lot, Shaker Jerry 1,800.
Copp, Pearliss D. & Lionel
2 lots Hattie Dow land 500.
Copp, Grace M.
Dan Mason Land & Bldgs., & land opp. side of rd. 3,000.
Corbin, Arthur L. Jr.
Gaillard Land, Second Neck 3,000.
Redding Lane Land & Bldgs. 15,000.
Second Neck Back Land. 600.
Corby, William S. Est.
Lot #7, "Shady Corners", Bald Peak 14,000.
Core Inc. Land No. side of Osgood Hill Rd. 1,500.
Corkran, Elizabeth G.
Land & Cottage, Bald Peak 16,000.
Costa, Alexander & Ruth E. & Everett L. & Ruth Vaugh
Eagle Shore Land & Camp 4,000.
Grassy Pond Lot 100.
Coston, Henry E. & Christine
85 acres Back Land & 3 small camps, Ferry Rd. 2,500.
Courchene, William A. Est.
25 acres Myra Bacon Land & Bldgs. 2,000.
Bungalow 400.
Cousens, Alice
3 acres Evergreen Island & Camp 1,500.
Cowdrey, Rev. Arthur R. & Alice M.
Burr Camp, Bean Road 1,000.
Cox, Kenneth F. & Frederick L.
Toltec Lots 45, 46 2,000.
Grain, Katrine
Coe Lot #8 & Bldgs. 3,200.
Crawford, Frederick & Mabel
Lot, Camp & garage, Greene's Basin 4,500.
Cristy, Dr. George L. & Ruth
Spectacle Island & Bldgs. 2,000.
Crocker, Samuel & Katherine
Elkins Land & Bldgs. 12,500.
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Crosby, John F. & Rita H.
Haller Shore Lot #12A & Camp 3,800.
Cross, Charles E. & Jean W.
Part of Lot #17, Leaward Shores 1,000.
Lot #16 & Camp, Leaward Shores 4,200.
Creedon, Edward M. & Esther M.
Castle Shores Lot #77 & Camp 2,800.
Castle Shores Lot #78 1,000.
Cronin, Richard & Thelma
Back Lot #13 & Camp, Swallow Bay 3,000.
Back Lot #14, Swallow Bay 300.
Curtis, William H.
4% acres F. Smith Lot #1 & Camp 5,000.
Currier, James G.
SV2 acres Harry Day Land 100.
Currier, Lillian A.
Morrison Cove Lot & Camp 1,800.
12 acres % Interest Victor Aldrich Land & Bldgs. 800.
Cushing, Mary H.
40 acres Glidden Place 3,000.
Cutting, Howard H. & Valeta P.
Garnet Point Land & Bldgs. 3,000.
Cutter, George O. & Anita M.
Lot #10 & Bldgs., Winaukee Extension 4,000.
Czaja, Alexander & Victoria
Lots 3, 4 Morrison Cove 1,500.
Dane, Ernest B. Jr.
Alpine Park:
55 acres Hatfield Land 2,000.
"Pine Lodge" Camp & Boathouse 2,200.
110 acres Alpine Park 18,000.




60 acres Canney Lot 300.
300 acres Charles Home Pasture & Camp 1,000.
180 acres Penniman Pasture 400.
200 acres S. F. Emery Wood Land 400.
100 acres Wood Lot, Red Hill 200.
150 acres Wood & Pasture Land 200.
100 acres Bean & Sturtevant Land 200.
Davidson, Stanley
Coe Lot #5 & Bldgs., Second Neck 2,800.
Davenport, Wilbur B. & Joan P.
Lot #25 & Camp, & y2 Lot #24, Ferry Shores 5,500.
Lot adj. to Lot #25, Ferry Shores 1,000.
Davison Construction Co.
Kona Land & Bldgs. 40,000.
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Davis, Elmer J. & Elsie F.
Touraine Lot #4, Black's Shore 1,000.
Davis, Clyde & Natalie
Lot #96 & Camp, Castle Shores 2,000.
Davis, Leon
Kona Lot #4 & Camp 6,800.
Kona Back Lot 200.
Davis, Harry L.
30 acres J. A. Greene Land 200.
Davis, Leo E. & Virginia L.
5 acres Lot & Camp on Neck 400.
Dearborn, Allen & Janice
Land & Camp Gansy Island 500.
Decatur, Verne M. & Crystal
Lot & Camp, Red Hill Rd. 200.
Dederick, Harold & Gertrude
F. Smith Lot & Camp 3,800.
DeGroot, Victor & Helen G.
Lot #9 & Camp. Ferry Shores 3,800.
DeLangis, Ernest
Lot #5 & Bldgs., Shaker Jerry 4,000.
Delaney, George F. & Isabel M.
3 acres Leach Homestead 1,500.
Demers, Felix & Florence
Haller Lots 10, 10A & Camp 4,200.
Dennison, Harry D.
Wentworth Shore Lot & Camp 2,800.
Dever, John W. & Regina E.
Kanasatka Land & 2 cottages 4,800.
Dexter, Margaret B.
3 acres High Heath Land & Camp, Squam 6,000.
Dick, Kenneth P. & Elsie L.
Land & Bldgs., Kanasatka 2,500.
Dingier, Norman & Ethel & Geo. & Ethel Dudzik
Coe Lot #12 & Camp, Kansatka 2,200.
Dingier, Norman & Ethel
North half of 13A, Lot 11B. 300.
Dietrich, Alfred
Goodhue Shore Lot #4 & Bldgs. 4,300.
Goodhue Shore Lot #3 1,500.
Dietrich, E. George
Silver Point Land, Camp & Guest House 6,500.
DiDonato, Louis C. & Mary A.
Land & Camp, Cottage Rd. 3,200.
Doane, Lester G. & Thelma C.
Land, near L. I. 1,000.
Dobrowski, Matthew & Helen





V2 Interest Davission Camp, Far Echoes 2,500.
Dodge, Priscilla W.
Land & Camp, Far Echoes 6,800.
Dolan, George T. & Gertrude C.
Lot #2 & Camp, Hermit Cove 3,000.
D'Orlando, Leonard & Janice V.
Kona Lot #26 & Bldgs. 3,800.
Dow, Marion T.
Windermere Lot #18 & Bldgs. 4,200.
Dow, Martha L.
Geo. Greene Lot 100.
Downing, Maurice E.
Brown Land & Camp, L. I. 3,500.
Downs, Bernard I.
Camp on Hanson Point 3,500.
Downs, Clifford
Lot & Camp, Gansy Island 1,200.
Downs, Clifford & Winifred
Part of Gansy Island 150.
Dragelin, John E. & Marion C.
Lot #18 & Camp, Deerhaven 1,800.
Drake, Thomas J. & Priscilla
Far Echoes Lot 1,000.
Duren, Irving Jr. & Alice
Eagle Shore Lot & Camp 3,000.
Dunning, Benjamin F. & Ella P.
Orton Lot #37 & Camp 2,000.
Orton Back Lot #39 200.
Dustin, Cedric H. Jr. & Eleanor M.
Warner Lot & Camp 3,200.
Warner Lot 1,000.
Wentworth Shore Lot & Camp 2,000.
Dzivelswski, Marjorie R. & Dorothy A. Munroe
Blake Hotel, L. I. 600.
Eaton, Robert I. & Shirley H.
Far Echoes Lot #91 & Camp 3,500.
Edgerly, Albert & Wilda
Windermere Lot #5 & Camp 3,200.
Edmunds, Alvin C. & Marion R.
Lot #16 & Camp, Tecumseh 4,500.
Edson, Fern G.
Camp, Hanson Point 2,000.
Edwards, Leonard C. & Barbara G.
Lot #40 & Camp, Wyman 3,500.
Back Lot, opp. Lot #40 200.
Eglit, Christy
15 acres B. K. Ayers Land 2,800.
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Eisenhard, Stanley E. & Jean W.
Richardson Point & Camp 3,200.
Elliott, Col Lowell & Marion T.
Winaukee Lot #12 & Bldgs. 3,800.
Elliott, William E.
Kanasatka Lot #13 & Camp 2,800.
Southern half Lot #13A & Lot 10B 300.
Elliott, Richard B. & Jean S.
Lot #11 & Bldgs., Winaukee Extension 3,200.
Elkins, George Jr.
Bald Peak Land, Camp & Boathouse 18,000.
Draper Lot 3,000.
Ely, Kenyon B.
"Little Six Mile" Island & Camp 300.
Ellis, Mrs. Charles
Orton Back Lot #3 200.
Emery, Ruth
Mary Abbott Place & Camp 2,500.
Englund, Carl E.
Watson Shores Lot #14 & Camp 3,000.
Watson Back Lot 100.
Emerson, Denley W.
100 acres Carter Lot on Red Hill 200.
Enstrom, Axel R. & Eleanor M.
Lot #3 & Camp, Swallow Point 4,200.
Enstrom, Richard M. & Hedwig
Back Lot #22 & Camp, Swallow Point 2,400.
Erickson, Anna
Overlook Cottage & Ley Lot, Bald Peak 12,000.
Evans, John J. Jr.
10 acres Moneypenney Place 8,200.
Evans, Jesse & Maude
Coe Lot #11 & Bldgs., Kanasatka 2,800.
Lot 7B, Kanasatka 200.
Lot 8B, Kanasatka 200.
Eynon, Dr. Harold K. & Sara F.
Kilton Lot #7 & Camp 5,000.
Fahey, Dr. Robert J. & Margaret S.
Swallow Point Lot #12 & Camp 3,400.
Fairclough, Mae A.
1 acre Bryant Place & Camp 500.
Farina, Evelyn
15 acres Hoyt Homestead 1,400.
"Owl's Nest" Camp 300.
Fairbrother, Raymond M. & Jane B.
Lot #19 & Camp, Leaward Shores 3,200.
Fay, Charles J. & Helen K.
Land & Bldgs., Black's Shore 3,800.
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Fedus, Petro & Alia
8 acres Lot on west side of L. I. 2,500.
Feeley, Frank J. & Joanne
Land & Bldgs., Ferry Road 4,500.
Felker, Helen
2 acres Tilton Land 50.
Ferguson, Thomas C, Mary B., Ralph E., & Genevieve
Adams Lots 7, 16 & Bldgs. 3,800.
Fickett, George E. & Dorothy
Toltec Lot #10 & Boathouse 1,600.
Figg, Edith S.
Lots 4, 5 & cottage, Bald Peak 12,000.
Fitchburg Youth Committee, Inc.
43.6 acres Part of Marble Property & Bldg. 2,000.
Flaherty, Thomas
Lot #3, Greene's Basin 300.
Fletcher, William & Dorothy
Eagle Shore Lot #6 & Camp 2,200.
Florence, Wm. E. & Edith P.
2 Lots, 2 cottages & Boathouse 5,200.
Floyd, Grant & Regina
Land & Camp, Braun Bay 2,500.
Foley, Maurice P. & Susan M.
Island & Camp, east of L. I. Bridge 2,000.
Land, intersection of Watson & Farm Rd. 100.
Foley, Asa A. & Mildred E.
Orton Back Lot #12 & Camp 2,000.
Fogg, Robert & Esther
Hemlock Point Island 1,000.
Fontaine, Hector W. & Vera I.
% Lot #11, V2 Lot #12 & Bldgs., Beede Shore 3,200.
Forbes, Elmer L. & Ruth K.
Brown Land 6,500.
Brown Lot & Camp 5,500.
Ford, Kathryn
Andrews Land & Bldgs. 2,000.
Forsberg, Rev. Theodore G.
Wentworth Shore Lot #20 1,000.
Foster, Raymond P. & Marjorie H.
Kona Lot #19 2,000.
Foster, Frederick H. & Mary
Windermere Lot #15 & Bldgs. 4,200.
Foster, Richard W. & Elizabeth R.
165 acres Bessie Buxton Place 2,500.
Burleigh Moulton Land 800.
Foster, Charles F.
Brown Land & Camp 3,500.
Foster, Leonard M. & Esther P.




Part of Russell Hoch Island & Camp 1,000.
Fournier, Marguerite
Lot #7 & Camp, Castle Shores 3,000.
Fox, Richard A. & Barbara
Brown Land, L. I. 2,000.
Fox, John F.
Kanasatka Lot #5 & Camp 3,200.
Franconia Paper Corporation
245 acres Ossipee Valley Land 500.
3276 acres G. K. Howard Land 5,000.
Franck, Russell E. & Grace M.
Lots 12, 13 & Bldgs., & Back Lots 26, 27
Bishop Shores 3,800.
Franke, George A. & Evelyn M.
40 acres Wakefield Land, Red Hill 200.
Franzek, John J.
Castle Shores Lot #24 & Camp 3,000.
Frazer, Dolores
Mason Land & Camp 500.
Freeman, Bradford & Ethel S.
Richardson Lot, Greene's Basin 1,000.
Fromberg, Vivian
Kona Lot #17 & Camp & Guest house 9,000.
Frost, Edgar L. & Heloise
17
y
2 acres Boody Farm, L. I. 2,200.
Frye, Roy L. & Rita A.
Land, Camp & Boathouse 5,500.
Frye, Gilman & Veronica
Lot #15 & Camp, Swallow Point 4,500.
Fullarton, Anne F.
Lot #2, Avon Shores 1,000.
Gabrielson, Samuel I. & Lillian S.
Lot #1 & Camp, Braun Bay 3,800.
Gager, Forrest L.
80 acres George Greene Land & Bldgs. 7,000.
Gagnon, Alphie W. & Jean S.
Lot #34 & Camp, Ferry Shores 3,000.
Back Land 200.
Gamans, Lloyd
Coe Lane Lot & Camp 3,200.
Gardner, Ralph E. & June S.
Paine Lot & Sturtevant Land 1,500.
15 acres "Low Fields" & Bldgs., Round Pond 2,500.
Gardiner, Norma E.
Toltec Lot #8 Camp 2,500.
Gates, Cyrus S. & Dorothy T.
Rice Lot #7 & Bldgs., L. I. 7,500.
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Geery, Walter A. & Ruth C.
Humiston Camp, Wentworth Shore 4,000.
Tract 2, Wentworth Shore 200.
Gelinas, Neree J. & Aurora
Watson Shores Lot #19 1,000.
Watson Shores Lot #20 & Bldgs. 3,000.
Gevoni, Vincent & Adele
Kennon Place, Land & Bldgs. 2,000.
Genova, F. Peter & Grace
30 acres Mason Meadow on Berry Pond 300.
Lot & Camp, Clark's Landing 4,500.
20 acres Jonas Berry Lot 200.
Geisenhainer, Walter G. & Elizabeth L.
Richardson Lot 4A & Camp 3,200.
Girard, Maurice J. & Rachel M.
Part of Lot #3 & Camp, Kanasatka 2,500.
Gibson, Arnold R.
Little Gansy Island & Camp 600.
Gilfoy, A. Victor & Richard Sheppard
100 acres Clark Wentworth Farm 12,000.
Gilbert, Eugene J. & Rachel
2 tracts, 2 cottages, Watson Shores 5,000.
Gilman, Wilbert M., Trustee for Norway Point Trust
23 acres Kona Farm Land 10,000.
Gilman, Wilbert M.
Cottage, Norway Point 2,800.
Gilman, Martin A. & Mildred H.
20 acres Franklin Greene Land & Bldgs. 4,800.
Richardson Lot, Greene's Basin 1,000.
Given, Philip Jr.
Cottage on Garnet Point 800.
Glaski, Hazel
Watson Shores Lot #7 & Camp 5,000.
Watson Shores Back Lots 3, 4, 5, & 6 500.
Watson Shores Lots 3, 4, 5, & 6 4,500.
Glasser, Louise W.
Ferry Shores Lot #8 & Camp 4,000.
Ferry Shores Back Lot 200.
Gleason, Arthur B. & Josephine
Wentworth Shore Lot & Camp 3,500.
Goedecke, Herbert & Grace
Kona Lot #21 & Camp 4,800.
Kona Back Land 200.
Goldthwait, Carl E.
Alpine Park Land & Bldgs. 3,500.
Goleb, Joseph S. & Mary T.
Toltec Lot #9 1,000.
Goldstein, Louis & Edith
Kona Lot #5 & Camp 5,500.
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Goode, Mrs. Frederick D. Jr.
5 acres Hatfield Land & Bldgs. 6,000.
Harvard Island & Bldgs. 1,000.
Goode, Blanche
Castle Shores Lot #38 & Camp 3,000.
Goodell, Paul Jr.
F. Smith Lot #3 1,000.
Goodhue, Josephine A. Est.
50 acres Pickering: Lot 400.
Goodhue, John
55 acres Dodge & Raymond Lots 5,000.
300 acres Robinson Land 1,000.
Goodhue, John & Ethel F.
2 tracts, west side of Shannon Brook 2,000.
Goodwin, William & Margaret
Bishop Shores Lot #16 & Camp & Back Lot #23 3,000.
Bishop Shores Lot #17 & Back Lot #22 1,200.
Goodwin, John F. & Ruth J.
Lot #2, Hermit Cove 1,000.
Western half Lot #1, Hermit Cove 1,000.
Goguen, Edward O.
Brow Lot #1 & Camp, Winaukee Extension 3,200.
Gosnell, John
Kona Lot #30 & Camp 7,500.
Kona Back Lot #29 200.
Goss, Daisy
Beede Shore Lot #7 & 2 camps 6,000.
Gott, Rodney C.
7 acres Harvard Camp Land & Camp 15,000.
Graf, Dr. W. Harris & Hope H.
Ferry Shores Lot #2 & Camp 4,200.
Graf, Wm. C. & Florence K.
% Lot #12 & Camp, Oak Landing 4,000.
Graham, William
Hermit Cove Lot #17 & Camp 4,500.
Graham, Vincent J. & Florence M.
Orton Back Lot #9 200.
Grappone, Robert M. & Elizabeth A.
Swallow Point Lot #7 & Camp 4,800.
Grappone Inc.
Swallow Bay Lot & Back Land 3,000.
Grappone, John
Kona Lot #18 & Camp 4,000.
Grady, Kathryn M.
Kedian Place, Berry Pond 2,000.
Graves, Alice
Theodore Brown Land & 2 Camps, Squam 4,500.
Greene, Franklin L.




Toltec Lot #28 1,000,
Tea Rock Camp 2,000.
Greene, Charles H.
Lot #8 & Camp, Grassy Pond 3,200.
Greene, Charles E. & Alfred F. Jenisch
Grassy Pond Lot #7 1,000.
Greene, Charles E. & Florence
Grassy Pond Lot #6 & Camp 3,800.
Greene, Charles E. & Charles H.
Back land, east side of Grassy Pond Rd. 200.
Greenfield, Mary E.
Robbins Land & Bldgs., Kent Island 2,200.
V2 Garage, Bean Road 300.
Greeley, James B. & Helen L.
Lear Lot #14 & Camp, Eagle Shore 3,200.
Back Lot #13, Eagle Shore 200.
Greer, Eugene L. & Isabelle
Haller Lots 12B, 13A & Camp 4,800.
Gregson, Charles A.
Lot 5C, Redding Lane 1,000.
Lot 11B & Camp, Redding Lane 4,000.
Lot #3 & Back Land, Winaukee Extension 1,200.
Lot #2 & Back Land, Winaukee Extension 1,200.
133 acres Back Land, Redding Lane 500.
V2 Lot 12B, Coe Lane 1,000.
Leonard Land & Camp, Redding Lane 5,000.
Lot 4C & Camp, Redding Lane 3,000.
5 acres Back Land, Winaukee 200.
Gribbel, John 2nd & Natalie
12 acres Land, Camp & Boathouse, Bald Peak 20,000.
Groff, Phyllis
Castle Shores Lot #62 & Camp 3,800.
Castle Shores Lot #61, 63 64 and y2 65 3,000.
Grover, Elliott B. & Marion B.
Lot #1, Tanglewood Shores 1,000.
Gross, Faye
Kona Lot #19 & Camp 7,000.
Guardino, Peter, Nicholas, Stephen Jr. and Lillian Chiarello
Louise DiSalvo and Marjory Kirkpatrick
8 acres Nellie Grant Land & Bldgs. 13,000.
Guardino, Evelyn C.
Lot #16 & Camp, Kanasatka 3,800.
Lot 16A & 13B 400.
Guarini, Philip C. & Clare M.
Ayers Land & Camp 8,000.
Guay, Arthur
Lena Davis Island & Camp 1,000.
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Guay, Albert B. & Marion A.
Lots 3, 4 & Bldgs., Clark's Landing 12,000,
Gullberg, George A.
Land & Camp, Rte. 25 500.
Gurney, Margaret A.
Alexander Land, High Heath 300.
Gustavson, Carl & Helen
Castle Shores Lot #58 & Camp 3,800.
Castle Shores Lot #59 & Camp 3,800.
Gutchess, Franklin J. & Jocelyn Fleming
Part of Skinner Place 100.
Halfman, Dr. Robert L.
Lots 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 Mustapha Sub-Division 5,000.
Lot #13, Raoul's Cove 1,000.
Hakins, Ruth M.
rA acre Ozone Island & Camp 700.
Halpern, Helen
Nellie Home Place 1,200.
Halfrey, Ethel R.
Toltec Lot #48 1,000.
Hall, Matilda
Camp, Guest House & V2 Boathouse, Hanson Point 3,000.
Hall, John S.
Land & Camp, Emerson Island 1,500.
Hall, Horace & Dorothy K.
2% acres Kendall Lot #19 & Camp & Boathouse 5,400.
6 acres Gilman or Glines Island 2,000.
Hall, Kendall W. & Richard H.
Carrie Hancock Land 200.
Kendall Lot #13, 2 cottages & garage 6,000.
Hallowell, Wm. J. 3rd & Maude A.
Lot 7B & Camp, Long Point 5,000.
Hamke, Victor L. & Ardelia H.
Kona Lot #31 & Camp 5,000.
Hamilton, Stewart W.
2 acres Greene's Camp, Garnet Point 3,800.
Hamilton, Stewart & Ethel
50 acres Monroe Land, Lake Winnipesaukee 5,000.
Hamilton, Wm. G. Jr. & Elizabeth Jane
4 acres Elkins Land & Cottage 8,500.
Elkins Land 300.
Hamilton, Wm. G. 3rd
Tecumseh Shore Lot #13 1,800.
Hamilton, Robert M. & Isabelle R.
Toltec Lot #24 1,000.
Hanchett, Richard G. & Marjorie G.
Wyman Lot #1 & Camp 4,000.
Hanks, Robert C.
30 acres Burgess Cottage, Kona Farm 18,000.
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Hapgood, Donald W. & Bernice G.
Lot #5 & Bldgs., Raoul's Cove 2,500.
Lot #6, Raoul's Cove 1,000.
Harding, Dr. Ediward
Harvard Camp Lot #2, Camp & guest house 5,800.
Hare, Mrs. Dudley
60 acres Osgood Place & Bldgs.
& Swallow Boathouse, Kona 12,000.
Hargraves, Winifred
Lot, East Moultonboro 200.
Hargrove, Philip L. & Marguerite E.
Lot #20 & Camp, Leaward Shores 3,800.
Harmes, John M.
Richardson Shore Lot #3 1,000.
Harper, Howard & Eunice
Haller Lots y2 15A and 15B 2,000.
Haller Lot #7B, Camp & storage shed 4,500.
Harrington, Shirley M.
Orton Back Lot #10 200.
Harris, Mariana Heirs
3 acres Back Land, High Heath 200.
Harris, Col. E. M.
3 acres High Heath Land 1,000.
Hart, Rev. Sinclair D. & Nancy W.
Tecumseh Lot #8 & Camp 6,500.
Hart, Cyril S. & Anna B.
Kona Lot #10 & Camp 9,500.
Kona Lot #11 2,000.
Hartford, Clark R. & Lucy
% Lot #2 & Camp, Ayers Shore 2,200.
Hartshorne, Edwin
Lot #7 & Camp, Eagle Shore 2,700.
Hartshorne, Richard
Hartshorne Island & Camp 1,600.
Hartshorne, Richard Jr., John F., Penelope & Nancy Bell
Gun Island & Bldg. 300.
Hartshorne, Stewart
High Heath Land 8,000.
Harmon, R. F. Estate
150 acres Lots 2, 3 Range 9 400.
20 acres Lee Lot 100.
30 acres Webster Lot 100.
35 acres y2 Lot #27 100.
Hatch, John H. & Gladys A.
y2 Lot #65 & 2 camps, Castle Shores 4,000.
Haueisen, Frank & Ruth
Redding Lane Lot #6 & Bldgs. 4,000.
Hawkins, Blanche
Wentworth Shore Lot 1,000.
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Hawkensen, Lloyd W. & Virginia L.
Cataldo Land, Kona 1,000.
Hayden, Dean & Helen
V2 Lot #27 & Camp, Deerhaven 2,500.
Haynes, G. Arnold & Carol C.
Kona Lot #23 & Camp 9,000.
Kona Lot #24 & Camp 10,000.
Hayward, John G. & Helen
Kona Lot #32 & partial Camp 3,800.
Hazen, Harold L.
Cottage, Norway Point 2,800.
Hazeltine, Stearl F. & Edith M.
Tanglewood Shores Lot #2 1,000.
Hanger, Wm. L. & Irene Z.
Far Echoes Lot #1 & Camp 4,000.
Heald, Henry M. & Muriel D.
Kanasatka Land, 6 Camps, 2 storage Bldgs. 9,500.
Hebert, Joseph A. & Gertrude
Loan Lot & Camp, Shannon Brook 800.
Hebert, Edward & Caroline F.
Lot #19 & Camp, Ferry Shores 4,000.
Hedblom, Byron C.
Larkin Place 2,000.
Henderson, Douglas & Helen
Lot #11 & Camp, Ferry Shores 4,000.
Heeley, William & Amanda
Goodhue Lot #10 & Bldgs. 4,800.
Henze, Richard W. & Jean W.
Arnold Lot & Camp 4,200.
Hern, Cyril C.
Castle Shores Lot #98 & Camp 1,800.
Hermit Cove Park Inc.
Shore Lot & Back Land, Hermit Cove 1,500.
Herrick, C. Edward & Rachel E.
Orton Back Lots 36, 46, 47, 48, 49, 52, 53, 54 1,500.
Heston, Herbert N. & Mary J.
Kona Lot #8 & Camp 5,000.
Hiatt, Albert & Marguerite
Lord Lot #25 & Camp, L. I. 3,000.
Lord Lot #26 & Boathouse 1,200.
Hill, Charles C. & Grace D.
Kimball Land & Camp 2,500.
Hilton, Jean B.
60 acres "Camp Plumfield", Etta Davis Place 12,500.
16 acres North Half Dow Island & Camp 2,500.
Hilton, Ted & Helen
Blaney Field 200.
Coe Field 300.
100 acres Ed Batchelder Farm & 3 cabins 12,000.
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Hinners, Robert & Virginia
Castle Shores Lot #18 & Camp 2,000.
Hingston, Daniel G. & Barbara J.
Orton Back Lot #41 200.
Hires, Peter
Tecumseh Lot #17 2,500.
Hoag, Marjorie G.
23 acres Harvard Camp Lot #2 & Camp 6,000.
Hoagland, Charles & Ellen
Redding Land Lot #10 & Bldgs. 4,200.
Hobart, Julia
75 acres Lucy True Land 500.
Hoch, Russell
3 acres Robie's Point, Camp Boathouse 2,000.
3 acres Pinehurst Island 1,000.
Hochfleiger Ski Club
Lodge & Shop, Kona 5,000.
Hodgkins, Elliott N. & Velma H.
Land, camp, boathouse, Second Neck 6,700.
Hoge, Robert T. & Emily W.
Harry Brown Land 200.
Holland, Theodore A. & Fannie
Goodhue Lot #13 & Camp 5,500.
Leaward Shores Lot #14 1,000.
Holland, Robert T. & Bernadette
Orton Shores Lot #14 & Camp 3,200.
Holopainen, Vaino J. & Francisca M.
Ferry Shores Lot #23 & Camp 4,800.
Ferry Shores Lot #22 1,000.
50 ft. Ferry Shores Lot #24 500.
Holtsberg, Edwin V.
Watson Shores Lot #11 & Bldgs. 3,000.
75 ft. Watson Shore Lot #10 800.
Watson Shores Lot #12 1,000.
3 parcels of back land opposite shore lots 700.
Holtsberg, Elizabeth A.
Lot #1 & Camp, Eagle Shore 3,000.
Horace, Robert J. & Ellen M.
Kanasatka Lots 6, 7 & Camp 2,000.
Back Lots 6A, 7A 200.
Horan, Philip M. Jr. & Cynthia C.
Lot #11 & Camp, Windermere 5,000.
Home, Herbert G.
50 ft. Wyraan Lot & Camp 2,000.
Home, John E. & Gertrude
Bickford Place & Penniman Land 2,000.
Home, Herman J. & Mildred D.
2 small lots Hattie Dow Land 200.
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Hosker, Eugene & Pauline
Lot #9 & Camp, Redding Lane 3,800.
Houldsworth, Ronald & Marjorie
Deerhaven Lot #24 & Camp 2,800.
Howard, Wm. & Rita B.
Toltec Lot #26 & Camp 2,500.
Howard, Jane G.
Ayers Lots 7, 8 & Camp 3,500.
Lot on 9 Acres Island 200.
Howard, Wm. & Muriel
V2 Lot #27 & Camp, Deerhaven 2,500.
Howard, E. Kenton & Norma R.
Toltec Lot #25 & Camp 2,500.
Howe, Robert
6 acres Land on S. W. side of Mt. Rd. 100.
Howell, Rev. Joseph A. & Marion
Koenig Lot #4 & Camp 8,500.
House, Elizabeth
Far Echoes Lot #02 & Camp 5,500.
Hubbard, Alan & Esther
Watson Shores Lot #2 & Camp 2,800.
Huff, Earl H. & Frances T.
Castle Shores Lot #70 & Camp 2,000.
Huffard, Helen
Lot #8 & Bldgs., Bald Peak 14,000.
Hughes, Thomas A. & Thelma A.
State's Landing Lot & Camp 2,000.
Hughes, Esther S.
Lot & Camp, Richardson Shores 3,000.
Hunson, Gordon B. & Ebba M.
Back Lot #21, Swallow Point 300.
Hunt, Mrs. Harold F.
Wentworth Shore Lot & Camp 2,800.
Hunter, Ernest M.
70 acres Orando Richardson Lot 200.
75 acres Thompson Land 300.
100 acres Lot 4, R. I., Gssipee Mt. 400.
66 acres Treat Land 400.
Hurley, George R. & Shirley H.
Wentworth Shore Lot #12 & Camp 3,000.
Hurlburt, Esther
Richardson Lot & Camp 1,800.
Hyde, Clarence E.
Orton Lots 38, 40, 42, 44 1,000.
Imperial Brands Inc.
50 acres V2 Kelley Farm & Camp 6,500.
Iondoli, Frank P. & Nancy




% Interest Wentworth Shore Lot #20 & Camp 1,000.
Land, back of Lot #20 200.
Inglis, Russell Stark
V2 Interest Wentworth Shore Lot #20 & Camp 1,000.
Ives, Ruth P.
50 acres "Autumn Acres", Squam 10,500.
Ives, John C. & Mary D.
Richardson Lot & Camp 3,000.
Jacobsen, Carlyle F.
Lot #4 & Camp, Hulse Shore 1,500.
Jackson, George & Margaret
Kanasatka Lot #8 & Camp 3,000.
Jameson, Marie D.
"Stone Pillars", Land & Bldg., Bald Peak 9,000.
Janis, Louise A.
Far Echoes Land & Camp 5,500.
Janvrin, Walter A. Jr.
Adams Lot #10 & Camp 4,000.
Adams Lots 11, 12, 13 1,500.
4 acres Adams Back Land 300.
Jarvis, Henry G. Jr.
Robbins Land, Camp, boathouse Kent Island 5,200.
V2 Garage, Bean Road 200.
Jendrazek, Joseph & Irene
Castle Shores Lot #39 & Camp 3,000.
Jones, Edith F.
Land & Bldgs., Bald Peak 14,000.
Jones, Carl C.
Land & Bldgs., Kimball Shore 3,800.
Johnson, Duncan
y2 acre Bishop Land & Camp, State's Landing 700.
Johnson, Karl & Mary
Swallow Point Lot #2 & Camp 3,800.
Johnson, Walter
Deerhaven Lot #21 1,000.
Deerhhaven Lot #22, Camp & boathouse 4,200.
Johnson, Thomas T. & Marjorie B.
Back Lots, 24, 25, 32, 33, 34 Long Island 1,000.
Johnson, Philip H. & Minnie A.
Kona Lot #38 2,000.
Johnston, Alfred
Alpine Park Land & Camp 3,200.
Jowdy, George & June
Castle Shores Lot #57 & 2 Camps 3,200.
Justice, J. Caleb
Fiske Land & Camp 600.
Kalmanoff, Dr. Herbert & Bernioe
Cove Island & Camp 6,500.




Aldrich Land, camp & boathouse 1,600.
12 acres V2 Interest Aldrich Land & Bldgs. 600.
Kain, John F. & Josephine
Far Echoes Lot #04 & Camp 4,200.
Karchenes, Wm. & Alice
Redding Lot #12 & Camp 4,800.
Keach, Margaret A.
Far Echoes Lot #05 1,500.
Keane, Edmund
1 acre Ward Land 300.
Keefe, Donald B.
Lot #9 & Camp, Winaukee Extension 3,200.
Kelley, Percy
8 acres Homestead 1,800.
Bramford Land 100.
Kelley, Raymond
V2 Morrill Boathouse 100.
Keller, 0. Pitman & Dorothy
Kona Lot #4 and Back Lot #5 2,200.
Keller, J. Adreone Jr. & Patricia P.
Bishop Lot & Camp, Kona 8,000.
Keller, Dr. Stanley & Constance
Orton Shore Lot #3 & Camp 4,700,
Vz Orton Shore Lot #4 500.
Kendall, Charles W.
Lot #17, camp & boathouse Echo Farm 5,500.
Lots 14, 15 Echo Farm 2,000.
Kenly, Henry C.
40 acres "Camp Quinebarge" Land & Bldgs. 6,000.
Kenly, Ruth B.
Land on Kanasatka 6,000.
Kerr, Wm. G. & Alberta R.
35 acres Azilla Berry Place 1,600.
Kidder, G. M.
2 acres Mason Lodge & Field 3,800.
Killam, Kenneth A. & Ruth P.
Lot #26, #26A Kona 2,200.
Kilton, Vera M.
Lot #8 & Camp, Winaukee Extension 5,500.
Kimball, Richard H. & Frieda C.
Sheridan Camp, Wentworth Shore 3,200.
Willoughby & Bunker Lot 100.
Kimball, Edith
1 acre Tilton Land 50.
Kilroy, James J. & Lillian R.
Lot #39 & Camp, Wyman Shore 4,000.
King, Rudolph F., Ethel P., Gordon P., & Charlotte S.
Garnet Point Land & Camp 6,200.
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Kinney, Gil H. & Lillian
Kona Lot #3 & Bldgs. 5,200.
Klem, Robert F.
Wyman Shore Lots 26, 27 1,000.
2 acres Smith Lot, Camp & Boathouse 4,500.
10 acres Ferry Shores Back Land 1,000.
Kirk, Harold G. & Kathryn P.
Castle Shores Lots 67, 68, 69 3,000.
Klemm, Edward A. & Irma F.
Goodhue Lot #11 & Bldgs. 4,800.
Koenig, Walter L.
Lot #7 & Camp, Tommy Lot 8,500.
Lot #3, Tommy Lot 6,000.
Koerber, Marguerite T.
Lot #10 & Camp, Eagle Shore 2,500.
Koerner, Alfred & Florence A.
Orton Back Lot #1 & unfinished Camp 500.
Kotler, F. H.
Watson Shores Lot #21 & Camp 3,200.
Back Lot 200.
Kotrady, Paul & Dorothy
Castle Shores Lot #99 & Camp 2,800.
Knapp, George P.
4 acres Severance Land & Bldgs. 4,000.
Knecht, John L. & Joan F.
Lot #3, Avon Shores 1,000.
Knowlton, Kenneth H. & Marjorie E.
Watson Shores Lot #2 1,000.
Krakenberg, Charles G. & Lily W.
Cooper Land & Camp, Kanasatka 4,000.
Kraines, Peter & Rose C.
Kona Lot #9 & Camp 9,000.
100 acres % Interest Hanson Point Property 5,000.
Krall, Leo P. & Lois J.
Windermere Lot #26 2,500.
Kurrelmeyer, Rudolph
Adams Lot #7 & Camp 3,000.
Back Land 200.
L'Abbe, Lionel
Lots 2, 2A & Camp Ferry Road. 2,800.
Labombarde, Philip & Raymond & Yvette Changon
Main camp, 3 guest camps, garage, Second Neck 8,000.
LaPointe, Renee & Ellen
Orton Back Lot 200.
Lake Transportation Inc.
Store & tenement on Town Landing 5,000.
Lamoureaux, Leon
Back Lot #1, Hermit Cove 200.
Lamoureaux, Raymond A. & Cecile




50 acres Milton Lord Land 400.
Lamb, Bruce R. & Frances E.
Lot #37, Toltec Point & Camp 2,800.
Landrine, John P. & Esther G.
Shaker Jerry Lot #9 & Camp 3,800.




Land & 2 cottages, Bald Peak 5,800.
Latt, Elsie
Severance Land & Bldgs. 3,000.
Lawlor, Harold J. & Mildred V.
Von der Sump Shore Lot & Camp 5,000.
Lawton, John




Leach, William W. Estate
6 acres Addie Greene Place 2,200.
Ledin, Ralph G. & Lucxaine C.
Kona Lot #3 & Camp 4,500.
Kona Back Lots 11, 12, 13, 14 1,200.
Kona Back Lot #15 & 2 Camps 3,500.
Lee, Robert V. & Bertha C.
Beede Shore Lot #17 1,000.
Leger, Sumner J. & Ruth B.
Winaukee Lot #4 & Bldgs. 3,000.
Lehmann, Rev. Delwin & Ruby
Greene's Basin Lot & Camp 3,000.
Greene's Basin Lot 1,000.
Leisuretime Inc.
40 acres Far Echoes Harbor Property & Bldgs. 15,000.
Lemmon, James P. & Mabra D.
Lot #48 & % Lot #49 & Camp, Castle Shores 3,200.
Leveille, Paul Joseph & Nancy Linda
Castle Shores Lot #54 & Camp 3,200.
Levesque, Lucien E. & Barbara
Eagle Shore Lot #29 & Camp 4,200.
Ley, Harold A. Jr. & Katherine B.
Lots 3, 43 "Mountain Breezes", Bald Peak 18,000.
Leyko, Walter & Martha
Lot #10 & Camp, RaouPs Cove 2,800.
Levings, Willard S. & Barbara R.
Kona Lot #21 2,000.
Lewis, Gordon C. & Doris G.




Cottage, Hanson Point 3,000.
Libby, Carroll
Lot #3 & Camp, Grassy Pond 2,200.
.Lincoln, Elizabeth K.
Koenig Lot #5, Squam 5,200.
Lindquist, Paul A.
Watson Shores Lot #18 & Camp 3,200.
Linglebach, Wm. E. Jr.
Part of Cotton Farm & Bldgs. 7,500.
Litcof, Nathan & Ernestine
McGuire Land & Bldgs. 500.
Litchfield, Loring P. & Helen
Lot #1 & Camp, Winaukee 3,200.
Lively, Arthur H., Natalie F. & David W.
Larson Lot & Camp on Whaleback 2,800.
Litt, Gabriel
Land, Red Hill 300.
Loan, George
Camp at Meadow Brook 1,000.
Loan, Thomas G.
State's Landing Lot & Camp 1,200.
Locke, Ralph C.
Lot #8 & Camp, Oak Landing 4,200.
Lowney, Robert J. & Madeline F.
Lot #23, Leaward Shores 1,200.
Long, William N.
Addie Greene Lot & Camp 1,000.
Longbottom, Wm. A. & Mary A.
Lot #15 & Camp, Watson Shores 2,800.
Lot, opposite Lot #15 200.
Looney, Wm. P. & Annie B.
Kanasatka Lot #9 & Camp 3,000.
Lothrope, Virginia
Clark's Landing Lot & Camp 3,000.
Lowe, Marie E.
Lot #16 & Bldgs., Cook's Point 6,000.
Luce, Clifford N.
Alpine Park Land, 12 cottages, lodge, boathouse 20,000.
Lueier, C. Denice
Boathouse, Hanson Point 1,000.
Lupple, Bernard F. & Evelyn T.
Lot #17, Shannon Point 1,000.
Lund, Lloyd D.
Lots 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 & 17 Grassy Pond 4,500.
Lundberg, Ralph H. & Inga L.
Lot #18 & Camp, Leaward Shores 4,000.
Lunt, Margaret P.
Island, L. W. 50.




Lot 5B & Camp, Redding Lane 3,800.
Lots 5D, 6D & 8D on Blackey's Cove 3,000.
Lot #6 & Camp, Hermit Cove 6,000.
Lot #7D & Camp, Blackey's Cove 3,800.
MacDonald, Wm. & Myrtle B.
Lot #25 & Camp, Windermere 4,200.
Machines, Martin & Margaret H.
Kanasatka Lot #4 & Bldgs. 3,600.
Back Land 100.
Lots 5A, 4A, 3B Kanasatka 600.
Mahan, Raymond
F. Smith Lot #2 & Camp 2,800.
Mahan, John & Mary
16 acres % Dow Island & Bldgs. 3,800.
Mack, Harold A. & Caroline S.
Cotton Farm & Bldgs. 5,200.
Maher, John & Alice
Lot #12 & Camp, Deerhaven 3,200.
Main, Charles & Marjorie
Windermere Lot #10 & Bldgs. 5,200.
MacLeod, Wm. & Barbara
Lot #16, Deerhaven 1,000.
Lot #15 & Camp, Deerhaven 3,000.
Lot #14 & Camp, Deerhaven 1,600.
MacNaughton, James & Ruby
Castle Shores Lot #22B & Camp 3,000.
MacPhail, A. Lee & Barbara
1V2 acres Pistol Island 1,200.
Magnuson, Harold C. & Eunice L.
Lot #23, Windermere 2,500.
Maloney, Michael F. & Irene J.
Raoul's Cove Lots 16, 17 2,000.
Mann, Warren E. & Ruby C.
Lot 4B & Camp, Haller Shore 3,000.
Marra, Michael D.
Lot #3 & Camp & 2 small islands, Ferry Shores 4,200.
Marble, Chester B. & Elinor G.
Haller Lot 13B, 14A & Camp 4,800.
Marshall, Loretta Harkins
Lot #6 & Camp, Winaukee Extension 3,200.
Marston, Frank
Blanchard Island, Greene's Basin 200.
Martel, Helen
Blackey Lot on shore 400.
Maker, Dr. Joseph A. & Ruth M.
Castle Shores Lot #47 3,200.
Markus, Frederick E.
35 acres Hemlock Point & Bldgs. 1,400.
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Martin, Ellery & Norman
Duck Trap Cove Lot 200.
Marx, Evelyn H.
Toltec Lot #11 & Camp 2,800.
Martineau, Leo & Arlene
Ferry Shores Lot #13 & Camp 3,200.
Back Lot 200.
Mathewson, Wilfred F. Jr. & Margaret W. Ellis
Orton Back Lot #3 200.
Matheson, Bruce & Helen
Lot #1 & Camp, Kanasatka 3,200.
Mattheson, Jeanette
1 acre Belden Land & Bldgs. 8,500.
Mattson, Grace E.
Ferry Shores Lot 6, 7 & Camp 5,800.
Mattraw, Leonard A.
Kona Lot & Camp 8,500.
Kona Back Lot 200.
McAdams, Irene J.
Griffin Land & Bldgs. 2,500.
McCaffrey, John J.
Raoul's Cove Lot #11 & Camp 3,000.
McCarthy, Mary M.
36 acres Henry Dow Place 700.
George Kelley Place 800.
McDonald, Dorothy L.
Strip of land near Kelley Mill 300.
McDonald, James E. & Florence B.
Ferry Shores Lot #1 & Camp 3,800.
McDevitt, John J.
Frank Wallace Place 3,200.
15 acres Jennie Frye Land 200.
McGaughey, Howard
Lot 3, 3A & Camp, Ferry Rd. 2,800.
McGourthy, Robert & Claire
Eva Dow Lot #4 & Bldgs. 1,000.
McGourthy, David G. & Marion I.
Lot #5, Dow Land 300.
McKnight, Helen B.
14 acres Lamprey Land & Bldgs. 500.
McLeland, Portia
Windermere Lot #21 & Bldgs. 4,200.
McLeod, Norman B.
Lot & Camp, State's Landing 3,200.
McLetchie, Norman G. B, & Annie
Swallow Point Lot #14 & Camp 4,500.
McQuade, John D.




Jonas Berry Land 200.
McTigue, Rachel G.
Lot #35 & Camp, Ferry Shores 4,200.
McVann, James B. & Josephine C.
Lot #5, Tanglewood Shores 2,000.
Melanson, Joseph I.
664 acres Plant Land 9,000.
Melanson, Wm. A. & Geraldine M.
Lot 3D & unfinished Camp, Braun Bay 2,500.
Meloney, Rev. Robert E. & Marguerite E.
Bishop Shores Lot #9 & Camp 3,200.
Bishop Shores Back Lot #30 200.
Melotto, Pasquale P. Jr. & Muriel
Coe Lot #1 & Bldgs. 2,000.
Coe Point Lot #8, Kanasatka 1,000.
Kanasatka Lot #7 & Camp 2,200.
Merritt, Robert D. & Gertrude B.
Castle Shores Lot #45 & Camp 3,200.
Merlino, Joseph & Margaret
10 acres Minnie Webster Place 2,000.
3 lots So. side Rte 109 200.
60 acres Webster Land 200.
Gertrude Bartlett Place 2,000.
Meyers, Ruth L.
Windermere Lot #9 & Camp 4,000.
Michaud, Leon P. & Susan M.
Lot #3 Camp, Raoul's Cove 2,200.
Mickelson, Edwin J. & Edith I.
Castle Shores Land & Bldgs. 10,500.
Middlebrook, Louis F.
3 acres Harvard Camp Land & Bldgs. 6,200.
9 acres Lot beside Van Winkle 3,200.
Mitchell, Oliver Earl & Dorothy Beryl
Wentworth Shore Lot & Camp 2,500.
30 acres David Ambrose Land 300.
Milette, George A.
"Pine" & "Cherry" Islands 50.
Millsaps, Joanne G.
Lizzie Webster Place 2,200.
Millard, Robert & Beryl
Wyman Lot #13 & Camp 3,000.
Miller, Wm. Allen Jr.
Sturtevant Island, High Heath 400.
Miller, John G. & Caroline
Castle Shore Lots 20, 21, 22 & Boathouse 2,500.
Miller, Wm. A. & Bertha M.
Lot 13A Castle Shores 1,000.
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Milne, Norman F. Jr.
Lot #19 & Camp, Windermere 8,500.
Minsinger, Oscar J. & Helga K.
Lot & Camp, Eagle Shore 2,200.
Moll, Blanche A.
Hanson Point Land & Bldgs. 9,000.
Montgomery, Virginia
7 acres Harris Land & Camp, Squam 6,000.
Mooney, Thomas W. & Thomas W. Jr.
Boat house at Town Landing 1,500.
Mooers, Neil W. & Eleanor M.
Lot 11A & Camp, Haller 3,000.
Morgan, Charles T. & Constance C.
Wallster Lot & Camp, Clark's Landing 4,200.
Morley, John & Margaret
Haller Lot 6B & Camp 3,000.
Moore, Leroy S.
Eva Day Land on Lake 1,000.
Moore, Helen H.
200 acres Sturtevant Farm 15,000.
Moore, H. Kelsea & Margaret J.
Windermere Lot #24 & Camp 6,200.
lloore, Marjorie Greene
Windermere Lot #4 & Camp 4,200.
Windermere Lots 5, 6 3,200.
Morrill, Robert N.
Swallow Point Lot #13 & Camp 5,200.
Morrill, Ada V.
10 acres J. D. Paine Land 1,000.
Morris, Joseph S.
Amabile Lot, camp, & boathouse 4,500.
Millett Perkins Place 1,000.
Morse, Anthony E. & Lois M.
Deerhaven Lot #29 & Camp 3,200.
Moquet, Percy & Gladys
Foss Camp, Wentworth Shore 4,200.
Morten, John F. & Patricia B.
Windermere Lots 30, 31 & Camp 9,000.
Moulton, John E. & Constance
Lot #12 & Camp, Ferry Shores 3,500.
Ferry Shores Back Lot 200.
Mudgett, Keith A.
Back Lot #31, L. I. 200.
Muehleck, Ernest & Florence
Lot #13, Redding Lane 1,000.
Muehleck, Florence
Redding Lane Land & Bldgs. 8,000.
Muldoon, James W. & Patricia




% acre Lot & Camp, Hulse Shore 3,000.
Mullett, Charles F.
2 acres Hulse Lot & Camp 1,800.
Muir, Robert & Gertrude
Adams Lot #6 & Camp 3,800.
Adams Back Lot #13 200.
Munroe, Harold H. & Clarissa
22 acres Langdon Land & Bldgs. 6,500.
2 small islands, Langely Cove 100.
Mustapha, Francis A.
4% acres Goodwin Island & Camp 2,800.
Mylod, John & Mabel
Coe Land 800.
Part of Coe Land 400.
3 acres Part of Mile Island 1,000.
National Council of Churches of Christ
238 acres Geneva Point Land & Buildings 20,000.
Nash, Emma R.
Kanasatka Lot #7 & Camp 3,800.
Nault, Roland A. & Jayne M.
Wentworth Shore Lot & Camp 2,500.
Nealon, Elmer J. & Phyllis S.
Kona Lot #7 & Camp 5,800.
Nedeau, Francis R. & Elizabeth A.
Land, east side of Ferry Rd. 200.
Neill, Bertha L.
Bruno Lot & Camp 500.
Neiss, George B. & Evelyn J.
Lot & Camp, Clark's Landing 3,000.
Nelsen, Gunerious & Lloyd F. Haugh
Lot #17 & camp & boathouse, Eagle Shore 2,800.
Nelson, Irwin R. & Isabel M.
Nicoll Lot & Camp 3,800.
Back Land 200.
Nelson, Paul S. & Irma M.
Lot #61 & Camp, Far Echo Harbor 3,500.
Nemphos, Chester & Florence
V2 Lot #18, Kanasatka 600.
Nemphos, Chester & Donald Teel
Back Lot #21, Kanasatka 200.
N. E. Lumber Co.
254 acres Lots 1, 2, 10, 11 & Bldgs., Marble Property 1,000.
N. H. Forest Development Inc.
100 acres Lot 7, R3, Red Hill 300.
100 acres Gilpatric Farm 500.
600 acres Harvard Land & Tommy Lot 5,000.
16 acres Land on Round Pond 1,500.
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Newell, Richmond N. & Hazel C.
Orton Back Lot #33A & Camp 2,500.
Orton Back Lot #34 200.
Lot #2, Haller Property 1,000.
Newton, John D. & Patricia C.
Ferry Shores Lot #18 & Camp 3,800.
Ferry Shores Back Lot #19 200.
Klem Back Lot 200.
N. H. Land Development Corporation
70 acres Wentworth Farm Land 2,000.
Haller Lots 2, 3 2,000.
Haller Shore Lot & Camp 4,800.
Nickerson, Murray E. & Dorothy A.
2 lots Harold Frye Land 750.
Nichols, Frank A. & Mary A.
Orton Back Lot #26 & Camp 1,500.
Nikolosky, Prof. Alexander & Marion
F. Smith Lot #5 & Camp 3,200.
10 acres Back Land 200.
Nilson, Arne J. & Elsa I.
Goodhue Shore Lot #7 & Camp, part of Lot #8 5,200.
Nolan, Henry & Margaret
Wakefield Land & Camp 1,800.
Noonan, Wm. P. & Pauline B.
Kona Lot #35 2,000.
Norris, Doris B.
SV2 acres Burbeck Land, camp & Boathouse 7,500.
North, Gladys Haven
2 acres Loon Island & Camp 1,200.
Noyes, Elbert C. & Bernice L.
Leaward Shores Lot #22 & Camp 4,500.
O'Brien, Gordon A.
Lot #57 & Camp, Winderemere 4,500.
O'Brien, John
4V2 acres Blanchard's Island, Raoul's Cove 2,000.
25 ft. of Lot #18, Raoul's Cove 200.
O'Connell, Leo P. & Nellie
Lot 4, 4A Ferry Road & Camp 2,800.
O'Connell, Homer J.
Lot #9, Perley Plan, & Camp Bald Peak 9,000.
Old Country Store, Inc.
Goodwin Store 7,000.
Jacklard Land & Store 1,500.
Oja, Reino W. & Annie I.
Castle Shores Lot #46 & Camp 2,000.
O'Connor, Mabel S.
Eagle Shores Land & Camp 3,200.
Olden, Maurice
Little 1 Mile Island 100.
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Olson, George L. Jr.
Ferry Shores Lot #36, camp & garage 3,200.
2 Back Lots 400.
Oliver, Charles F. & Alice F.
Camp Tecumseh Shore Lot 2,000.
Osgood, Franklyn T. & Dorothy M.
4 acres Brown Lot & Camp, L. I. 5,500.
Osterhardt, Howard & Evelyn A.
Kanasatka Lot & Camp 2,800.
Ostrand, Ray & Howard Lundy
153 acres Richardson, Dodge & Raymond Land 6,000.
Ostroth, Rev. Donald D. & Marion D.
Part of Lot #14 & Camp, Raoul's Cove 3,000.
"Our Lady of the Lake" Camp
5 acres Watson Land & Bldgs. 500.
Onthank, Paul S. & Lillian F.
Kona Lot & Camp 5,200.
O'Shea, Dr. John J. & Elizabeth D.
Orton Back Lot #11 200.
Owen, Monica
4 acres Echo Farm Lot & Camp 7,000.
Pace, Leonard W. & Ethel M.
Haller Lot & Camp 4,500.
Paddock, Eugene H. & Grace B.
Beede Shore Lot #6 & Camp 3,000.
Beede Lot #5 1,000.
Page, Esther L.
2 acres Milton Lord Lot 100.
Parker, John S. & Meliana G.
Lot #2 & Camp, Clark's Landing 3,000.
Parker, Arthur E. & Eleanor
Toltec Lot #5 & Camp 2,800.
North half Lot #4, Toltec 500.
Parmenter, Draper W. & Lucy M.
Richardson Lot #9 & Camp 2,800.
Mayo Cottage, Kanasatka 2,500.
Parsons, Alfred D.
Lot & Bldgs., L. I. 3,000.
Duck Trap Cove Lot 50.
Parsons, Philip B.
Lot & Camp, L. I. 3,000.
Duck Trap Cove Lot 50.
Parsons, Philip B., Bernice P., Alfred D., Naomi W., David D.,
<& Lottie E.
Duck Trap Cove Lot 200.
Parsons, Alfred D. Jr.
Lot, camp & boathouse L. I. 5,000.
Duck Trap Cove Lot 50.
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Patten, Richard & Barbara
Lot #17, camp & boathouse Deerhaven 3,000.
Back Land, Deerhaven 200.
Patterson, Walter S. & Ruth S.
Clark's Landing Lot & Camp 3,000.
Pearson, John & Louise S.
2 acres Gilpatric Land & Bldgs. 800.
Peaslee, Earl C.
25 acres Oliver Bickford Land 200.
Pederson, Roger B.
Lot #3, Fox Hollow 800.
Pelon, J. Charles & Emily K.
Lot & Camp, Wentworth Shore 2,800.
Perks, Wm. H. & Hazel E.
Long Point Land & Camp 6,800.
Peters, Louis
Lot #6A & Camp, Haller 3,200.
Peterson, Wm. H. & Harriet C.
Land & cottage, Bald Peak 5,000.
Peterson, Dr. Carleton H. & Joanne J.
Lot, camp, garage & boathouse Braun Bay 6,500.
Braun Bay Back Lot 200.
Phelps, Maxwell O.
1% acres Lot & camp on Squam 4,800.
Philp, Alexander C. & Virginia H.
Lot #5A & Camp, Long Point 4,800.
Phillips, C. Russell & Dorothea
2 acres Land & garage, Redding Lane 800.
Piana, Raphael & Frances
Coe Land, Kanasatka 100.
Kanasatka Lot #12 & Camp 2,800.
Lot 9B, Kansatka 200.
Plamondon, Alma L.
12 acres Land on Mt. Road 100.
Plumer, Wm. & Jane R.
Draper Land & Camp 13,000.
Poehler, Bruce Jr. Estate
50 acres Folsom Land & Bldgs. 2,000.
Camp on Brown Shore 2,000.
Poehler, George O.
V2 acre Lot & Camp, L. I. 1,800.
Poirier, Robert J. & Mary E.
Orton Back Lot #24 200.
Polhamus, Lloyd H.
Lot #10 & Camp, Deerhaven 2,000.
Pollock, Donald M. & Dorothy M.
Kona Lot #28 & Camp 4,200.
Poulin, Benoit L. & Rolande P.
Hermit Cove Lot #19 & Camp 4,000.




Long Point Land 200.
Porter, Leland E.
18 acres Charles Porter Land 300.
Porter, Carleton E.
Charles Porter Land 800.
Portland Dowell Co.
120 acres Watson Land on Red Hill 350.
Potenza, Salvatore
Munroe Lot On Neck 100.
Potter, Edward T. & Ruth E.
Adams Lot #5 & Camp 3,600.
Adams Back Lot #18 200.
Power, Malcolm G. & Elvira
100 acres Second Neck Land & cottages 10,000.
Pratt, Bertha DeW.
1 acre Lot & Camp, Squam Lake
Z% acre Smith Lot
5 acres G. E. Woolworth Land
16 acres McDowell's camps
14 acres Wentworth Land & Garage
2 acres George Minecke Lot 9,000.
Pratt, Francis D.
85 acres Francis C. Pratt Land & Bldgs.
& McDowell Land 6,500.
1400 ft. frontage on Squam 10,000.
Price, Thelma
2 acres Lot & Camp, Shaker Jerry 3,800.
Proko, Peter
Land & Camp near Whaleback, land near
Whaleback Point 2,000.
Prokop, Thomas A. & Mildred D.
Watson Shores Lot #6 & Camp 2,800.
Putnam, Ralph K. & Patricia A.
Lot #33 & Camp, Wyman Shore 4,800.
Klem Back Land 200.
Quinlan, Martin E. & Mary-
Lot #6 & Camp, Kanasatka 3,200.
Quimby, Geo. N. & Louise G.
Beede Lot #11 & Bldgs. 3,200.
Rahn, Edward J.
Eagle Shore Lots 19, 20, 21 & Camp 4,800.
Ramage, Arthur W.
Kanasatka Lot, camp & garage 3,200.
Rand, Alice
1/3 Interest Alpine Park Land & Bldgs. 2,000.
Rand, Ralph F. & Mildred H.




Camp on Norway Point 4,200.
Draper Land 4,000.
Randall, Courtland S. & Shirley M.
South Portion Lot #5, Shaker Jerry 1,200.
Lot #14 & Camp, Ferry Shores 3,200.
Small Island 100.
Back Lots 3, 4 Plan 2, Cottage Rd. 400.
Randall, Donn
Camp on Norway Point 4,200.
Ranger, Robert W.
y2 Interest North Lot & Camp 1,250.
Ranger, Robert W. & Jennie M.
South Lot & Garage 1,000.
Ransom, Sarah B.
75 acres Prime & Evans Pasture 300.
150 acres Granny Hill Lot 400.
48 acres Shaker Jerry 200.
Ray, Richard H. & Juaneva M.
Leaward Back Lot #57 & Camp 2,200.
Ray, Richard H. & Frances V.
Kona Lot #33 & Camp 8,000.
Realty Investments, Inc.
Ferry Shores Lots 4, 5 2,000.
Redvilas, Blye & Phyllis
Orton Back Lot #12 200.
Reid, John E. & Alice J.
Lot & Camp, Redding Land 6,000.
Rees, Eleanor D.
6 acres Harris Land & Bldgs., High Heath 10,000.
Reich, Herbert & Anne
Lot 1A, Koenig Land & Camp 9,000.
Reichert, George
Espha Bodge Land 100.
Reihl, John F. & Pauline M.
Redding Lane Lot #7 & Camp 5,000.
Revere, Anna
Castle Shores Lot, camp & boathouse 4,500.
Reynolds, Arthur L. Jr.
Lot #18 & Camp, Raoul's Cove 2,800.
Reynolds, Willard R. & Georgiana G.
Tilton Land & Camp, Sheridan Rd. 800.
Riccioli, Dominic & Mary T.
Kanasatka Lot #5 & Camp 1,500.
Rice, Parker H.
Land & Bldgs., Bald Peak 20,500.
Richardson, George A. & Lenore C.
Toltec Lot #27 & Camp 2,800.
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Richardson, John A. W. & Anna H.
Braun Bay Lot & Camp 8,000.
Richmond, Mary B.
Lot #14 & Camp, Bishop Shores 2,800.
Richmond, Anna M.
Lot 2B & Camp, Braun Bay 5,000.
Rich, Nelson B. & Alberta
Small portion of Dow Island & Camp 1,500.
Richards, Annie H.
Lot & Camp, Kanasatka 2,200.
Richner, Robert R. & Barbara M.
Castle Shores Lot #82 & Camp 2,800.
Ripley, William P.
5 acres Yard Island, Squam 1,000.
Rhodes, Donald R. & Dorothy I.
11 acres Gilpatric Farm & Bldgs. 1,400.
Roberts, Carroll E. Estate
Bruno Lot & Camp 400.
Robertson, Stewart S. & Martha M.
Lot #13 & Camp, Toltec 2,500.
Robertson, Lawrence E. & Helen E.
Kona Lot #7 & Bldgs. 6,000.
Robertson, John F.
Lot #15A & Camp, Castle Shores 2,500.
R. S. Robie Realty Co.
102 acres Tobey Land opposite Gate Lodge 800.
Ribie, Richard S.
Mt. Tract & Castle 40,000.
Robitaille, Roy C.
Arnold Lot #6 & Camp 3,000.
Roby, Leon A. & Charles K. Davis
Mt. Rd. Lot & Camp 300.
Roberts, Arthur J.
Toltec Lot #38 & Camp 2,800.
Roche, Richard A. & Mary T.
Castle Shores Lot #80 & Camp 3,200.
Rogers, Charles W. Jr.
80 acres Nannie Porter Land 400.
Rollins, Willis T, R. Jr.
Back Lot #1, Fox Hollow 200.
Rogler, Fred
Land & Camp, Greene's Basin Rd. 1,500.
Rossley, Wm. H. & Gertrude H.
Silver Stag Land & 10 cabins 9,500.
Lot, Clark's Landing 1,000.
Rose, Harry M. & Elizabeth D.
2y2 acres Land & Camp, Far Echoes 6,200.
Roys, Leon D.
Adams Back Lot #22 200.
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Roubaud, Robert & Constance
"Olmec" Toltec Boys Camp 8,000.
Rugart, Karl
Tecumseh Lot #4 1,000.
Russell, Galen & Beatrice
Deerhaven Lot #1 & Camp 3,000.
Rusin, Joseph & Wanda H.
Haller Lot #11B & Camp 3,000.
Rybezyk, Myron
Watson Shores Lots 5, 6 1,500.
Saiggese, Ralph & Shirley, & Anthony & Marie
Saunders Homestead 2,200.
Sanborn, Martin G.
Wentworth Shore Lot & Camp 3,800.
Sanborn, George F. & Charlotte
Lot #7 & Camp, Hermit Cove 3,800.
Schaalman, Warren R. & Selma
Lot #2 & Camp, Grassy Pond 3,200.
Scherig, Evelyn
Beede Lot #14 & Camp 3,200.
Scheermeister, Charles Estate
Redding Lane Land & Bldgs. 13,500.
Schenk, Everett M. & Margareta
Lot & Bldgs., Geneva Point 2,700.
Schinella, John & Mabel
Lot 9A & Bldgs., Haller Land 3,200.
Schoenfeld, Wm. N. & Serena
Kanasatka Lot #5 & Camp 2,900.
Kanasatka Back Land 200.
Schorer, Brinton T.
Lot #16 & Camp, Eagle Shore 3,200.
Schlesinger, Joseph & Perla
Richardson Lot #4 1,000.
Schmidt, Reinhold 0. & Julia P.
Lots 13, 14 & 2 camps, Wentworth Shore 6,800.
Schmidt, Oscar
Wentworth Shore Back Lot 200.
Schneider, Gustave, Est.
125 acres Land & 4 camps, Greene's Basin 13,500.
Schrafft, Wm. E. Estate
4 acres Butler & Richardson Lot & Bldgs.
5y2 acres Pratt Lot 23,000.
5 acres Downing Lot & Bldgs. 2,000.
Schroder, Alwin F. & Annelise M.
Waston Back Lot #1 & Camp 1,000.
Schoepf, George & Linda
Lot #50, y2 Lot #49 & Camp, Castle Shores 3,800.
Schricker, Arthur
Lot & Camp, Wentworth Shore 2,800.
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Schwenk, Frank H. & Florence E.
Winaukee Lot #7 & Camp 2,200.
Schulz, Beatrice
Adams Lot #29 & Camp 1,000.
Shugrue, Frank & Lucy
Edwards Land & Bldgs. 1,000.
Schurman, W. J.
Hovey Land & Camp 3,500.
Schulten, Col. Leo E. Jr. & Grace B.
Lot #2 & Camp, Shaker Jerry 3,200.
Scott, Arthur W. & Gertrude C.
East half Lot #9 & 25 ft. strip of Lot #8
camp & garage, Beede Shore 4,200.
Scudder, Orvis B. & Bessie M.
Coe Lot #10 & Camp, Kanasatka 3,200.
Back Lot opposite Lot #10 200.
Back Lot opposite Lot #11 200.
Sears, Pauline S.
Part of Snedden Property & 2 cabins 1,200.
Sears, Winthrop Jr. & Calanthe
Ames Lot & Camp, Kanasatka 2,500.
Ames Shore Lot 1,000.
Seelig, Albert H.
Watson Shores Lot #9 & Camp 2,400.
Seery, William N.
Alexander Land, High Heath 600.
Seitz, Raymond V. & Flora M.
Kona Lot #27 & Camp 4,800.
Seretto, Philip & Lillian W.
Wentworth Shore Lot & Camp 2,200.
Settino, Joseph & Mary A.
Lot 4C & Bldgs., Redding Lane 3,800.
Severance, Roland T.
90 acres French Land 400.
66 acres Smith Tappan Land 200.
50 acres Caverly Land 200.
30 acres Pope Lot 300.
Sharpe, Myron J. & Carol J.
Bishop Shores Lot #7 & Camp 2,800.
Bishop Shores Back Lot #32 200.
Sharpies, Mary D.
Toltec Lot #1, south Portion of Lot #2
camp & boathouse 3,400.
Shore Lot adj. Kona Boathouse 1,000.
Lot #17 & Camp, Cook's Point 4,500.
40 acres Kona Back Land 5,000.
Kona Lots 1A, 1, 2, 3, 18, 20, 22, 25, 33 12,000.
Kona Lot #34 & Camp 2,500.
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Shepard, Allister Wm. & Anne G.
Sheep Barn Lot, Kona 500.
Shepard, Wm. V. K.
200 acres D. M. Bodge Land & Bldgs. 2,400.
50 acres Bodge Hill Land 300.
Sherman, Mary B.
Kanasatka Land & Camp 3,200.
Sherman, Robert E. & Ethel M.
Lot #71, Far Echoes Harbor 1,000.
Sherrill, Barbara H.
3 acres High Heath Land & Camp 3,000.
Shimmin, Herbert & Helen
Ferry Shores Lot #30 & Camp 3,200.
Ferry Shores Lot #31 1,000.
2 parcels back land 200.
Shoup, Ruth S.
Part of Snedden Property & Bldgs. 3,500.
Siders, Henry B. & Josephine
Lot #20, camp & garage Deerhaven 2,800.
Simonds, George W. & Edna R.
5 acres Land & Camp, Clark's Landing 4,200.
Silliman, Leland L. & Florence
Lots 1, 2 Raoul's Cove 2,000.
Silver, Hilda
10 acres Hancock Place, Echo Farm 10,500.
Sylva, Chester N.
Land & Camp, Bodge Hill 200.
Skijins, Richard & Velda
Lot #10, Lot #9 Swallow Point 1,500.
Spaulding, Susan
2V2 acres Lot & Camp, Echo Farm 3,000.
Back Lot, Echo Farm 400.
Spaulding, Wm. E. & Caroline P.
Dow Land & Cottage 3,500.
540 ft. Beede Lot 4,000.
400. ft. Freeman Lot & Cottage 4,000.
7V2 acres 460 ft. Shore Lot & Camp, Far Echoes 4,500.
Spaulding, Charles W. Edith J.
Richardson Lot, Greene's Basin 1,000.
Spaulding, Donald T.
Cottage on Wm. Spaulding Land 2,000.
Spence, Payton W.
Lot #27 & Camp, Far Echoes 3,000.
Spellenberg, Arthur R. & Joan E.
Haller Lot #4A & Camp 3,000.
Spinners, Allen H. & Ethel
Kanasatka Lot #10 & Camp 2,500.
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Springstead, Milton W. & Jessie F.
Lot #7 & Camp, Kanasatka 3,000.
Coe Back Land, Kanasatka 200.
Lot 4B, Kanasatka 200.
Splane, Arthur B. & Marie E.
Lot #8, camp & boathouse Deerhaven 3,800.
Slade, Edith T.
Toltec Lot #30 & Camp 2,800.
Small, Edward C. & Martha L.
Watson Shores Lot #13 & Camp 2,400.
Smith, David W.
Castle Shores Lot #75 1,000.
Smith, Maurice D. & Kenneth Taylor
14 acres Kanasatka Land & cottage 8,000.
Smith, Charles H. & Esther W.
y2 Lot #18, Beede Shore 1,000.
Smith, Roy W. & Miriam L.
Lot #1, Hermit Cove 1,200.
Smith, Barbara
Cleveland camp 400.
Smith, Geo. W. & Beatrice E.
Lot #8, camp & boathouse Goodhue Shores 3,800.
Smith, Stanley L. & Shirley B.
Bishop Shores Lot #11 & Camp 3,000.
Bishop Shores Back Lot 200.
Bishop Shores Lot #10 1,000.
Bishop Shores Back Lot 200.
Smith, Elizabeth
Land & Bldgs. at Three Bridges 3,000.
Smith, Edgar
iy2 acres Lot & Camp on 9 Acre Island 1,500.
Smith, Florence W. Est.
36 acres A. A. Smith Land & Camp 1,200.
Smith, Wilmont H. & Matilda W.
Kona Lot #29 2,000.
Snow, Fred A. & Gertrude J.
Lot #28 & Bldgs., Eagle Shore 2,500.
Back Lot 200.
Solkoske, Edward & Helen
F. Smith Lots #2 & Camp 3,800.
F. Smith Lots 3, 4 2,000.
Soroko, A. Wallace & Elizabeth M.
Raoul's Cove Lot #12 & Camp 2,800.
Sorenson, Oswald F. & Bertha M.
Lot 2A & Camp, Braun Bay 4,000.
Sorbye, Knute
Lot #1 & camp, Fox Hollow 2,500.
Lot #2, Fox Hollow 750.
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Stackhouse, Wells F. & Catherine M.
Lot 3A & Camp, Braun Bay 5,000.
Stanyan, Emma
Hovey Land & Camp 3,200.
Stanyan, Starr
10 acres V2 Roxy Greene Farm 15,000.
Camp on small island 500.
Stearns, Willard & Hazel
Douglas Land & Bldgs., L. I. 3,000.
Stecher, Donald & Gwendolyn M.
SV2 acres Brown Land & Camp 3,200.
Stetser, Dr. Leland M. & Cecilia T.
Orton Lot #7, camp & boathouse 4,200.
Back Lot #62 200.
Stein, Sydney Jr.
25 acres Land & Camp on Round Pond 4,000.
Stetson, Arthur & Alice
Lots 4, 5 & Camp Grassy Pond 3,000.
Stewart, Herbert I. & Etta R.
Toltec Lot #23 & Camp 3,000.
Toltec Lot #22 1,000.
Stevens, Dorothy H.
6 acres Camp on Harris Lot, High Heath 9,000.
Stinson, Louise
Portion of Lot #13 & guesthouse 2,000.
Stone, Ernest A. & Rita
Eagle Shore Back Land 100.
Grassy Pond Lot #18, camp & garage 3,500.
Grassy Pond Lot #19 1,000.
Stone, Mason H. Jr. & Esther
153 acres Tom Home Land & Bldgs. 2,500.
10 acres Land on Red Hill 100.
Bishop Shores Lots 1, 2, 3 2,800.
20 acres Back Land, Kanasatka 200.
Stone, Randolph
Tecumseh Lot #13 2,000.
Stone, Geo. W. & Emily M.
Swallow Point Lot #17 & Camp 3,000.
Stockbridge, Wm. L. Sr. & Anita M.
& Wm. L. Jr. & Corrine E.
Kanasatka Lot #7 & Camp 3,000.
Stothant, Frederick B. & Marguerite
Grassy Pond Lot #1 & Camp 2,200.
Stover, Richard M.
28 acres Tuttle Land 3,000.
Strand, Linda M.
Alpine Park Land & Camp & Smith lot 5,500.
Strasser, E. George Jr.




Back Lot, Ferry Shores 100.
Strayer, John F.
% Lot #26 & Camp, Echo Farm 4,000.
Back Lot 200.
Strayer, Joseph R.
12 acres y2 Lot #26 & Camp, Echo Farm 4,500.
Back Lot 200.
Strayer, Paul J.
Lot & Camp, Far Echoes 4,500.
Stuart, Albert A. & Alice
Lot 1, 1A & Camp, Ferry Road 2,500.
Stuart, Norman J. & Angelina M.
Lot 6, 6A & Camp, Ferry Road 2,500.
Sturtevant, Lois A.
Shore Lots on Kanasatka 2,000.
Sullivan, Clayton J.
Lot #17 & Camp, Watson Shores 2,400.
Back Lot, Watson Shores 200.
Back Lot, Watson Shores 200.
Lot #18, Watson Shores 1,000.
Sullivan, Clayton R. & Dorothy J.
Toltec Lot #9 & Camp 2,800.
Sumner, Evan C. & Elsie B.
Kanasatka Lot 300.
Swan, Roland W. & Eleanor M.
Lot #9 & Camp, Eagle Shore 2,400.
Swan-son, Henry C. & Velma V.
Wyman Point camp & boathouse 5,000.
Swanson, Henry C.
Wyman Lot #6 & Camp 3,000.
Wyman Lot #7 & Camp 3,000.
Swain, Francis E. & Minna E.
Toltec Lot #16 1,000.
Swenson, Arthur R. & Margaret B.
Lot #28 & Camp, Deerhaven 3,200.
Talmadge, Howard A. & Margaret M.
Touraine Lot #3 & Camp 1,800.
Tarr, Charles S. & Dorothy
Tuttle Shore Lot & Camp 1,500.
Tatakes, James
Orton Back Lot 200.
Tatone, Joseph & Mildred I.
Hermit Cove Lot #15 1,000.
Taylor, Grace L.
Marston Lot & Camp, State's Landing 1,500.
Taylor, Averil & Gerald




Gilbert Byron Place 2,500.
Teague, James E.
Swallow Point Lot #5 & Camp 3,000.
Teel, Donald & Gertrude
y2 Lot #18 Kanasatka 500.
Y2 Back Lot #21 100.
Tedford, Arthur S. & Florence
Redding Lane Lot #13 & Camp 4,200.
Temple, Richard S.
Castle Shores Lot 1,000.
Temple, Arthur J. & Jane A.
Watson Shores Lot #16 & Camp 3,000.
Thalen, Reinhard C. & Myra J.
Beede Lot #4 & Camp 2,800.
Thatcher, John & Lucille
Lot #30 & camp & garage Deerhaven 3,000.
Thelen, Otto R. & Elizabeth M.
Watson Shores Lot #8, camp & guesthouse 3,500.
Cottage across road 500.
Watson Back Lots 7, 8 400.
Thomas, John E. & Margaret H.
Beede Lot & Camp 3,200.
Thomason, Blanche D. Estate
12 acres Smith Davis Land 100.
Thompson, Constance L.
23 acres Harvard Camp Lot #3 & Camp 7,000.
Thompson, Harry C. & Millie
Lot #11, Deerhaven 1,000.
Thompson, Alice Bemis
12 acres Lot 1, Range 9
' 200 acres Lots 6, 7 Range 7
140 acres Lots 6, 7 Range 8 1,000.
Thompson, Robert S. & Agnes R.
Richardson Lot #9 & Camp, Greene's Basin 3,200.
Thornell, Harrison
Kanasatka Lot & Camp 2,500.
Back Land 200.
Kanasatka Lot & Camp 2,800.
Thornton, Jack & Dorothy
Lot 8A, camp & garage Haller 4,500.
Lot 8B, Haller Shore 1,000.
Tilton, Robert
6 acres Belle Hanson Farm 1,600.
Tinel, Leon & Rita
Eagle Shore Land & Camp 2,800.
Tinkham Fred S. & Lydia W.
Toltec Lot #40 & camp 2,800.
Toltec Lots 17, 18, 42, 43 3,200.
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Timmons, Robert D. & Lillian M.
Richardson Lot #8, Greene's Basin 1,000.
Tilton, Orrin
18 acres Frye & Tilton Land 100.
5 acres Albert True Place 50.
Tobey, Albert K. & Barbara M.
Kanasatka Lot 2,000.
Todt, Roland & Mary
Castle Shores Lot #56 & Camp 2,500.
Castle Shores Lot #55 & Camp 2,500.
Topjian, Robert M. & Marianne
Adams Land & Camp 2,500.
Town & Country Homes Inc.
Kona Lots 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 3,000.
Tower, Bert A. & Fred J.
1 acre Page Land 100.
Tower, Mercedes
Penniman Land & Bldgs. 1,500.
Tremblay, J. Albert & Mary K.
Castle Shores Lot #10 & Camp 5,000.
Tucker, Lylah M.
2 acres Smith Land & Camp, Clark's Landing 4,000.
Touraine Lot #2 1,000.
Tuttle, Eugene
1/6 Camp 79 Lot 100.
Tuttle, Guy A.
2y2 acres Shore Lot & Camp 3,000.
1/6 Camp 79 Lot 100.
Tuttle, Lloyd B. & Judith W.
Lot #15 & Camp, Raoul's Cove 3,200.
Tweed, Ralph E. & Evelyn S.
Arnold Lot & Camp, Buzzell's Cove 4,000.
Twiddy, William
Langdon Lot & 2 camps 5,000.
Twomey, John P.
Lot & camp, junction of Winaukee & Camp Rd. 600.
Ulm, Edna
Fred Coe Boathouse 50.
Uhle, Dr. Charles A. W.
23 acres Harvard Camp Lot #1 & Camp 6,500.
Ullman, Joseph B.
63 acres Harvard Camp Lot & Camp 5,000.
United Television of N. H.
4 acres Mt. Shaw Summit 500.
Unsworth, Dr. Arthur C.
1V2 acres Land & Bldgs., Squam 8,500.
Lot beside Phelps 1,000.
VanBlarigan, Hiram & Phyllis
Kona Lot #31 & Camp 5,000.
Kona Back Land 200.
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Van Ettin, Royal C. & Peggy W.
Wyman Land & Bldgs. 6,500.
V2 Interest Back Land, Wyman 200.
Van Winkle, Rev. Kingsland
45 acres Harvard Camp Land & Bldgs. 12,000.
Vanerin, Peter & Maria C.
4 acres Ambrose School Lot & Bldgs. 2,000.
Varney, Frank R.
;
91 acres McKeen Property 2,000.
Vaughan, Golda S.
2Y2 acres Land & Camp, Black's Shore 3,000.
Vaughan, John R. & Hazel
Lot #13 & Camp, Goodhue Shores 4,000.
Veazey, Allen G. & Nina S.
Lot & Camp, L. I. 4,000.
Venne, Robert H. & Ruth E.
V2 Interest Lot & Camp, Beede Shore 1,500.
Vibberts, Charles & Gerald
Redding Lane Lot & Camp 2,500.
Von der Hyde, M. J.
Smith Lot #4 & Camp 5,000.
Wagner, Robert & Harriet
Lot #10 & Camp, Grassy Pond 4,500.
Lot #9 & Camp, Grassy Pond 3,500.
Wakefield, George Estate
Kanasatka Lot 600.
Waite, Frank E. & Jeanne H.
Lot #10, camp & garage Ferry Shores 4,200.
Back Lot 200.
Wales, James A. Jr.
East portion Castle Shores Lot #25 1,000.
Walker, Daniel T. & Ruby E.
24 acres Hattie Dow Land & Camp 1,000.
Walker, Dwight H. & Bernardette N.
Castle Shores Lot #52 & Camp 5,000.
Wallbridge, Wm. K.
6V2 acres Lot #27 & cottage, Bald Peak 7,000.
Walsh, John S. & Gloria M.
Greene's Basin Lot & Camp 2,200.
Walter, Mark M. & Irma B.
5V2 acres Lot #3 & Bldgs., Squam 6,000.
Warren, Hamilton M. & Janet
Long Point Land & Camp 7,500.
Shore Lots 3,000.
20 acres Lot 8A & Back Land, Braun Bay 500.
Waterman, Helen Stimpson
Smith Lot #6, camp & garage 3,000.
Smith Lot #7 & 2 cottages 7,000.
250 ft. Lot & cottage 4,500.




60 acres Watson Shores 3,800.
Watson, Richard L. & Claire L.
Cropley Land & Camp, State's Landing 2,500.
Watson, Robert G. & Rita P. & Lee C. & Arline Lemere
Lot #13, Hermit Cove 800.
Watt, Robert F. & Ethel J.
Lot 4B & Camp, Redding Lane 4,200.
25 ft. Lot 200.
Watts, G. Martin
Lot & Camp, Alpine Park 3,500.
Weafer, George J. & Helen M.
Lot #9 & Camp, Deerhaven 3,200.
Weaver, Halsey A. & Bertha A.
Lot #8, part of Lot #9 & Camp, Swallow Point 4,500.
Weber, William F.
2 lots & camp, Wentworth Shore 3,500.
Webster, Edwin S. Estate
Loon & Diamond Islands 700.
Webster, F. G.
Little Yard Island & Camp 800.
Webster, Mabel H.
Land & Camp, Alpine Park 5,000.
Bragg Place 1,200.
Webster, Thomas G. & Mabel L.




25 acres 0. G. Bartlett Land & Camp 2,000.
Weeks, Ira
10 acres Simpson Field 200.
Weigler, Fritz & Eleanor
Kona Lot, camp & back land 4,800.
Weigler, Alfred
Goodhue Lot #6 & Camp 5,000.
Goodhue Lot #5 1,500.
Wells, Malcolm A. & Marian B.
Lot #3 & Camp, Toltec 2,800.
South half of Lot #4, Toltec 500.
North half of Lot #2, Toltec 500.
Weiss, Hilda
Lot #3 & Camp, Kanasatka 2,200.
Lot 3A & 2B 400.
West, Eugene C. & Ruth M.
Orton Back Lot #58 200.
Westerlund, Edna F.




5 acres Pratt Land & unfinished camp 4,000.
Wheaton, Dexter & Elsie L.
Lot #10 & Camp, Redding Lane 3,200.
Whelan, Lawrence D. & Eleanor M.
Back Lot #16 & Camp, Swallow Bay 1,000.
Whelan, John J. & Mary E.
Back Lot #17, Swallow Bay 1,000.
White, Joseph A. & Flora A.
Long Point Lot #1 2,000.
White, Frank H.
Lot #12 & Camp, Eagle Shores 3,800.
White, Lloyd N. & Shirley M. & Lionel G. & Priscilla I. Piper
Lot #13 & camp, Deerhaven 2,000.
White, Lydia E.
Toltec Lot #29 & Camp 2,800.
White, John M.
Lot #3, Haller Shore 1,000.
Whitesell, Hazel S.
Lot & camp, Far Echoes 6,000.
Whitehead, Wilfred H.
V2 Interest Brown Place & cabins 3,000.
Whittingslow, Walter
V2 Interest Brown Place & cabins 3,000.
Whitman Thomas S.
28V2 acres Land & Bldgs., Badger Island 2,000.
Whitley, Herbert & Ruth
Lot #15 & Camp, Kanasatka 3,200.
Lot 15A & north half Lot 12B 300.
Whitney, H. Kenneth
4 acres Little Badger Island & Camp 500.
Whitridge, Roland B. Jr. & Florence S.
Bald Peak Land & Bldgs. 8,000.
Williams, Edwin & Bernice
Lot #10 & Camp, Deerhaven 3,000.
Williams, Ira
Marble Property 200.
Williamson, J. George & Edith
Lot #31 & Camp, Eagle Shore 2,500.
Willette, Romeo F. & Evelyn C.
Witte Lot & Camp 2,500..
Willey, Dorothy T. & Sandra B. Bennett
Lot 4B & Camp, Braun Bay 4,500.
Willoughby, Carl
Stanley Homestead 700.
Back lot on Shaker Jerry Rd. 200..
Windermere Estate, Inc.
100 acres Long Island Land & Bldgs. 12,000..
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Winters, J. K. & Betty
Castle Shores Lot #100 & Camp 3,500.
Wilson, Chester L. & Alice Y.
Farrington Lot #1 & camp, Redding Lane 5,000.
Wilson, Robert W. Jr. & Patricia H.
Kanasatka Lot 1,000.
Back Lot 2B 200.
Wilson, Morris & Marion
Haller Lot #15, part of #14, & camp 3,000.
Woelfle, John W. & Ruth E.
Rock Point & Camp 2,500.
Wolf, Kurt
Lot, camp & boathouse, Wentworth Shore 8,000.
Wood, Margaret L.
2 acres Ruth Emery Land & Bldg. 2,000.
Wood, H. Curtis Jr. & Margaret L.
Brown Land & Bldgs. 7,500.
Wood, Alice R.
16 acres Parker Land & Camp, Glidden Rd. 4,500.
Kanasatka Land & Camp 2,500.
Wood, Carl W.
Lot #12, camp, & boathouse Windermere 4,000.
Wood, Ruth M.
30 acres Catnip Lodge 2,000.
Wood, Henry M. & Esther M.
Kanasatka Lot #4 1,000.
Wood, Rawson L. & Elizabeth
High Heath Land 500.
Woods, Charles J.
Brown Lot & Camp 5,000.
Worden, Donald & Caroline
Kona Lot #21 & Camp 5,000.
Back Lot 200.
Worth, Bruce S. & Velma
Hermit Cove Lot #3 & camp 3,000.
Wyman, Eliot U.
Tecumseh Lot #12 1,500.
Wyman Lot 1,000.
Young, Paul F.
Braun Bay Lot #10 & camp 2,500.
Young, Sumner L.
Lot & Camp, Garnet Point Rd. 3,500.
Young, Rev. Louis & Jean
Kanasatka Lot #9 & Camp 2,800.
Coe Lot opposite Lot #8 100.
Coe Lot opposite Lot #9 100.
25 ft. Kanasatka Lot #8 100.
Young, Charles S. & Sara E.




Wilkinson Lot & Camp, Bald Peak 4,500,
Youngblood, Franklin H. & Ruth A.
Wentworth Shore Lot & Camp 3,000.
Youtz, Marilyn J. & Eleanor J. Charles
Bishop Shores Lot #6 & camp 6,500-
Bishop Shores Back Lot #33 20O-
Zimmer, LaVerne R.
Tecumseh Shore Lot 1,500.
Zirpolo, Albert & Catherine
Lot #4 & camp, Adams 3,300.
Back Lot #19, Adams 200.
Zirpolo, Albert & Lorraine R.
Bishop Shores Land & Camp 2,500.
Zeller, Milton A. & Susan
Coe Lot #4 & Camp, Kanasatka 2,300.
Back Lot 200.
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